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Boeing Business Taking Nose
Dive
The Boeing Company has lost
altitude, taking a financial plunge
in its third quarter.
Placing the blame on late
deliveries, shortages of parts and
skilled labor cost, Boeing said it
will lose $1.6 billion before taxes.
After taxes, the loss will level out
to an estimated $652 million.
Production inefficiencies with the
latest version of the 737 account
for $700 million in extra costs.
In
September,
Boeing
announced that it was postponing
delivery of at least 12 airliners
into the fourth quarter. By the
beginning of October, Boeing had
an order backlog for 1,629 jets.
Job Growth Slow but Sure
The Inland Empire ts coming
in strong 1n the job race and is
building its own labor force,
rather than commuting to Los
Angeles.
According to Caltfornia State
University, Fullerton's economic
forecast, the Inland Empire job
growth woll continue to top the
Southern Cahfornta average.
Anti
Puri,
director
of
Fullerton's Institute for Economic
and Environmental Studies, said
the Inland Empire was starting to
build its own labor force and real

continued on Page 68

In a move that furthers
Business Bank of Californta's
attempt to gain a foothold in the
High Desert, shareholders of High
Desert National Bank approved the
$3.9 million takeover bid of the
San Bernardino-based thrift
Busmess Bank CEO Frank
Mercardante downplayed the sigmficance of the announcement in
October, saying that 11 was expected since the deal had already been

hammered out. But he satd that tt IS
a good deal for both parties.
"They [High Desert shareholders] are getting a good value for
their

ttme

and

investment,"

Mercardante said
Business Bank tS also gettmg a
good deal, spending $3.9 million to
acquire all the shares of a bank
with $40 million 10 deposits, the
CEO said
The takeover of High Desert
National, which has two desert
branches.

is

Banks' expansion plans. The bank

recently

opened

a

branch

in

Redlands in addition to tts three
branches in San Bernardino and
Corona.
Originally announced in June,
the latest takeover announcement

COinCided

Busmess

with the release of
Bank's third-quarter

results, wh1ch show a net earnings

dec I me
from
$343,000
in
September !996 to $82,000 in
cofl!inued un Page 5

part of Business

tall
by Rebecca Jo James
It's not quite lions, tigers and
bears, but it's lizards, snakes and
bobcats. There's even a couple of
bats, rats and seals thrown in. No,
the zoo hasn't come to the Inland
Empire,
but the American
Wilderness Experience has.
Shoppers at the Ontario Molls
Mall have an added attraction
tucked into one of the comers- a
trip to the High Sierras. A manmade wtlderness, filled with live
creatures, has colltded with mcr-

chandtstng.
After two years of promosmg

continued on Page .Jl
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Governor Signs Sewage Bill Requiring Public Notification
Ending a gray area in pubhc
safety, Governor Wilson signed
into law in October a bill requiring
local health authorities to report
sewage spills to the pubhc.
State Sen. Ruben Ayala (D32nd District), who authored the
bill, said he drafted it in response
to a commentary in the Inland
Empire Business Journal and on
"Inland Empire Television News."
The commentary stated that no

one notified the public after a
Jurupa
Community
Services
District sewage hne broke in July
1996, dumping 10 million gallons
of raw sewage into the Santa Ana
River. The editorial called for a
law that would require public notification.
When asked why the public
was not told of the spill, both the
Riverside County Department of
Environmental Health and the

Santa Ana Regional Water Quality
Control Board said that no state or
federal law required them to do so,
according to the senator.

"I didn't belt eve it,'" Ayala
said. ""I can "t really belt eve that
there is no notification requirement when a health hazard is
occurring."

That will change on Jan. I,

continued on Page 33
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Taking a walk on the wild side, the cover features "Winter
Crossing," by Lindsey Foggel!. The painting look 400 hours to
complete and was inspired by the northwest par! of Glacier Park
in Montana near Kin!ler Lake. (See related story about painter
Lindsey Foggell on page 17.) More paintings and prints will be
on display during the 15th Annual Wildlife An Festival hosted
by the San Bernardino Counly Museum in Redlands, Friday
through Sunday, Nov. 21 to 23. For more information about !he
art festival, call (909) 798-8570.
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l!'s not surprising that !he word
"sing" is in her name because it is
no! only a part of her life but something she can 'I go a day without
doing.
PaTrisha Singleton has been
singing all her life and, for her, it's
"as important as breathing."
"I cannot not sing," she smiles.
"My mother sang, my sisters and I
sing and now my sons like to sing.
Besides having an apple every day,
thai's one of the real pleasures in
life."
Singleton considers !he city of
Riverside her home - having been
!ransplanled from Selma, Alabama
while in !he fifth grade. Her "musical" career began when a teacher
sent a note home to her mother indicating her vocal talent and suggesting thai she lake singing lessons.
She's been singing ever since.
Singleton dropped out of high
school 10 lour with William Hall, a
well-known musical conductor. In
1971, she responded to a "canle

call"
and
garnered a
singing role
in the musical
"Jesus
C h r i s I
Superstar." She sang on the national road lour with !he rock group.
Her three-plus-octave range has
kepi Singleton busy with her art as
she embraces all forms of music
from classical and jazz to pop and
gospel. She also sings in five languages: French, German, l!alian,
Spanish and English.
After a 30-year hiatus from
education, Singleton "got up the
courage" to go back 10 college. Her
day slar!S at midnight with studying, then she goes to work as a
grant-proposal writer, and then she
heads off to college.
II 's been a tough road,
Singleton says, but, as a single
mother, she felt it was important to
show her four sons, "If I can do il,
you can do it." And a grade point
average of 3.4 IS sweet music to her
ears.

High desert shareholders
continued from Page 3
September 1997.
President Mercardanle said !he
drop in earnings is a resul! of costs
associated with the acquisition,
many of which are one-time costs,
and the costs of starting a new
branch and new products.
Since Mercardante joined the
bank in January 1996, it has begun
targeting !he consumer market and
offering more corporate services.
"We knew we would be entering new markets and !hal we needed to have a more complete product line,'' Mercardante said.
New products include consumer deposit accounts, visa debit
cards, home-equity lines of credit,
corporate cash-management ser-

vices and corporate credit cards.
Expanded product lines have
helped !he bank increase deposits
22 percent lo $104.7 million from
$85.7 million a year ago. Total
assets rose to $119.5 million, an
increase of $19.2 million.
With assets growing and most
acquisition expenses not rolling
over to next year, Mercardante said
next fiscal year should be a heal!hy
year for the company. And the
takeover should be complete
before the end of the year, which
will be a benefit to some customers.
"A significant number of our
clients have businesses in the High
Desert,·· Mercardante said. ''This
will provtde greater convenience
for them."

If a man has a talent and cannot use 1t: he has fmled. If he
has a talent and has used only half of It, he has half-fmled.
If he has a talent and learns .wmehow to use t~1e wlt.ole of
it, he has gloriously succeeded, and won a sallsfactiOn and
a triumph few men e\•er knmv.

SBA Lender Offers Loans to
San Bernardino Businesses
Southland
Economic
Development Corp. (EDC) is now
offering the SBA 504 loan to San
Bernardino businesses that have a
history of at least three years. The 504
loan is designed to (1) assist small
businesses to expand their operations
and (2) promote job growth in !he
local community. Southland has been
providing the 504 loan to Orange
County businesses smce 1983. Since
that time, 4,426 jobs have been created as of the end of fiscal 1996.
"We are excited to offer our
financial services in the county of San
Bernardino," President Jim Davis
said. "Southland is dedicated to the
advancement of a strong business and
economic base for the entire county."
The 504Joan provides long-term,
fixed-asset financing at below market
interest rates with a minimum 10 percent down payment. Loan proceeds
may be used to purchase and improve

(if necessary) an existing building or
to construct a new facility.
Southland recently received the
award for Greatest Percentage
Increase in SBA 504 Loan
from
!he .-----.,.--..,...,
National
Association
of Developm e
Companies.
In
1996,
Southland
assisted 70 businesses by providing
financing totaling $29.3 million.
Other services offered by
Southland include affordable housing
development, loan program servicing
and administration, and program
sponsorship and funding.
Southland's skilled lending
specialists can be reached by calling the toll-free number (888) 560LEND.

Nor are all banks. Some are so big they just can"t get out of
their own way. Others are small and congeniaL but simply
don"t have the resources to get the job done. And when it
comes to business banking, you need personalized service
backed up by a powerful bank. Glendale Federal Bank. one of
California"s few statewide SBA Preferred Lenders. brings
SBA loans to a higher leveL We make sure your business needs
are taken care of with uncommon speed. And our SBA Loan
Group has the experience to give your business an unequalled
chance for continued growth and success.
So while most every bank may be an equal opportunity
lender...

DALL fEDERAL BANK
THE OTHER WAY TO BANK MEANS BUSINIESS
l- 8 00-4 13-3387
Federal Bank F$8 1997 MemOOr FOJC
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San Bernardino's Concert That Shouldn't Have Been

Government-Business Partnership Critical to Job Creation

To promote itself, the city of
San Bernardino decided to assume
some risk. But the city is not a private enterprise, and one wonders
why the city decided to gamble
with taxpayer dollars.
The fiasco in question was a
concert held at the Stampede auditorium that cost the city more than
$360,000. But the city only collected $58,300 from tickets, parking,

by Assemblyman Fred Aguiur

concessions and event sponsors.

Doomed from the beginning,
the concert, which promoted such
talent as Jan and Dean, Martha
Reeves, Tito Puente, and Mike
Love of the Beach Boys, was supposed to coincide with the Stater
Bros. Route 66 Rendezvous. But
the Route 66 people did not want
anything to do with the concert.
So, while people lined the
streets of San Bernardino and
roared to the hooting of classic
cars, the city of San Bernardino
played host to an almost empty stadium.
In spite of inflated projectioos
- the city touted an attendance of
3,947 - a die-hard "oldies" lover
who attended the Sunday concert
counted only 200 people in the stadium, which holds 5,000.
The city of San Bernardino also
paid for round-trip air fares, limousines, vaos and hotel rooms for
some of the artists and their bands.

Normally, promoters cover any
kind of liability or losses incurred.
And, thus stipulated, will be held
accountable for the failure or success of an event.
But the city of San Bernardino
gave promoter Keith Ward a blank
check, which he cashed in for stage
lighting and sound equipment
rentals, and, of course, part of his
fee. Even so, now it would appear
that the city will be studying the
"legalese" of its promoter's contract. Already collecting $24,795
for his services, Ward feels he has
"been taken by the city" and
believes the city owes him more.
Still, Economic Development
Agency Director Tim Steinhaus
defends the use of the money, saying that it "helped to market the
city."
Yes, but to only 200 people?
Even with the city's figures, the
city spent $360,000 to market to
about 4,000 people. And that's not
even the real issue.
The point is that a city should
not be in the business of putting on
concerts. That's what professional
promoters do for a living. They, not
the taxpayers, assume the risks.
And now city officials are sayEconomic
ing
that
the
Development Agency usually has

continued on Page 41
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This year, in response to federal legislation signed by
President Clinton, California's
leaders were faced with Ihe challenge of developing a welfare
reform plan that would end the
cycle of dependency that 1raps so
many recipients.
The effort 10 enact such a
plan culminated in July, when the
legislature enacted CalWORKS,
a new public assistance program
that builds upon the themes of
accountability and personal
responsibility by emphasizing
hard work and providing recipients wilh a real opportunity to
transition into the work force.
With CalWORKS in place,
our goal is to move 600,000 people into lhe work force over the
next few years. Yet this is a significant challenge given that we
lack the number of jobs necessary lo employ these recipients.
In fact, in order to accommodate
this influx and maintain current
employment figures, we must
create an overwhelming 1.8 million jobs in the next five years.
This fact was not losl on policy makers. Indeed, many legislators offered proposals to solve
the impending job shortage by
proposing various tax credits
designed to encourage companies to hire welfare recipients.
This approach is sure to benefit
many employers, who currently
have little incentive 10 hire former welfare recipients.
These credits will likely offset some of the additional costs
associated with hiring welfare
recipients, who will mosl likely
require additional training and
oversight. Even with tax credits,
however, many employers will
still be reluctant to hire welfare
recipients.
For small business owners,
who often must struggle just to
meet payroll each month, tax
credits may not be enough For
this reason we must take further
action to encourage all employers to participate in moving people from welfare to work.

In addition to focusing our
efforts on current welfare recipients, we must also recognize the
plight of the working poor. An
individual who has been working
to support a family on a $6-perhour wage could see his or her
opportunity for advancement
fade as businesses focus their
efforts on hiring welfare recipients and qualifying for tax credits.
To create a system that penalizes the individuals who have
chosen the difficult road of work,
forsaking an easier life on public
assistance, runs counter to the
core values embodied
by
Cal WORKS.
Thus, we must concentrate
our efforts on enhancing lhe
overall business climate in the
slate, creating new growth and
job
opportunities
for
all
Californians.
The legislature can make
strides toward achieving these
objectives by conductipg a careful analysis of stale mandates on
businesses lo determine their
cost-effectiveness and efficiency
and by enacting corresponding
reforms. Specifically, we must
strive to balance lhe needs of
employers, employees and the
environment, making OSHA and
environmental regulation more
cost-efficient and easier to
implement.
We must find ways to cut the
costly red lape that binds
employers each and every lime
they hire new employees. And
we must revise workers' compensation and work place safeguards to reduce fraud and
enhance their effectiveness. In
sum, we must force government
to take a step back and let businesses do what they do besl: create jobs and spur economic
growth.
Simultaneously, we must
expand job training programs so
that low-skilled, low-wage workers have the opportunity to train
for more demanding, higherwage jobs. Increasing our job

continued on Page 70
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TH.E I~SUE:san Bernardino City Attorney Jim Penman sparked criticism during a recent City
Council meetmg when he announced contributions to four mayoral candidates. Were his actions motivated by
personal. political views or a desire to help the voters make an informed decision? And the greater question is
should c1ty attorneys be elected- as Penman is- or appointed by city councils?

Public Watchdog: The
Elected City Attorney

Getting an Honest Opinion

by James Penman

by William Alexander

California's lO elected city
attorneys are found in the largest
cities: Los Angeles, San Francisco,
San Diego, Long Beach and six
others. The voters in those cities
zealously guard their prerogative to
choose their municipal attorney
and relish the fact that he or she can
prosecute other elected officials in
the city for violations of the voterenacted Political Reform Act
(appointed city attorneys don't
have this authority). This gives lhe
voters a "watchdog" city attorney
inside city hall.
The rules of professional conduct require all city attorneys to be
faithful servants to the city council
in lawsuits and the giving of legal
advice. No elected city attorney
wants to risk discipline by the state
bar for pushing his or her own
political agenda or grandstanding
on a case or instance of legal
advice. Such discipline would like1y be fatal when raised in a re·election contest.
The real advantage of an elected city attorney over an appointed
one is not the perceived power of
prosecution over other politicians.
Those officials are well aware of
the existence of their city attorney's
authority and are usually careful to
avoid violating any law within his
or her jurisdiction. Rather, the
elected status frees the city attorney
to give true and accurate legal
advice and to say "no" to legally
questionable ideas and schemes.
All municipal attorneys have
faced pressure by city managers
and politicians to write the legal
opinions those officials desire.
Often, the real motive to change
city attorneys is that the departing
attorney was not as "cooperative"
with the city manager and/or city
council as expected. Writing an
accurate legal opinion that torpedoes a project or issue a council

member or city manager supports
has ended the career of many
municipal attorneys.
By contrast, the elected city
attorney will quickly be undone at
an election if he gives wrong
advice on a high-profile case or
issue or makes a series of legal mistakes on more routine matters.
Elected city attorneys, who
must face the public every four
years, are more likely to be aggressive and innovative in fighting
crime, blight and political corruption. Also, they are more likely to
forge their offices into sharpened
weapons to defend the city in lawsuits with less expensive and more
cost-effective deputy city attorneys.
Many appointed city attorneys
use the outside law firm of
"Dewey, Fieesem and Howe" to
defend the city in all lawsuits. This,
despite the fact that such firms factor a profit into their fees. But the
use of outside litigators makes the
in-house appointed city attorney
less vulnerable. They are more
likely to be dismissed if their inhouse deputies lose a succession of
cases or even a single high profile
one.
The elected city attorney, however, is free to explain truthfully
why the case was lost, pointing out
that the problem, frequently, is not
the legal work but the failures of
the city department whose employees' conduct caused the lawsuit in
the first place. An appointed city
attorney might be hard pressed to
expose the same, when the city
manager is the top-level supervisor
of the department in question or
when the council is sensitive to
criticism of misconduct in a city
department on their "watch."
"Don't make the city look bad" is
an admonition all city attorneys
hear. Sometimes, what that really

continued on Page 62

The best way of dealing with
the issue of whether a city is better
served by having an elected or
appointed city attorney is to understand the qualifications to be a city
attorney and the functions performed by the city attorney.
First, when a city employs a
city attorney, it is expected that this
person will be a seasoned, knowledgeable lawyer able to competently practice municipal law and, in
doing so, understand esoteric areas,
including conflicts of interest law,
open meeting law, land use law and
a number of other specific areas of
the law.
Further, that knowledge must
be demonstrated by a proven track
record verified when a city attorney
goes through a recruitment process
that includes interviews and background checks. However, a person
running to be an elected city attorney need only be a licensed lawyer
who resides in the cily. A city attorney could be elected who has
absolutely no background in the
practice of municipal law.
Once hired, the city attorney
should understand that his or her
mission is to provide sound legal
advice evenhandedly to all elected
officials and city staff. That advice
should not be presented in a manner which favors particular elected
officials over other elected officials
based upon political views. Of
course, an elected city attorney
could be much more likely to seek
to align his advice with those
politicians with whom he agrees or

with whom he forms a political
coalition, or otherwise arrive at a
decision that is politically geared
toward re-election.
Advice from a city attorney on
any particular matter should
include a description of the legal
risks involved in choosing alternatives which are available to the
council. The advice should be
based upon legal rather than political considerations.
For example, a city can be
placed in the middle of a hotly contested dispute between two groups.
Both sides can be represented by
counsel who raise numerous legal
arguments in support of their positions. It should be the function of
the city attorney to sift through
legal input and provide the council
advice which will help make a
valid decision.
Obviously, if an elected city
attorney was put in the same position, that city attorney might be
inclined to provide advice most
likely to bring about positive election results for the city attorney
rather than being solely concerned
with the validity of the council's
decision.
In summary, as to qualifications and as to the fulfillment of the
city attorney's mission, a city is
best served by receiving advice
from a knowledgeable, appointed
city attorney who will work in concert with the council and give guiding advice based upon objective
review of the law

William Alexander is the mayor of
Rancho Cucamonga.
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Flyboy Leads Pacer Technology to New Heights
by Mathew Padilla
"Have you ever been upside
down?" Jim Muon asked me.
"'Just on roller coasters," I
said.
I'm not sure how we got to
that point in the conversation. I
had come to h1s office to find out
how he had turned an unprofitable company with about $5
null ion'" sales'" fiscal 1986 to a
profitable company with more
than $:!5 million in sales in fiscal
1997.
But somehow we got on the
topic of flying while talkmg in his
office in Rancho Cucamonga, and
the CEO and president of Pacer
Technology offered to take me up
for a spin.
I jumped at the chance. A Pacer CEO Jim Munn stands before his World War II airplane.
week after that first interview, J
straight up halfway through the
Muon IS the type of guy who
met Munn at Riverside Municipal
loop he was about to do. The plane
jumps right into a situation and
A1rport, and he mtroduced me to
rose and rose until it was vertical
grabs the reigns of leadership,
h1s vintage World War II singlcand then beyond. I looked straight
seermngly without fear. When he
engme plane, which he co-owns
up but that was straight down, and
took over Pacer in 1986, he made
With Pacer Vice PreSident of
I could see the ground above my
some tough calls, firing most of
Marketing Tom Nightmgale. The
management and culling other
head.
plane IS an SNJ-4, which was used
After a time, I felt hke my
expenses.
to train pilots during the war.
stomach was in my lap, and I was
The media loves to hale CEOs
With the propeller, ~2-foot
ready to revisit my lunch. Feeling
who think that firing people is the
wmg span and acrylic-plastic-covrather sheepish, I let my pilot
answer to higher profits, but in
ered cockpit, the atrplanc looked
know it was lime to slop.
Pacer's case it was part of a plan
like somethmg out of a World War
Munn kindly obliged, and,
that worked.
II photograph.
after we touched down, he told me
Of course those thoughts hit
I showed up in jeans. tenms
I did prelly good in the air, even
me before we actually took off. In
shoes and a T-shirt, and Muon
though I got a little green.
the air, I learned a lot more about
wore a blue flight suit that suited
That flight proved my theory
Jim Muon.
his 6-foot. 5-inch frame. I climbed
about Jim Muon: He is a risk taker.
We sped on down the runway
into the back seat of the cockpit.
And I learned he's not a bad
and before I even realized it we
Muon went through the laundry
pilot.
were in the air. The ground was
list of safety features and had me
Later, he invited me to dinner
getting farther away, and I couldslap on a headset.
at the airport with the Inland
n't believe that the little aluminum
After he showed me where the
Empire Wing of the Confederate
machine was in the air.
barf bag was, he told me not to feel
Air Force, a national organization
Flying
high
near
Lake
bad if I got sick.
devoted to the preservation and
Mathews with various straps
"I've gotten sick in that
memory of World War II aircraft.
around my chest and legs (I was
seal,·· Munn reassured me.
Before the meeting started, I
wearing a parachute just in case), I
Then, he climbed into the front
bumped into Tom Nightingale,
looked down at the lake and then
and we began taxiing toward the
who has worked at Pacer for about
up at the clear sky and thought,
runway.
20 years, a decade longer than
"This is awesome."
As we taxied, I could hear
Munn.
And then Muon decided to
Muon talking to the control tower
I asked him, what is it about
show me a little of what the plane
and I began to think that here was
Muon that enabled him to succeed
could do. He started doing some
the perfect CEO. At 58, Muon
where others have failed?
fancy maneuvers, and I started getseemed like the perfect leader Nightingale told me that the
ting a little nervous.
intelligent, bold and in complete
two presidents before Muon didn't
Next, he told me to look
control.
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know how to run a company.
They lacked Munn 's entrepreneurial spirit and his willingness to take chances (again
the
risk-taking
theme
emerges).
A good example of
Munn's risk taking was the
company's takeover of Super
Glue in 1994.
"They were doing about
$12 million in sales, and we
were doing close to the same,"
Nightingale said.
After the acquisition of
Super Glue, Pacer had a negative net income for the first
year since fiscall986.
Munn said it took some
time to discover which Super
Glue products were going to
be the most profitable for
Pacer. And as there were layoffs when Munn first took over
Pacer, he eliminated Super Glue
staff and brought operations inhouse.
That move fit with Muon's
philosophy of keeping Pacer a vertically
integrated
company.
Product design, manufacturing and
marketing are almost entirely done
in
the
company's
Rancho
Cucamonga headquarters and factory or in its two off-site factories
in Ontario and Corona.
And Muon has every intention
of keeping the vertically integrated
machine expanding. Pacer recently
acquired California Chemical
Specialties Inc. in Corona.
"We would like to get this
[company) to $100 million in sales
over the next couple of years
through growth and acquisitions,"
Muon said.
As for flying with the
Confederate Air Force, they
recently did two fly-bys over the
California Speedway in Fontana.
Muon, who has a wife and two
grown children, said he loves flying for s imple reasons.
"When you're flying, it lakes
100 percent of your concentration," Munn said. "And it gives
you the freedom to leave your
responsibilities behind for a short
time."
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Sundance Spas: A Pioneer in Soothing
by Reheccu Jo Jumes
It's been a long day. Your head
1s achmg, your hack is sore and your
feet feel as though you've just run a
440 relay. It 's lime to go home and
relax f·or some people, slipping into
"someth1ng more comfortable"
means slipping into a warm, bubbling spa
And that's what Sundance Spas
is count1ng on.
'"Millions of people arc turning
to the healing power of warm water
to ease tension, relieve the pain of
arthritis and other chronic male~dies,
and restore a sense of well-bcmg and
calm," said Ron Clark, CEO for
Sundance Spas. "When you sit in a
Sundance Spa, you 'II feel the difference right away and for hours afterward."
But Clark wasn 'l always in the
business of making people feel
good. Initially, the business was run
by his father and younger brother,
Charles, and they wercn 'l into spas.
They were into plastics and created
"anything plastic" that other companies needed.
After a stint m the military, Ron
Clark joined them at a time when the
business was beginning to decline.
After their father resigned, the
brothers became partners. But when
they realized they made "beller
brothers than we did partners," Ron
Clark bought out his brother - a
decision reached by both of them
mutually about a year later. Charles
Clark still works for the company.
While creating plastics for other
companies, Ron Clark began something that was totally new to the spa
industry: portable spas. They even
made the front page of an industry
magazine.
"That was a big deal because, at
the time, the industry was not a
portable-spa industry," Clark said.
"Back then you dug a hole and put
the spa in the ground. We moved the
industry into the 'appliance in a box'
type of thing."
After two to three years of keeping both business lines afloat, Clark
eventually transitioned out of plastics and into spas. That's when he
brought two partners on board and

Sundance Spa!.

Partners Clwrle!. Johnson. Ron Clark and
Gal\'lfl Bartlt·fl bl'iie1·e that VX'Itdmg lime
in 11 Sundance Spa i.'i "simply lire most
perfect massage in the world.''

Sundance Spas was born.
Clark mel Charlie Johnson
through manufacturing the product.
Johnson was an early customer of
Clark's spa"> and needed no persuasion to join the team. He came on
board to spearhead the sales department. Galvin Bartlett had known
Clark in the Army when they were
deep-sea divers together.
"Ron told me there was an
opportunity with these spas - so
let's build them," Bartlett said. "I
quit being an automotive chemical
distributor in Southern California
and joined the team in product
development."
Sundance
Spas
steadily
increased in volume and soon outgrew its facility in Costa Mesa. They
moved the warehouse to Anaheim,
where they stayed for three years
before moving to Chino in the early
'80s. Even now, they warehouse and
manufacture the spas in different
locations.
The need for expansion has
forced Clark and his partners to look
for yet another location- this lime
in Corona. By 1999, they hope to
move their 400 employees to a larger location that will enable Sundance
Spas to warehouse and produce spas
at the same location.
Clark says they need the room
because they use "just about every
type" of manufacturing skill when
creating a spa.
"'We actually build a spa backwards," he said, "starting with the
paint job."
The spa takes form in the plastics department where it is vacuum

formed and painted with an acrylic
that provides a cosmetic surface that
is very durable.
After 11 is formed, the spa is like
an eggshell and is strengthened with
a fiberglass structure underneath it.
Then, the plumbing jets and configurations are put into place before it
goes to the woodworking are<1 where
a redwood cabinet is created for it.
TI1e form IS transferred to the
engine department where the spa is
fitted with an engine and IS "electronJcally oriented." It is in..cmJated
with foam, put m a box and shipped
off.
More than 20,000 spas are sold
per year, averaging $5,500 to $6,000
each.
"We are dealing with more than
47 countries right now," Clark said.
"Most of the business is domestic,
but we are going international."
Johnson moved Sundance Spas
into the international realm six years
ago.
"Initially, we had inquiries from
people representing European firms
whom we had met at trade shows,"
Johnson said. "That opened us up to
the idea of going international and
we decided to give it a try. The first
few years we were just learning how
to do it."
The spa had to go through electrical changes to conform to international trade. Changing the voltage
and working with different currency
requirements were the first big hurdles.
"We made a spa and sold it in
Switzerland," Johnson said. ''We
made some mistakes, but the customer lived through our ignorance
with us. This helped us to learn what
was required in a product to be successful in Europe."
Cultural differences also played
a role in the marketing of the spa.
"We have grown up with the spa
here in the United States," Johnson
explained. "But the spa product was
brand new in European markets and
they had not gone through all the
learning that American dealers had."
Growing internationally at a rate
of 25 percent annually, Johnson
anticipates a market size in Western
Europe similar to what they have in

the United States. This year,
Sundance Spa' will open a field
office in Western Europe, along with
warehouses in Western Europe and
Australia
The growth of Sundance Spas
and the innovations it has brought to
the mdustry have garnered nationaJ
attention to the $70 million business.
For three years in a row, Sundance
Spas was listed in l11c. Magazi11e as
one of the lop 500 fastest growing
private businesses in the United
States, actually securing a position
in the lop I 00 category.
Sundance Spas has also
received numerous awards. The
John Holcumb Silver Award was
presented to Sundance Spas for new
technology.
"Sundance was instrumental in
bringing the spa industry into the
electronic age with the microprocessor-based spa-control circuitry,"
Clark said. "This is something like
what you might expect to find controlling a microwave oven."
Since combining water and
electricity was outlawed and considered unsafe, Clark said they had to
educate the industry as well as legislators regarding the safety f~ature of
micro circuitry.
Other
new
innovations
Sundance Spas brought to the industry were pillows in the spa, recessed
jets, skimmer filters, multi-level
seating, comfort seating, foot jets
and air injectors.
Bartlett said they are always
looking for new ideas.
"We always listen to our customers - their feedback is very
imp011ant to us,'' Bartlett said. "We
blend the practical side with the idea
and come up with a great spa."
Listening to customers and to
employees has been a successful
tool for Sundance Spas and - in
spite of its perpetual growth something that Clark will always
encourage.
"Our customers give us some of
our best ideas," Clark said. "And our
employees are the ones who can
make it work. I encourage that creativity and- no matter how big we
get - will always make sure that
people are happy to work here."

-
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CORNER ON MARKET

Realizing the True Nature of Value
by Ron Burgess
The word .. value" is one of those ridiculously overused words. Advertising overuse
has made it virtually mute. The word value has
lost most of its value! Terms such as "the best
value" and "valuable gift or coupon" become
trite when they appear on every product label.
Despite what overusing the term value has
done to its selling impact, value is still the
measuring stick by which most buying decisions are made. Understanding value is useful
in the process of carefully crafting product
positioning and in comparing competing products.
Burgess Group developed a model to facilitate assessing the components of value as a
tool to help clients understand how value is
created and measured. This method has been
used successfully for years to move management away from superficially boosting hype,
selling value that is actually nonexistent. While
many good (and statistically superior) models
exist for evaluating consumer attitudes about

ference between them.
The area inside each diamond is not an
exact measure of overall value. Together, the
diamonds function as a visual aid, showing
how dramatic differences in value can be when
all four elements are considered at once.
In each case, both stores have a particular
market. They may even make equal amounts of
money on the product. They can exist side by
side. Because of the image component, it is difficult to determine which is more valuable.
One market's perception is that image is
valuable. Another market's perception is that
low price is what matters. Beauty is in the eye
of the beholder. ln other words, value is perception. 1\vo markets for similar products can
co-exist, both having enough perceived value
to be successful (perhaps even sharing some
customers!).
On the other hand, when competitors are
competing for the same market, value can be
fashioned intentionally. I recently used this
exercise to compare a client's competition.
Their chart looked like Chart 2.

-

CHART I

petitive edge (for example, a high-priced product). The customer will always make buying
decisions based on value. Ask yourself, "How
is each of the value components perceived by
my customers?" and "Is a strategic plan in
place for each of the components, or just one or
two?"
Knowing where the value lies is what is
valuable in marketing!

tant who specializes in strategic marketing

With service, quality and price so similar,
the differentiation between the two companies'
value was in the element of image. Suddenly,
everyone understood the importance of maintaining consistency in all activities where the
image of the company is involved.
The exact marketing positioning was deliberately raised to an increased level of importance. In this case, it became clear that projecting the wrong image might very well cause

stagnation (a trend that is difficult to track and
expensive to discover after the damage is
done).
Based on the outcome and level of examination, the Burgess Value Model is useful in
providing understanding in a variety of areas,
including company image, product line and
service. This enables the precise crafting of an
item's value while prioritizing the area that
needs the improvement or change.
This method can be used to discover ways
of building value into a product lacking a com-

Expected shippmg date

* Length of time the offer is valid

Ron Burgess is a business development consul-

value, the Burgess Value Model is an easily
understood approach for probing the issue.
Value bas four components: quality, price,
service and image. These four components are
easily evaluated when comparing a company or
products with similar and competitive products
or companies. On the other hand, determining
overall value is very difficult. The best way to
describe how this method works is through the
following example.
Compare the purchase of a Polo shirt from
a Ralph Lauren designer store to that of an
ordinary knit-shirt from Wai-Mart. Then,
assign an approximate rating to each of the
four components (quality, price, service and
image). Two similar products will probably be
rated very differently.
If we chart them, they might look like Chart 1.
When the points are connected, a diamond
is formed for each store's product. This provides a rather good visual value comparison of
the two products, revealing a considerable dif-

Taking the First Step in International Sales

by Susan Thomas

planning, relationship marketing and illlegrated marketing systems. He may be contacted at
BURGESS group by e-mailing to "ronburgess@earthlink.net" or calling (909) 7987092.

The imllal step 111 an international sales transaction is when the
potential overseas huyer requests
that the U.S manufacturer submit a
sales quotLttion. This quotation is
submitted in the form of a proforma invoice. While it may resemble a commercial invoice, the proforma mvoice is s1gnificantly different in terms of objective.
A pro-forma invoice is prepared once the buyer and seller
reach a mutual understanding as to
the products to be shipped, pricing
and terms. In essence, the proforma invoice is an "offer to sell"
that is subject to acceptance by the
buyer.
The pro-forma invoice fully
details an offer that is considered
binding on the exporter and can be
relied upon by the buyer. It is
understood to be a commitment that
the exporter will, in fact, deliver the
products stated and comply with
the terms and conditions as written.
There will be no misunderstanding
or disputes if both exporter and
buyer are clearly aware of every
detail of the transaction in advance
of it being completed. Another way
to define the pro-forma is that it is a
written "meeting of the minds."
The U.S. Department of
Commerce urges that the document
be clearly marked "PRO-FORMA
INVOICE" and include:

* Names

and addresses of buyer
and seller
• Date
* Reference number
• Detailed description of all
products and accessories
• Total selling price (quoted in U.S.

•
•
•
•

-

•
•
•

CHART2

dollars)
Price discounts
Country of origin
Ports of export and import
Payment terms (as defined by
International Chamber of
Commerce "lncoterms")
Weight and dimensions
Harmonized schedule B commodity numbers
Shipping charges and all related
export costs (freight, insurance,
forwarder's fee, packaging, etc.)

* Non-diversion statement

required
by the Bureau of Export
Administration: "The products
described in this pro-forma
invoice will be exported in conformance with U.S. Export
Administration Regulations.
Diversion contrary to U.S law
is prohtbited."
Certification of accuracy: "I
hereby certify that the information contained herein is true
and correct, and that the merchandise described is origin of
(country of manufacture)."
* Signature and date

If the buyer does not agree with
any of the terms outlined in the proforma invoice, those items can be
negotiated before the products are
manufactured or sh1pped. The
advantage to the buyer of having a
pro-forma invoice is that total costs
for the shipment can he computed.
Also, the overseas buyer may
require a pro-forma invoice to
obtain governmental approval for
the import.
The importer's central bank
may request a copy of the pro-

BUSINESS OWNERS

WE WANT
YOUR
EXCESS
INVENTORY
WE'LL BUY YOUR EXCESS
INVENTORY. OFTEN FOR
FULL BOOK VALUE, AND
NO WRITE-DOWNS. CALL
MICHAEL AMES AND
TURN YOUR EXCESS INTO
SUCCESS

1547

MICHAEL AMES
W. STRUCK AVE .• BLDG. A
ORANGE. CA 92867
(714) 532-1610
FAX (714) 532-1690

forma invoice when the Importer
purchases U.S. dollars m order to
make payment. A pro-forma
invoice is the most common\ y used
method to provide the buyer with
the information neces...;;ary to open a
letter of credit.
For the buyer, the pro-forma
invoice will:
• Confirm exactly what IS being
purchased
Define the seller's intent
• Enable the importer to obtain any
specialized import approvals,
such as from a health ministry
• Outline expenses for each aspect
of the shipment

The most valuable function of
the pro-forma mvoice is to clearly
detail, in writing, terms of sale for a
specific transaction. This eliminates misconceptions or misunderstandings between a buyer and a
seller prior to the transaction being
completed.

Susan Thomas established
Export Associates 1n 1991
specifically to help small
manufacturers
get
their
products sold on the international market. Thomas may
be contacted by calling (714)
282-7694.
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Businesswomen Meet, Mingle and Share Ideas at Expo
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Inland Empire West Area

by Mathew Padilla

/0 /urg£":'il Offtce Comph•x£'\

Kelly Lange gave simple
advace at the Women & Busmess
1997 Expo. The Channel 4
(KNBC)
anchorwoman
said
women need to be creative to stand
out in life .
During her keynote speech to
more than 1,000 attendees at the
Riverside Convention Center, she
also said that there ts no escape
from hard work
Her comments were followed
by other keynote speakers: Dr.
Joyce Brothers, actress Debbie
Reynolds and in-your-face fitness
fanatic Susan Powter.
The October 17th day-long
event also featured seminars
designed to sharpen the business
and personal skills women need to
succeed.
And the convention center was
packed with sponsors who manned
booths, discussing their services.
The expo is organized annually by Inland Empire Business
Journal President William Anthony
and was co-presented this year by
Lorna Linda University Medical
Center.
Anthony said the expo is an
excellent opportunity for women
"to broaden their business and
social life."
The most outspoken woman of
the day was Susan Pewter, who
said that success in business or in
any field is a result of living well,
which includes plenty of exercise
and a diet that contains 10 percent
fat.
"If you aren't well, you're
nothing," Powter said.
Matbtw P.diii&'Tbc Joumal

Photo Captions: (Top) Actress and
keynote speaker Debbte Reynolds
raises her arm for that extra bit of

emphasis . (Middle,

Left)

Inland

Empire Busmess Journal President
William Anthony presents an award to

Lorna Unda Untverstty Medtcal Center
Marketing Director Greg Willtams for
the center's outstandtng support of the
expo. (Middle, Right) Keynote
Speaker Dr. Joyce Brothers hugs City
National Bank Vice President Lynn

Smith after Smith handed her flowers
for

delivering

an

intelligent

and

provocative speech. (Bottom, Left)
Representatives wrth BA Investment
Servtees Inc. stand bestde their sponsorship

booth

in

the

Riverside

Convention Center. (Bottom, Right)
Outspoken Susan Powter gives an allnabJral perfonmance.

5

Laband Center (southeast corner)
Grand Ave. & Chino Hills Pkwy.

Total RBA (sq. ft.): 83,000
Type : Ne•ghborhood Shopping Center Food/Drug
Leasing Company: Garren Commercial Real Estate Svcs.,
Inc
Agent: Gary Umphress
Phone/ Fax: (909) 628·3346/628·5651

6
1

Ontano. CA 91764
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 81,P

Arrow Business Park
9007 Arrow Rt., #140
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

Total RBA (sq. ft.): 395,511
Available Space {sq. ft.): 209,805

Type: Mutti-Tenant
FSG Rate: $0.95
Year Built: 1988
Year Renovated : NJA
Leasing Company : A & 8 Commercial Real Estate
Services, Inc.
Agent: Korean A. Ellings
Phone/Fax: (909) 944-7455/944-6366

2

Centrelake Plaza
3401 Centrelake Dr.

Ontario, CA 91764
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 110,763
Available Space ( sq. ft.): 44,937
Type: na
FSG Rate: $1.65 · $1.85
Year Built: 1989
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: Cushman & Wakefield
Agent: Mark McAdams. Jerra Beckhart
Phone/Fax: (909) 960-7788/989-4440

3

First Financial Center
BOO N. Haven Ave.
39

39

164
Available Space (sq. ft.) : 15,586
Type: na
FSG Rate : $1 55
Year Built: 1985
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company : Cushman & Wakefield
Agent: Mark McAdams, Jerra Beckhart

7

Barton Plaza
10535 Foothill Blvd.

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 77,051
Available Space ( sq. ft.): 34,600
Type: Class A
FSG Rate : $1 45
Year Built: na
Year Renovated : 1997
Leasing Company: Grubb & Ellis Co
Agent: Mano Leventakis, Greg Martin
Phone/Fax: (909) 605-1100/390-8645

8

The Exchange
7365 Carnelian

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 67,000
Avalla~e Space (sq. ft.) : 12,241
Type: Wood
FSG Rate: $0.85 (mod. gr.)
Year Built: 1980
Year Renovated : N/A
Leasing Company: MGA Services, Inc
Agent: Michael Rademaker
Phone/ Fax: (909) 981-4466/961-6267

9

Havengate Business Center
NWC Center & 4th Street

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 63,500
Available Space (sq. ft.): 8.500
Type: Office/A & D
FSG Rate: $0.65 (mod gr.)
Year Built: 1988
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: Delmar Property Mgmt
Agent: Rick Spurlock
Phone/Fax: (909) 945-45851987-7641

Ontario Airport Center

1 a337 N. Vineyard Ave.

Ontario, CA 91764
Total ABA (sq. fl): 57,917
Available Space (sq. ft.): 28,489
Type: na
FSG Rate : $1.30
Year Built: 1982
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: Grubb & Ellis Co
Agent: Mano Leventaltis, Greg Martin
Phone/Fax: (909) 605-1100/390-8645

Arrow Haven Corporate Park
8577 & 8599 Haven Ave.

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 84,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 28,452
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.50
Year Built: 1992
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company : Grubb & Ellis Co.
Agent: Mano Leventakis. Greg Martin
Phone/Fax: (909) 605-1100/390-8645

4

Park Haven Business Center
3350-3380 Shelby

Ontario, CA 91764
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 83,847
Available Space (sq. ft.): 7,202
Type: Class A
FSG Rate : $1.49
Year Built: 1986
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: CB Commercial
Agent: Michael O'Brien
Phone/Fax : (909) 788-3713/788-8101

HIGH DESERT CORPORATE POINTE
.

·,

.. '
·,

Medical miracles
start with research

"The Prestigious Address in Victorville"
Let us know what you are looking for ... We can help. As the largest commercial brokerage
company in the High Desert, we can offer you a large selection in commercial and industrial
property for lease or sale. For information regarding this and other exellent leasing locations,
contact Ron Kuch or Don Brown at RL. Kuch & Associates, Inc.,
(760) 241-5211. (760) 241-1208 (fax). Or visit the finn's World Wide Web site
at highdesert.com/rlkuch&associates.
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Western Riverside County Area
10 l.llTJ:t:~l

3

Off~tc

Riverside Metro Center
3801 Un1versity

Riverside. CA 92501
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 124,333
Available Space {sq. ft.): 87,938
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.95
Year Built: 1991
Year Renovated : NIA
Leasing Company: CB Commercial
Agent : MIChael o·snen
Phone!Fax: (909) 7BB-37t3nBB-B101

4

Grand Central Plaza
3610 Central, #205

Rrvers1de. CA 92506
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 116.261
Available Space (sq. ft.): 53.500
Type: Class B
FSG Rate: St 45
Year Built: 1969
Year Renovated : 1997
Leasing Company: Lee & Associates
Agent: Tom Plenk. Dave Mudge
Phone/Fax: (909) 684·4400/788· 1468

1

California Tower
3737 Main Street
Riverside, CA

Tobll RBA (eq. ft.): 150.000
Available Space ( eq. ft.): 6,840
Type: Class A

FSG Rate: $1.75
Year Built: na
Year Renovated: 1995
Leasing Company: Inland Pacific Advisors. Inc.
Agent: Dennis Morgan
Phone/Fax: (909) 686-14621682·6058

2

Riverside Metro Center
3801 University

Riverside. CA 92501

Total RBA (eq. ft.): 131.225
Available Space (sq. ft.): 87,894
Type: Gross

FSG Rate: $1.25
Year Built: 1990
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: CB Commercial
Agent Vindar Batoosingh, Phihp Woodfurd. Michael O'Brien

Phone/Fax: (9091788·3714nSS.8101

5

Town Center Corporate Plaza
27450 Ynez Rd.

Temecula. CA 92591
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 84,000
Available Space {sq. ft.): 29,000
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1 25 + electric
Year Built: 1990
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: COf.N\'Vestmar Comm. Real Estate
Agent: Jim Nadal. Patricia Nicholls
Phone!'f'ax: (909) 676-7177/699-0048

6

High Desert Area

ComJIIext'\

University Village

10 l.argest Office

7

3

2280 Wardlow C1r.

Corona. CA 91720
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 61,825
Available Space ( sq. tt.): 3,224
Type: Gross
FSG Rata : $1.42-$1 45
Yaar Built: 1990
Year Renovated : N/A
Leasing Company: CB Commercial
Agent: Ph1lip Woodford
Phone/Fax: (909) 788-3718/788·8101

8

9

Moreno Corporate Center

4

22690 Cactus

1

Carriage Square
12441 Hesperia Rd .
Victorville, CA 92392

Sierra Del Oro Office Complex
Green River Rd.

Corona, CA
Total ABA (sq. tt.): 50,000
Available Space ( sq. ft.): 50,000
Type: Build-To-Surt
FSG Rate: S1 40
Year Built: proposed
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: Grubb & Ellis Co
Agent: Mano Leventakis, Greg Martm
Phone/Fax: (909) 605-1100/390-8645

Total RBA (sq. ft.): 76,289
Available Space (sq. ft.): 12,740
Type: na
NET Rate: $0.65
Year Built: 1989
Veer Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: R.L. Kuch & Associates
Agent: Ron Kuch, Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (760) 241-5211/241-1208

1QEntrepreneurial Corp. Center
3400 Central Ave.

2

Sunset Park
13911 Park Ave.

Riverside, CA 92506
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 48,547
Available Space (sq. ft.): 0
Type: Tilt-Up
FSG Rate: $1.75-$1.80
Year Built: 1990
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: Jacobs Development Company
Agent: Evie Ocello
Phone/Fax: {909) 788·9887n88-4314

""''"'""J""I"'K'

Inland Empire East Area

Victorville, CA 92392
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 33,563
Available Space (sq. tt.): 3,587
Type: na
FSG Rate: $1.25
Year Built: 1991
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: RL Kuch & Associates
Agent: Ron Kuch, Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (760) 241-521'1/241-1208

H

"'""'"''dJrm"I'"K'u

10 l.ar~t'\1 Ojfitt• l'omple.n·\

2

4

EDA Building

San Bernardino, CA 92401

San Bernardino. CA 92408

Total RBA (eq. ft.): 82.000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 6,000
Typo: Class A

Total ABA (sq. ft.): 73. n3
Available Space ( sq. ft.): 6,805

650 E. Hospitality Ln.

San Bernardino. CA 92408
Total R8A (oq. ft.): 125.605
Avol,_ ~ ( oq.ll.): 18.496

"!Ype: Class A
FSG-:$1.65
Y-Bullt: 1989
Y--:NIA
~"'I~ CB Commercial
Agent: Michael o·e~en

P"""-/Fox: (909) 788-37131788-8101

Hesperia Center
9655 9th Street

6

Tri-City Corporate Centre

Mariposa Plaza
12555 Manposa

Victorv~lle, CA 92392
Total ABA (aq. ft.): 25.903
Available Space (sq. ft.): 1,276
Type: na
Net Rate: $0.75
Year Built: 1987
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: R.L Kuch & Associates
Agent: Ron Kuch. Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (760) 241-5211/241-1208

5

Bear Valley Commerce Center
12138 Industrial Blvd.

Victorville, CA 92392
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 18,050
Available Space (sq. ft.): 3,652
Type: na
FSG Rate: $1.10
Year Built: 1988
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: R.L Kuch & Associates
Agent: Ron Kuch, Don Brown
Phone/Fax: {760) 241-5211/241-1208

6

High Desert Corporate Point
14350 Civic Dr.

Victorville, CA 92392
Total ABA (sq. tt.): 16.000
Available Space (sq. tt.):1 ,584
Type: na
FSG Rate: $1 .25
Year Built: 1988
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: RL Kuch & Associates
Agent: Ron Kuch . Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (760) 241-5211/241-1208

8

Tri-City Corporate Centre
303 E. Vanderbilt Way

685 E. Carnegie

Agent: Spencer L. Brown

Type: Gross
FSG Rate: $1.50
Year Built: 1986
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: Tri-City Corporate Center
Agent: Michael O'Bnen. Ph1hp Woodford

Phone/Fax: (909) 335·22921335·3693

Phone/Fax: (9091 788·371 8n88·81 01

Phona/Fax: (909) 788·3713n88·81 01

Phone/Fax: (909) 788·371Bn88·8101

3

5

7

9

Tri-City Corporate Centre
Vanderbi~

Way

Tri-City Corporate Centre
301 E. Vanderbilt Way

Tri-City Corporate Centre
560 E. Hospitality Ln.

San Bernardino, CA 92408
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 70,069
Available Space (sq. ft.): 18,531
Type: Gross

FSG Rate: $1 50 FS
Yur Built: na
Yur Renovated: N/A
Le•alng Company: CB Commercial
Agent: Michael O'Bnen, Philip Woodford

San Bernardino. CA 92408
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 71 ,786
Available Space (sq. ft.): 7.286
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1 50
Year Built: 1987
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: CB Commercial
Agent: Michael O'Brien. Philip Woodford

Phone/Fox: (909) 788·3713nSS.81 01

Phone/Fax: (909) 788·3713n88-8101

Phone/Fax: (909) 788·3713n88·8101

San Bernardino, CA 92408

Totol RBA (eq. ft.): 76.607
Avolloblo Space ( eq. ft.): 0
Type: Class A

Spring Valley Plaza
13621 Spnng Valley Pkwy

VictO!Vllle. CA 92392
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 15,573
Available Space ( sq. ft.): 890
Type: na
Net Rate: $0.80
Year Built: 1988
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: A L Kuch & Associates
Agent: Ron Kuch, Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (760) 241-52111241-1208

8

Victor Street
16534 Victor Street

Victorville. CA 92392
Total ABA (aq. ft.): 12.408
Available Space (sq. ft.): 0
Type: na
FSG Rate: $1 40
Year Built: 1984
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: R L Kuch & Associates
Agent: Ron Kuch. Don Brown
Phone/Fax: {760) 241-5211/241-1208

9

Civic Point
15490 Civic Dr.

Victorville. CA 92392
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 10,200
Available Space ( sq. ft.): 0
Type: na
MG Rate: $1 05
Year Built: 1991
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: A L Kuch & Associates
Agent: Ron Kuch. Don Brown
PhonefFax: {760) 241-5211/241-1208

1 QApple Valley Medical
18092 W1ka
Apple Valley, CA 92307
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 9,800
Available Space (sq. ft.): 2,100
Type: na
MG Rate: $1.00
Year Built: 1992
Year Renovated: NJA
Leasing Company: R.L Kuch & Associates
Agent: Ron Kuch , Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (760) 241-5211/241 ·1208

10 Lurgesl Office Complexes

San Bernardino, CA 92408
Total ABA {sq. ft.): 69,088
Available Space (sq. ft.): 7,286
Type: Gross
FSG Rate: $1.50
Year Built: 1987
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: CB Commercial
Agent: Philip Woodford, Michael O'Brien

301 E

7

Inland Empire East Area

San Bernardino, CA 92408
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 70,877
Available Space (sq. ft.): 12,865
Type: Gross
FSG Rate: $1.33
Year Built: 1988
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: CB Commercial
Agent: Mlchael O'Brien, Philip Woodford

FSG Rate: $1.25
Year Built: na
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: Tri-City Services

1 Tri-City Corporate Centre

Tri-City Corporate Centre
301 E. Vanderbilt Way

201 North E. Stree1

Complexe~

Hesperia. CA 92345
Total ABA (aq. tt.) : 33.000
Available Space ( sq. tt.): 0
Type: na
FSG Rate: $1 37
Year Built: 1995
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: A L Kuch & Associates
Agent: Ron Kuch, Don Brown
PhoneJFax: (760) 241-5211/241-1208

Moreno Valley. CA 92553
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 60.589
Available Space {sq. tt.): 18.177
Type: Class A
FSG Rate : $1 .25
Year Built: 1989
Year Renovated : NJA
Leasing Company: lns1gnia Commercial Group
Agent: Desiree Lavin Lemos
Phone/Fax: (909) 697-6525/697-6522

1201 University Ave.

Riverside, CA 92507
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 70.000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 70,000
Type: na
FSG Rate: TBD
Year Built: planned
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: CB Commercial
Agent: Vindar Batoosingh
Phone/Fax: (909) 788-3714088-8101

Westgate Center

1 Q The Plaza at Cooley Ranch
1461 E. Cooley Dr..
Colton. CA 92134
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 40,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 7,743
Type: Plaster-Metal
FSG Rate: $1,25
Year Built: 1980
Year Renovated: NJA
Leasing Company: MGR Services, Inc.
Agent: M1chael Rademaker
Phone/Fax: (909) 981-4466/981-6267

Cooley Commerce Centre
1020 E. Cooley Dr..

Colton, CA 92324
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 48.440
Available Space ( sq. ft.): 48,440
rype: Gross

FSG Rate: $1.30

FSG Rate: $0 65

Year Built: 1992
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: CB Commercial
Agent: Philip Woodford, Michael O'Brien

Year Built: 1985
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: CB Commercial
Agent: Philip Woodford

Phone/Fox: (909) 788-371Bn88·8101

9 out of 10 mice prefer it.
Catch th

r
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FriendS Don' t Let Friends D rive DOS
by J. Allen Lemberger, wllh John
Qmm1 & Ke\-·m Lamb

advcn•sing agency, to ask John
Quinn and Kevin Lamb to review a
couple of programs for me.

p1eces of recording tape together.
This software allows you to
record tracks, monitor them while
recording other tracks, adjust the
level and equalization of what you've
recorded, and mix down your record ing to a master. However, Deck II
also offers qUJte a few things you
would not find on a portable analog
recorder, including advanced visual
waveform edit, noiseless track

John
Qu1nn
wntcs
about
Mo1cromcdia 's Deck II and Sound
Fd1t 16:

bouncing, multiroint autolocation
and moving fader mixer automation,
all while giving ('D quality 16-bit
sound.

don't

know

everything

Somellmes I

have to ask other
experts what I 'm talking about.

Accordingly, I recently visited the

office• of Qumn!Lamb Media, the

Regarding Adobe PageMaker 6.5,

italians. Using preset custom sizes, I
can re-insert my work to fit different
publication formats and sizes. This is
quite useful in Web publishing, too.
But my favorite new addition to
the program is layers. Much like

Kevin Lamb writt!S:

Photoshop, you can now "play" with

applications. This is a fantastic unit
for any studio to have. For my tastes
Jt is a bit ponderous. It certainly does
what it's supposed to do, however.

PageMakcr and I go way back.

your designs to a much greater

Back to the days when it gave the

degree. In the past, I would duplicate

Macintosh a reason to live. And I
have remaint:d loyal. I mean, I have
the version that had six floppy disks

files so I could make changes and
additions. This at least insured my

The disk space savings is consid-

ness- that's all I've ever painted, ani-

career was a print release of a bobcat

made mvisible, it's not clumsy to

mals and nature."

''throw more stuff on the wall." Lock

Foggett's love for the outdoors
and for painting comes to her naturally. While she was growing up in a
small English village of 120 people,
her parents would take the family outdoors, and she would watch while her
father and mother painted. Both painted landscapes - her mother also
painted portraits. Even ber great uncle
is a listed artist - having his work
displayed in the Liverpool Art Gallery.
"It was in my blood," she smiled.
At 19, Foggen had enough money
in her pocket for one month's rent and
set out to become an artist. She moved

she had painted. Convinced that prints
might be the way to go, her parents
loaned her the money to create the first
print, and it gained her immediate

worth the price, let alone the RAM
and ROM it takes to run it'!
Absolutely.

integrated into one document. A real
nice option, especially if you're still

like a portable mixer and

J am very versed in n:gular

In my humble opinion, here is

using a Centris or Quadra computer

recorder. Twenty years ago or so

recording techniques and perhaps this
is my downfall, as I am not expecting
to see all of these features. I don 't

what PageMaker has done: Adobe

and have not upgraded your hard

has given powerful new tools to the

drive.

low-end
user
(those
using
PageMakt!r as a bridge to something
more capable than a word processing

dio for your computer. It looks and

acts

when I was recording music in large
studios, this much equipment would

have taken up 1,000 square feet and
cost thousands and thousands of dol-

really need them all and it would be

lars. Of course the same can be said
about all computer components and
software. so it's no surpris~.

set up a smaller version for a basic
four-track down-and-dirty recording.

I must admit, though, I am constantly appreciative of this software. I
am now able to do a voice-over and

add effects with a quick touch and
click or edit complex musical tracks
in a mauer of seconds. I am glad that
I am not cutting my fingers anymore

with a dull razor blade trying to put

nice to have a choice maybe to just

My pomt is that, like Microsoft

the

layers

and

changes

and

PageMaker becomes idiot-proof.

Word or Excel or Quicken, there are

The overall improvement of

so many things this will do that I will
never use. The Sound Edit 16 com-

PageMaker 6.5 makes single docu-

PageMaker has to do with attitude.
The program is moving toward elec-

panion p1ece is able to record, analyze, edit, enhance, play, mix and
store sounds and convert them to a

ment processing more manageable.
Now content of documents has the
flexibility to use various publishing
formats, and that includes electronic.

variety of file formats compatible
with other sound and multimedia

PageMaker 6.5 has accompli•hed this by first adding a new

sites and dimensions, features such as

series of options and tools I am famil-

"adjust layout" and "resize" become

iar with in other applications I use all

invaluable.

ACT Gives Computer Tips
Editor's Note: This article is first in a series of columns.

While most people use computers at work and at home, the
nature of the technology can often
be frustrating and incomprehensible. Using any tool well requires
praclice and an understanding of
the tool itself.
Academy
of
Computer
Technology (ACI) specializes in
teaching how to perform specific
tasks on the computer and explaining why. There are enougb periodicals for the computer savvy. The
purpose of this column is to explain
in simple language topics that can
increase computer productivity
without the accompanying technospeak headache.

program) and to the high-end user
(putting any reasons to use Quark
finally to rest).

have several versions of a publication

In future articles, you 'II learn
shortcuts and tips on working in a
Microsoft Windows environment;
how to know if your computer has
a virus and what to do about it; how
a computer processes and stores
infonnation; navigating computer
programs without a mouse; and most importantly- so what?
Most everyone will have to use
a computer at some point in their
lives. At the Academy of Computer
Technology we emphasize building
skills on a solid foundation of basic
knowledge. The goal of these articles is to assist readers by increasing computing efficiency and lessening frustration.

the

time

1n

conjunction

The other

major

change

in

tronic publishing in a big way. Adobe
wants to make it easier to get your

work on the Web. And since Web format has its own page-layout requi-

with

The commitment to the electron-

PageMaker
specifically,
Photoshop and Illustrator type control• - giving PageMaker a very
complete feel.
But it is the addition of three primary features that really bring the
whole package together: framing,
layout re-adjustment and layers. One
of the features I always liked about

ic publishing standard is also realized

Quark was its ability to insert frames.

tions. Not meant to compete with its

own
"PageMill"
program,
PageMaker 6.5 does let you get far
enough into Web publishing to feel
HTML export filter has so many
handy options.
But my guess is that this usefulness is going to make you want to

buy PageMill to polish your work.
Basically, PageMaker 6.5 is a major
upgrade. It makes older versions
quite obsolete, especially if you are a
high-end user or you're really gelling
involved in Web publishing.

nation to fit my needs.

Then, I can resize PageMaker
documents in total with layout and
re-adjustment features . . . no more

changing print percentage sizes to
make things fit with my printer's lim-

rect."

recognition.
"It was the number one selling

print in the art show and paid for
itself immediately," Foggett said.

The print got coverage on the
Eye-Witness News, cable television
and Artist Magazine, where it was one
of the finalists out of 9,500 entries.
That was back in 1995, and the
cost of the original painting bas gone
up in price 10 times in two years skyrocketing like her career.

"Anlst of the Year" Lindsey Foggett has gained
recognition for her life· like ponrayals of ani·
malsm the wilderness.

Hong Kong 's Wonders of Nature
exhibit. This year, Foggen was invited
to exhibit in the Pacific Rim Wildlife
Art Show, which is the top show on the
West Coast, representing 10 different
countries.

Foggett's next showing will be at
the San Bernardino County Museum's
Wildlife Art Festival, slated for Nov.
21 to 23 and located in Redlands. She
has been named Artist of the Year for
the festival.
A full-time painter for 15 years,
Foggett oscillates between two mediums: gouache, an opaque-based water-

to see the creatures in motion

can get up close and personal
with the animals brought by the
Wildlife Waystation on Saturday
aod Sunday.
The Wildlife Art Festival
will be held Friday through
Sunday, Nov. 21 to 23. Daily
admission is $6 for adults, $5 for
senior citizens or students, and

$4 for children. Museum members and children under five
years of age are admitted free.
Festival hours: Friday and
Saturday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Sunday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. For
more information, call (909)
798-8570.

continued on Page 33

Everything Old Is New Again for General Dynamics Building
by Rebecca Jo James

committed. This is because the new

With three new graphical drawing

together and resizing them in combi-

mal," Foggett explained. "I do fme
detail on the animals to get them
anatomically and behaviorally cor-

Wildlife Art Festival on the
Prowl at Museum
They say, "It all happens at
the zoo." Well, this year it's happening at the San Bernardino
County Museum in Redlands.
The 15th Aonual Wildlife
Art Festival will bring 28 prominent wildlife artists to the museum to exhibit their paintings,
sculptures, catvings and limited
edition prints.
Stamp lovers can flock to
this year's first West Coast
exhibit of 100 top art entries
from the Federal Duck Stamp
Competition. Young stamp collectors can enjoy art entries from
the
Junior
Duck
Stamp
Competition.
Those attendees who want

in more capable HTML export func-

tools, I can now manipulate text and

graphics more freely, linking them

your reference and get to know the ani-

Last year, when she created her
Web page using her now familiar bobcat painting, she was invited to exhibit
her work with 30 top wildlife artists in

" I've been a starving artist," she

erable. And because layers can be

as this is a bit hard to master in one or
two Slttmgs.

good complement to each other.
Ba.ically, Dec~ II " a recording stu-

I do like this unit, but it would be
wise of Macromed1a to make a Deck
II: Light, or something less complex,

She's crawled into a cage with a
wolf, traveled to Africa on safari and
canoed the marshes in search of alligators. She's a wild game hunter, but she
captures her prey in an unusual style.
Painter Lindsey Foggett will do
whatever it takes to study her subject
-even if it means going into the wild
herself.
''It's important to get up close to

into the city and began displaying her
work in local banks and playhouses.
Local exh1b1tions gained her some
notoriety, but she still needed to subsidize her income by working part-time
for a photographer and painting pet
portraits.

Foggett says she's "in her elemenf' when she's hiking in the Iillis
behind her California mountain home.
"I have a passion for wildlife," she
said. "I love being out in the wilder-

hard drive.
So, i~ 6.5, the new mega-version,

Thcse two pie:ces of software
come bundled together and an: a very

byRebeccaJoJames

laughed. "But I couldn't imagine
doing aoything else. When I'm not
painting, I feel like something is missing."
The upfront money used for exhibitions is taxing on ao artis~ Foggett
said.
"lf you don't do well, you don't
eat," she said. " It was stressful because
there's no initial income and it can be
scary. But it's exciting and challenging
- makes you work hard and stay
focused."
The major turning point in her

original document would remain
inviolate.
Now single documents can hold
much more content and variation,
because I can make layers and not
harm my "base" document. I can

to install, and that was in the days
\vhen floppies were just 800K and the
program barely made a dent on my

Painter Roughs It for Her Passion

Tha nks to Quinn/Lamb Media,
Adobe and Macro media

The building previously
built by General Dynamics has
a new owner and will soon have
a new face and new tenants.
The 242,000-square-foot,
three-story
building
was
recently purchased by the
Lincoln Property Company
with Wall Street financing.
Vacant for three years, the
building will be renovated w ith
more than $9 million dollars
worth of upgrades.

"It's a big building," said
Bill Heim, senior director for
Lee & Associates Commercial
Real Estate Services out of
Ontario. "We're going to
upgrade the office space and
offer numerous high-tech utility provisions such as fiberoptic and T-1 data line connections, electrical redundancy,
back-up generators and air conditioning chillers and specific
cooling. It will be a general,
overall face lift."
The building, which cost

General Dynamics $25 million
when it was constructed in
1986, will be able to house
2,400 workers. Once renovation is complete, 242,000
square feet of space will be
available for lease with office
space broken into 50,000
square feet units.
Other amenities featured
are a full cafeteria and parking
space that will provide 10
spaces per 1,000 square feet.
Lee & Associates, who
acted as a conduit between

Lincoln Properties and General
Dynamics when negotiations
began in early spring, will continue to market the office
space. So far, Heim said, there
are "no takers" for the space,
but there are "a lot of interested
parties."

Heim said they are aggressively marketing the building
- that will lease for 95 cents
per foot, triple net - to major
corporations as a "premier customer service call center" or

data processin g center.
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WHO#S
Tim Sullivan
Marriott's Desert
Springs Resort & Spa
urrently enjoying
the sweet smell of
the desert's creosote
bush after a summer
rain, Tim Sullivan has
been with the Marriott
International for 19 years, working at several
properties throughout the United States.
Prior to his current title, he served as resident manager and director of operations for
Marriott's Desert Springs Resort & Spa for
three years.
Today, Sullivan is very active in the Palm
Desert community and is a member of the
Hospitality Industry and Business Council
for Palm Springs Desert Resorts Convention
and Visitors Bureau, the American Diabetes
Association and the Palm Desert Economic
Advisory Committee.

C

Duane R. Roberts
Historic Mission Inn
ffectionately called
the "keeper of the
inn," owner Duane
Roberts is proud of the
Historic Mission Inn giving it special attention during the holidays
with the "Festival of Lights." An exquisite
display of grace and beauty, the festival is a
holiday experience that has been enjoyed by
tens of thousands each year.
"This is what makes business life exciting and helps keep one young," Roberts said .
"I enjoy providing this beautiful landmark
hotel to our community to visit and enjoy."
In the planning stages and soon to

A
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IN HOSPITALITY

become reality is a world-class spa to be
located at the Mission Inn .
Roberts extends his interests to embrace
the community. He is chairman and CEO of
Entrepreneurial Corporate Group, which is
comprised of Entrepreneurial Capital
Corporation, Entrepreneurial Investment
Corporation, Entrepreneurial Properties
Corporation, Entrepreneurial Hospitality
Corporation, Entrepreneurial Restaurants
Corporation, Entrepreneurial Venture Capital
Corporation, Fernando 's Foods Corporation
and DRR Properties Inc.
One
company,
Entrepreneurial
Hospitality Corporation, operates and manages the Riverside Convention Center under
the direction of President Ted Weggeland.
Another
company,
Entrepreneurial
Investment Corporation, is the joint venture
partner of Riverside-based Sheffield Homes.
Sheffield Homes has built or has under various stages of development 13 projects in
Riverside, San Bernardino, Los Angeles and
Orange counties, which total more than 850
homes.

Ted Weggeland
Entrepreneurial Hospitality Corporation
e 's given the Riverside Convention
Center a face lift to the tune of $2 million. He 's also helped to make it one of the
pre-eminent meeting facilities in Southern
of
the
California.
As
president
Entrepreneurial Hospitality Corporation, Ted
Weggeland manages both the Riverside
Convention Center and the Riverside
Convention Bureau.
Overseeing the bureau, he has helped to
build a well-experienced sales team, which
has recently booked events such as the
Congressional Medal of Honor Society
Convention, the American Legion State

H
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Convention and the Ernst & Young
Entrepreneur of the Year Awards Banquet.
Weggeland
also
heads
up
the
Entrepreneurial Restaurants Corporation,
which operates the Mission Inn Coffee
Company and is developing restaurants in the
Riverside area.

Ladislav "Ladi" Brank
Miramonte Resort
rom the city to the
desert,
Ladislav
Brank brings with him
more than 20 years of
hotel management experience to Miramonte
Resort.
Brank has worked at such presllgtous
properties as The Whitehall and Ritz-Carlton
Hotels in Chicago, The Mark Hopkins in San
Francisco and The Bostonian Hotel in downtown Boston.
As general manager of the Miramonte,
Brank oversees a 226-room luxury resort in
Indian Wells. Miramonte Resort is owned by
Marcus Hotels & Resorts.

F

WHo' s
building IS the exciting part of the business,"
Astor said .
As executive d1rector of the convention
center, Astor has had h1s hands full helping
design the building, bnng10g new staff members on board and developing a marketing
plan .
Although he had no des~re to get 1010 the
food bus1ness, he fell into 11 naturally, helping h1s father at a restaurant.
Through the years, Astor rose to prominence in the food industry, ultimately becoming president of Szabo Food Serv1ces,
Western Division . That job was a stepp10g
stone for Astor to start his own total-management business. Group II International.
Since then , Astor has opened public

H

e's orchestrated the
building, design
and construction of the
new
Ontario
Convention
Center.
Although most people
might shy away from all the responsibility,
Kanellos Astor feels right at home stomping
around in muddy boots and wearing a hard
hat.
"The planning and construction of the

assembly facilit1es in Alaska , New York,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico and London.
To help open the convention center in
Ontilno, Astor put his business on hold
When 11 is complete, Astor will pass the torch
to a predecessor and tromp around the world
f10ding another building to butld.

Tom Cullinan
Rancho La Quinta
S the VICC preSIdent and project
manager at Rancho La
Quinta, Tom Cullinan
IS responSible not only
for guiding the 700acre master-planned
community but IS
charged with hosting
20,000 fans over a
three-day period and
four of the top professional golfers in the
world at his facility.
Opened 10 1993,
Rancho La Quinta is a

A
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gated ne1ghborhood built around a Robert
Trent Jones h.-designed golf course that
wdl serve as the host for the SKINS
GAME, Nov. 28 through 30. Th1s PGAsanctioned event is shown world-wide on
ABC and Cullinan, who was instrumental
10 bnnging the match to the club, is responSible for the staging, hospitality and promoliOn of what has become one of the biggest
golf events 111 the desert.
As a long-time expert 10 desert resort
propert1es, Cullman oversaw the successful
Desert Honzons project in the late · HOs
before taking over at Rancho La Quinta.
"Being able to stage a world-class
golf event and entertain world-wide
media and fans that number almost
20,000 over the weekend is a true task but
one that brings a lot of satisfaction and
recognition to our golf course commumty," says Cullinan.
''This is one of go lf 's premier even ts,
and for Rancho La Quinta to be associated
with it and players like Tiger Woods and
Fred Couples is a big boost to neighborhood spirit. It has helped put us on the
map."

Jrittg Us Your Product

Kanellos Astor
Ontario Convention
Center Corporation
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Be a Part of the Revival
Riverside is in the midst of a
glorious revival. Launched by the
reopening of the world-famous
National Historic Landmark
Mission Inn Hotel almost five
years ago, the downtown village
has exploded with quaint shops,
boutiques, restaurants, coffee

and nationally recognized festivals.
Add to this the recent $2 million remodel of the Riverside
Convention Center and you can
see why thousands of visitors are
finding their way to Riverside for

Offering the highest quality
facilities available in Southern
California, at an exceptional
value, the Riverside Convention
Center has been gaining the attention of meeting, party and convention planners. Unlike most facili-

meetings, conventions, banquets

ties in Southern California, the

houses,

and tourism.

Riverside

musical

entertainment

Convention

Center

offers exclusively to groups with
approximately 45,000 square feet
of flexible indoor meeting space,
including a large exhibit hall and
a beautiful ornate banquet room.
Groups find it the perfect size to
meet all of their convention needs.

In addition to its newly decorated rooms , the convention cen-

ter boasts a spacious, covered outdoor plaza. The plaza makes an
excellent meeting space for an
outdoor trade show or convention.

If you are looking for extraordinary food service at the
Riverside ConventiOn Center,
you've got it in the palm of your
hand ... Gary Palm, that is. The
Mission Inn 's award-winning
chef, Palm oversees all of the food
and beverage service at the convention center.

In December 1997, Palm is
invited to prepare a meal for the
members of the United States,
most famed eating society, New
York's James Beard House. But
you don't need to fly to New York
to experience Palm's extraordi-

nary talents!
So you've enJoyed a memorable event at the new Riverside
Convention Center and del1ghted
in a meal prepared by a nationally
recognized chef. Time to go back
to your hotel room and wait for
the morning wake-up call?
Not in Riverside! Mere steps
from the convention center is

Riverside's vibrant Village. R1de
the Orange Blossom Trolley
around downtown or take a horse-

drawn carriage ride. Night clubs,
brew pubs, coffee shops, restaurants, boutiques and antique shops
abound. Tour the national historic
landmark Mission Inn in the heart
of downtown Riverside or attend
a play or concert at the R1versidc
Municipal Auditorium.
And don't forget Riverside's
famous "Festival of Lights,"- an
amazing dispi1y of more than
250,000 holiday lights and displays that electrify downtown and
the Mission Inn. Carolers' music
fills the streets, horse-drawn carriages gallop by, and the holiday
spirit fills the air!
Be a part of Rivers1de 's
revival! Come and enjoy!
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THE EMPLOYERS GROUP

Can You E-mail Yourself Out of a Job?
by Bill Floyd

An employee sends a co-worker an mtra office e-mail message

that references his employer as a
"back-slabber." The employer as a
routine practice reads all office e-

mail messages and finds the mes-

sage from the disgruntled employee.
Is the reading of personnel email allowed? Can the employer
disctpline the employee for maktng
the negative statements? What policies, if any, can the employer establish to protect itself from a claim

that it invaded its employee\ pri·

over the appropnate use of e-mail

vacy?

However, most litigation can he

In the workplace, e-matl has
consumed the office, replacing the

averted wtth mmor ad<.ptations to

formal memo. At the same time, e-

Federal and state laws do not
specifically address an employer's

mail systems have also replaced the
office "water cooler" talk. As a
result, there is growing litigation

LIP

ability to access or monitor e-mail.

Bills have been proposed

tn

the

federal Electronic CommunicatiOns
Privacy Act and Californta
Wiretapping
and
Electrontc
Surveillance Act regulate all man-

• \lt'l'!!l'f's &, \ tftlisJttOns
+ l~stalt' Plamtlll!!. Prohatt· a111l lntsl \ dministration

holiday. In the case of an illness, the
company may require proof of illness
in order to qualify for holiday pay.
Computation of pay
Many companies

receive and at what rate of pay.
Keep in mind that neither federal
nor California state law requires that

addition, there ts nothing on the

books that requires employers to pay
for days that an employee does not
work.
However, if a company
has a practice of granting holi-

Division,

when attempting to regulate e-mail.

Department
of
Labor
Standards Enforcement or the

the

California

courts can enforce the compa-

ny's policy. If a collective bargainmg

agreement

tn

the state and federal laws.

An employer's pohctes should
contam the following elements and
statements. (I) The e-mail system
is a business tool owned and paid

for by the employer, therefore, the
system is the employer's private
property; (2) The e-mail system IS
limited to communications regardIng buSiness-related subjects; (3)

The employer u.te nds to periodtcally mon ttor, audit and review ematl messages sent and received at

any time; (4) The use of authonzation passwords by employees
should not be construed as creating

contmued on Page -17

+-*lrtrJrt!fXJ'f«<llxfflftolitkf

foprmpurll»it/Jpfot/nlmWd

Projoctod ~ld holld~ys for 1PSII

need to ensure that the holiday policy
clearly defines the company's position on holiday pay and whether or
not it is counted as hours worked for
purpose of overtime calculations.
colltmuetl 011 Page 45
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11.6%

+
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is viewed by workers as a day

+

+
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3.1%

83.9%
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day policy:
Holiday eligibility
Whether an employee is
probationary, part-ti me or fulltime is ofte n determina tive of
whether or not tha t employee is
eligible for holiday pay. Many
companies do not provide holiday pay to probationary or parttime employees.
Most companies require
employees to work their last
scheduled day before a holiday
and their first scheduled day
after a holiday tn order to be
eligible for holiday pay. In
addi tion, some policies go on to

overtime requirements. Companies

9.81
10.00
9.77
Avg. 1 of roponed ~ld holld•ys for flU L l- - . , - _ : : :9.91
: . : . . __ _ _ _-.,--:_:_~----::--:-::------;;--;;:----'

By definition, a "holiday"

considered in preparing a holi-

properly, may be permitted under
slate and federal law. However, 10
light of potential liability, employers are strongly urged to adopt poli-

paid time-off be taken mto consideration when calculating daily or weekly

PROJECTED PAID HOLIDAYS - 1998
IINDUSTRY GROUPI NGS

the
grievance procedure,
mcluding an arbitration clause.

cies that mirror the three exceptions

er's monitoring of e-mail, if done

tell

labor contract) is involved,
holiday pay issues would then
normally be enforced through

found

The combined effect of the
above exceptions tS that an employ-

will

(union

off "with pay." Yet often, not all
holidays granted by companies
are paid holidays for every
employee.
To avoid employee misunderstandings, holiday policies
should clearly state who will
receive holidays and who will
not. Also, this policy should set
down conditions that must be
met for an employee to be elifor
holiday
pay.
gible
Following are elements to be

the provider's "ordmary course of
business."

+ Rral btalt'
+ ll t·alth <.an·
+ Labor Ht·laiions and Empln1 tilt' ill
+ Ernplo) t't' lktwfih
+ Cmt·rnnwrll
+ Emironmrnt and \\ att'r
+ f [azardous \\ astr \l ana!!t'lllt'lll
+ Ta ,
+ Land l ,,. Plannin!!

not work on the day before or after a

likely legal sources to consider

occurs by a device provided by the
commumcation 's provider and in

Bt•st Bt·st &: 1\.rit'!!l'f LLP la\\\l'l's offt•r spt·r·ialiml assistanl't' in

Although most private sector

employers provide holiday time off,
they are not required by federal or
state law to provide holiday pay. In

employees whtch days they wtll get
off from work as paid holidays but
fad to inform employees how much
holiday pay they will receive.
Companies should define how many
hours of holiday pay employees

day pay, the U.S. Department
of Labor-Wage and Hour

mterception of any wire, oral or
electronic communication, yet the
laws contam three maJOr exceptions. An employer may mtercept
or access electronic communications. (I) if the user'employee consents; (2) where providers of the
electronic communication serv1ces
monitor lines to ensure adequate
service; and (3) where mterception

lllallf'f" f'fHH'f'f"Jllll!!:

explain what an employee must do to
receive holiday pay even if they can-

ner of wire and electronic communication and are therefore the most

These state and federal laws
specifically prohibit the Intentional

For morc than 100 \l'ars. Bt•st lb1 and 1\rir·gt·r LLP htts prm idrd
a full rall!!t' of tlw h'i!!lwsl tptalit! lt'!!<tl st'nirt•s ..'-his. dr•\ttlt of
1'\l'l'l'it·tll't' ~i11•s rlit'nh t'\fll't'l. tinlt'h and n~st-l'ift•rtllt' t'~al
st•n it'('s in ""' an•as nl:
+ Bnsllll'" L<tll and l'inatH't'
+ Liti!!ation
+ Lo~t·nntu·nt Ht•sourn•s. and l-.111 ironttwntal La11

by Barbara Lee Crouch

office policies and manuals

state legislature but never escaped
committee meetings. However, the

Best Best J<tieger

H ow to Write Holiday P ay P olicies

http://Www.hronline.org

9.1%
6.5%
3.1%

+
ll%
9.1%
6.5%
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The Value of Background Screening
by Mark A. McClain
The person sitting across from
you in the interview looks okay,
and your gut feeling is: "This person would make a good employee."
Do you trust your instincts and
leave yourself open to a lawsuit for
negligent hiring or take the time to
conduct a background investigation
to be sure that person is a good fit
for your business?
Background screenings of
applicanLs or current employees up
for promotion are appropriate and
useful for many reasons. They verify the accuracy and completeness
of statements made by the candidate and develop additional information necessary to make an
informed decision. A properly conducted employment screening
assures that what the candidate has
claimed is truthful and sufficiently
accurate to allow fair evaluation of
that person's suitability.

Federal, state and local laws
control to some degree what the
employer can and cannot do when
conducting employee screening.
Penalties for violating these laws

can be stiff, and as a result, some
employers play it safe and check no
one. But the price of doing nothing
is even higher. With increases in
employee substance abuse and
crime in the workplace, companies
face ever-shrinking bottom lines
and the risk of very expensive negligent-hiring lawsUits.
What employers are left with is
the search of public records.
Remarkably, the mformation available IS immense. It is reasonably
accessible and inexpensive. And for
those employers who go after it, the
mformation can be invaluable
Some of the areas most often
checked are crimmal convictions,
driving history, c1vil court filings,
credit, education verification and
employment history.

Criminal
convictions
are
researched by county, and should
include both felonies and misdemeanors. If a record turns up, be
sure to get the particulars, including
the current disposition. The
employment application should ask
candidates if they have been convicted of a crime in the past 10
years. You can also ask candidates
if they are currently out on bail for

a criminal act.
The driving history is an excellent tool to 1dentify a hiStory of substance abuse. Convictions for driving under the influence will
appear, along with lesser violations,
mcluding failures to appear. A driving history Jittered with citations
and failures to appear is reflective
of an individual who docs not
respect authority.
Civil court filings are hsted by
both plaint1ff and defendant. ThiS is
quite helpful when screening candidates who will have access to

funds Be sure their fanner employers did not file for embezzlement.
The credit history is also
invaluable when scrcenmg candidates who will be handlmg your
finances. You want someone who is
responsible with his or her own
money, and the credit history will
provide that information. It will
also disclose bankruptcies, notices
of default, tax liens and civil court
judgments.
Verifying education is the most
important part of the screening. Of
all the components d1scussed mthis
article, educauon is where most
applicants list false mformation. It
is not uncommon for a candidate to
list a degree was obtained when in
fact that person only attended the
school for a short time .
The
employment
history
should be checked for at least five
years Verify dates of employment,

conttmu.:d 011 Page 48
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resumes and applr::mm, educa~ and upeneoce,
intervie".vmg,et.c,etc,etc.
AnofthesetimerollS\llJllllgstepsasehandledbyn'PA.
whlcbhassucc::essfullyplaced~dpeaplem

new empbyment opp:ntUDJ!les
JI'PA iS al$derally funded program pad for
througbycurtudollarsltstmpOI'Iant!lllSSIOOIS
to !RID workers to meet the labof demands d.
San 8emardmo Cooncy empbym

For Infonnation
Regarding the Job Training
Partnership Program, Call
1·800-451-JOBS
':"twS..:.inua;:!o~JaDTlUql~
~·l.x.!ft...s.lltlmqbtudllkl

There's

NO COST to
Either Party!

4nnual
Economic Forecast·
Breakfast
December 5, 1997
7:30a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

l•lud Elllplre EtoROIII)'l Tald.g Anantqe of the Recovery :
Featured Speakers

Howard Roth
V1ce President and Senior EconomiSt
Bank of Amenca
Deborah Acker
Ouector of Tounsm C Reg1onal Development
Ontano Convention C V1s1tors Authonty
Noel Keen
Director
Inland Empne Technology Consortium
Lee Redmond
Semor V1ce President of Real Estate
Ka1ser Ventures, Inc.
John Husing, Ph.D., Inland Emp1re Econom1st
Anowhud Credit Union
City of kn lema.rdino .Economic Development Agency
Community Hospital of San lema.rdino
CTE California
JtH Marsh t Mclennan
Kaiser Ventures, Inc.
St. lernudine Medical Center
San Bernardino Associated Governments (SAHIAC)
Southern California .Edison

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL (909) 880·5977
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CALIFORNIA
STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN MARCOS
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Hiring the Right People

Survey Answers Many HR Questions
Are you paying your staff too
much? Are you paying too little? Are
you the only company in town to offer
child care assistance? What kinds of
sexual harassment policies do companies like yours have in place?

You can find this information and
more with the AppleOne Wage, Salary
& Benefits Survey. Conducted in con-

junction w1th Coopers & Lybrand, this

JX)werful resource is available from
AppleOne at no cost. In it you'll find
valuable infonnation about California
businesses that wlll help you determine
how to shape your own company's
programs.
Because of the weighty infonna·
tion it contains, the survey is valued at

$250, but AppleOne offers it to companies for free
"It's part of our continuing effort
to find and fulfill the needs of business," says AppleOne President
Bernard Howroyd. ''This survey pro-

vides information that every company
needs and l am proud to provide it."
The Wage, Salary & Benefits

Given the choice,
vvouldn't your
employees rather
have a choice?
Access+ HMO. The health plan that gives your employees the choice of self·referral to specialists.
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Survey was distributed to 50,000
California companies, encompassing a
broad spectrum of industries. Because
California has a unique business environment, only California companies
were questioned.
This ensures the Wage, Salary &
Benefits Survey addresses the issues
thar affect you. lnfonnation is presented by industry, region and company
size so you can research trends among
companies like yours.
"When I took over human
resources (HR) for my company, I
wanted to make it more progressive i(l
employee relations," says HR Director
William Provan. "My boss thought we
were too small to put fonnal programs
into place, but with the Wage, Salary &
Benefits Survey, l showed him that
most companies of our size already had
official policies in place.
"Thanks to the information l got
from the Wage. Salary & Bendlts
Survey. I convim:cd my boss to estabish policies regardmg sexual harassmen~ substance abuse and AIDS tn the
workplace. l could have spent a Jot of
time and money researching the information that l got from the AppleOne
Survey for absolutely free."
The Wage, Salary & Benefits
Survey provides information you can
use to track trends and anticipate future
developments in an:as like benefits,
insurance, child care, salaries, vacations and sick days ... all with a single
phone call and at absolutely no charge.
Are California companies still
downsizing? You m1ght be surprised to
discover the answer to that is "no." The
Wage, Salary & Benefits Survey
reports that the trend toward downsiz·
ing has diminished by half among most
industries. In fact, the survey found

'

Blue Shield
of California

Ac ess+ HMO

a lef\'IC8 mark :~1 Blue Sh.eld <Jf Ca!rlorrva.

Reg1stered '"'lark of !he Blue Shteld Assocaat10

C' 1997 Blue Sh1eld of ~""..altlor

by Chnstme Watson Bazar
~l!ring

the right people can
place your company heads above
the competition. Yet the awesome
htany of illegal questions not to ask
applicants often causes instantaneous paralysis 1n interviewers. Too
often, they focus on circumventing
the law instead of capitalizing on
askmg perfectly legal questions.
Succes..':iful interv1cwers concentrate
on finding out JOb-related mformation. not asking personal informa-

One simple probmg techmque
involves using the word "how"
throughout the mterview. Most
interviewers concentrate on asking
"where" and "What" questions,
such as "Where did you last work?"
and "What d1d you do?" They
ignore questions such as "How did

you do that?"
Here's an example:
Q: Your office manager experience
is very extensive. What did you do?
Ms. A: I ran Mr. X's office for IO
years. l did everything.
Q: Tell me how you did the billing~
Ms. A: Every month I would go

over the books and wnte the
checks.
Q: How d1d you supervise the
office staff?
Ms. A: There was just me. Sometimes
Mr. X's wife helped when things

continued on Page 28
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Preparation
A"i in real estate, employment
interviewing has three basic rulc.':i:

What percentage of management
jobs are held by women? Do other
companies in your field offer child care

you to ask all of your questions to
all of the applicants.

assistance to employees? How much
should you offer the new accounting
clerk to remain competitive?

Probing

Could you offer extra vacauon
time in lieu of benefits? The answers to
these and many other quesl!ons can all

What makes a good interviewer? He or she knows how to get
inside an applicant's "head." A good
interviewer doesn't settle for the

be found in the Wage, Salary &
Benefits Survey. To receive your free
copy of the AppleOne Wage, Salary &

applicant's initial responses, but
probes, and then probes some more,
to gain an in-depth understanding of

Benefits Survey, call (800) 564-5644.

the applicants and their experiences.

nt ..

II OR' I\,"{_ \Ol
RH t II t \ VQ I
I l l I \((RIIJrl \110,

(\I

tiOn.

prepare, prepare, prepare. Know the
requirements for the JOb you're filling. Not sure of the duties? Ask the
incumbent. Need to change some
requiTements? kk colleagues how
they handled similar Situations.
What type of personality will do
best m your busmess? Are you a
start up that requ1res entrepreneurial spirit or does the job demand a
detailed,
nose-to-the-grindstone
personality?
Before starting the interview
process, make a list of your questions. Make sure your questions are
open-ended, meaning that they will
require more than a single-word
response. Asking "llow are you
today?" and "How was your last
job?" may elicit a "good" to both
questions. The first tells you that
the applicant is feehng well; the
second reveals l1ttle mformation.
Makmg a list of questions
ensures consistency. Why is consistency 1mportant? When it comes
time to evaluate the candidates, a
consistent approach is essential in
comparing the candidates' answers.
Preparing a Jist in advance reminds

that most companies were increasing
the size of their staffs in the coming
year.

Jda' n 1 I:<VC-9/L' /0/J
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\ \'ht'll \'UU'rc mdking d de< ic,JOil cl ... imporld111 d'> dlOO ... IIlg d health plclll
thne ,m: <~ lot of thing'> to look for One of the mo ... t important qualifi<ation.., 1..,
Full \l<rcditc~tion from the \dlJOJMI Committee- for Qualit,· .-\ssurimu·
h1il \u rcdJI<ltion i.., dfcctin· for thr<'l' ye.u.... It mec1n.., thl' health pl,ln ha':t e:x<.dknt
progr<trn.., for l ontinuou'> quc1litv improH·nwnt dnd mel'!\ JO \'CQA ':ltamldrd ....

\·en fe\\ hC'alth pidll'> me<·tl\({,2,\ <,lclnddrd':l.·
)o, Actnd ll<'dlth Plun., of Cllifornid, lm --<louth, dh11 Actn11 l S. lledlth<.are,
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Our commitment to qLidlilv One of tlw mdn\ red':IOI1'">
wh\ you'll feel better\\ ith u ....

CJEtna
US Heahhcare

You'll frd better ~\ilh us.
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Hiring ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - continued from Page 27
got busy.
Ms. A's responses to the "how"
questions reveal that her experience
is limited to manual billing systems
and that she really doesn't have
supervisory experience. Since you
have an office staff of five and your
records are computenzed, this
applicant probably ISn't a good fit.
But without probing mto Ms. A's
background, you could have easily
assumed she was a qutte a capable
candidate.

Scenarios
As part of your preparation,
think of various situations that the
new hire might encounter. Develop
a hne of questioning to see how
applicants would handle various
situations. For instance, suppose
you're looking for someone to
organize and automate your client,

vendor and employee records.
Present thts siluation to the applicants and ask, ··How would you
change our current system to be
more cffect1ve and efficient?" If
appilcant B recommends using
Access software and explains how
a relational data base works, you
may have a winner on your hands.
Public relations
Probing questions are very
powerful interviewing tools with an
interesting flip side. While you are
gelling to know the applicants, they
are mentally drawing an image of
your company. You're not just an
interviewer but also the company
representative. Even applicants
who don't land the job will probably remember the .. best darn intervtew .. they ever had. You can't buy
that kind of public relauons.
Conclusion
Asking questions about age,

Symphony Guild Plans
NelV Year,s Eve Gala
The lnbnd [·mpne Symphon~
(iuild I" planning 11 ..,ccnnd annual
Ne-w Year\ [vc p.:HI), pflnt,p:l!ly Ill
hencfit the guild'!- ~fU,It m the
Schooh program
I io-.Jcd a1 the Rad1..,.. 10 JI Old
and ( omentaon (. cntc:r. )lJ) '\, ·tSt S.m Bc:rnardmn, the.- blad-11c
oplton.tl CHnt ""Ill bcgm wath a
!->OCtal g;l!henng at 1 :wpm, a light
cla-.slc<.tl concert of Straw.. s wah7cs
and other po..1pul.H sdect1on' pluycd
by the San Bernart.hnt' S~ mphony
S<tlon Or~; he .. tra at h p m, foiiO'.\·ed
by a four-course gourmet dmner
The Inland Emp1re Jazz Ensemble
Will play popular dance music until
1 a.m., Jan I
Highlighis of the evening will be
a V1ennese waltz exh1bit10n, bidding
at a hve auct1on and the announcement of silent auc110n winners
Tickets are SIOO per person and
special room rates at the Radasson

Hotel are available. For mform;HJOn,

c,lil (909)

HH~·0080

race, rei igion, marital status,
national origm, etc. is not only tilegal but provides lillie insight into
the purpose of an employment
interv1ew - finding out if the
applicant can do the job. Prepare in
advance, ask open-ended questions
and probe for job-related information. Stay away from questions you
don't want your spouse, chi ld or
mother to answer. By following this
"golden rule," you ' II avoid legal
problems and, more importantly,
wind up with employees your competitors wish they had.

Christine Watson Bazar is the
director for the master of science '" human resources
design program at Claremo11t
Graduate Universrty. She is
also an adjunct faculty member She can be contacted at
(909) 607-3286 or by e-mail
at
''christine.bozar@}cgu.
edu ".

Open-Ended Interviewing
Questions
Prepared by Christine Watson Bazar

Tell me about yourself!
Desa-ibe your three biggest career
accomplishmenlS'!
How did you accomplish them?
Who was the best boss you ever had?
Wliy1

Who was your worst boss? Why?
What is the most difficult challenge
of your current job?
How did you initially tackle it?
How do you rale your supervisory
skill'!
How would your subordinates rate
your supervisory skills?
How do you feel about your current
workload?
What was !he most boring job you
had'! Why?
How docs your recent job differ from
your previous one?
Whal motivates you?
How do you reconcile differences
with your boss?
What would your boss say about your
organizational skills'!
What risks have you taken in your
current job?
How do you reward people who work
for you?
What is your greatest strength?
What is your greatest weakness?
Why should I hire you?

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
coURIER SERVICE
TWO WEEKS

ONE WEEK

?

SAME DAY

Your Intra-County business mail will be picked up by courier
1WICE a day ard hand delivered on ru next route.
• Same Day Delivery
• Couriers

• Tailored Delivery Systems
• Parcel Delivery

• Special Messenger
• Bag Exchanges
• Overnight LBtter Service

The Best ln-Dwth News In the Inland EmPire •••

For Service in the Inland Empire call:

bus1ness 1ournaI

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM

iNLAN D EMPI R E

Serving all of Southern California

Less Money~ Less Headaches with Temps
by Bonnie Hanna
Temporary personnel agencies have pla ~cd 19,000 workers
Since January, bringmg the
industry 's job total to 2.4 million
in August. As employers find it
harder to find skilled workers, so
do the "temp" firms.
But this is not slowing down
one of the fastest growing mdustrics today. Recruiting and
staffing in today's highly competitive market challenges agencies to generate the maximum
exposure for clients. Temporary
staffing firms account for HOpercent of employment in the help
industry, according to the
Department of Labor
Employers are snapptng up
many of the best temporary
employees for regular (permanent) postllons within thclf
firms. As the unemployment rate
goes down, many companies
look to temp flfms for hiring
employees on a regular basis.
They utilize the temp firm to
recrUit the right person for the
position without the risk of takmg on an underqualified individual to their payroll.
Temp firms help to reduce
the cost of recruiting, as well as
the cost of paperwork processing
in both the human resource and
payroll departments. This saves
the employers the direct cost of
advertising, interviewing, testing
and creating tax and internal
accounts for an employee who, if
hired in the traditional way,
might prove to be unsuitable.
The savings in using a temp
service aren't always obvious but
are nonetheless real. The controller of a Temecula firm says,
"II costs us money to put people
on the payroll and then take them
off."
She added, "We don't have to
do the W2s or the processing or
tracking [when using a temp
agency]. II permits us to get the
right skill base at the right time
without having to tie up money
or bear the responsibility of
maintaining a permanent work-

force."
With

technology

and the

demand for tcmporanes tn all
fields, many firms arc now specializmg and recruitmg techmcal
and
professional
personnel
Agencies are becoming specialIZed m certam technical and professional fields.
There are firms that place
only accountants or legal work-

ers. And now temporary agencies
pl"ce engmeers, computer programmers, medical personnel
and many other professionals.
The Internet offers a wide
variety of job sttes. Employers
can search the Internet and find
ads from all sorts of temp firms.
Next time you are in need of a

spectalized professional, check
the Internet.
Employers are reaping the
benefits of the staffing firms that
have grown with the economy.
The primary reason why any
company
uses
temporary

cowinued on Page 39

Freedom is the foundation of every
American institution.
Why should health care be any different?
At United HealthCare of California we understand that different
people have d1fferent notions of freedom
Employees wane the freedom to see the physician they want, when
they want- Employers want their people to be healthy and happybut they also want to keep an eye on the bottom line.
Which is why we're Introducing Cho1ce Plan to Southern California.
A new concept in managed care that delivers more freedom to
your employees. while still controlling costs.

Cho~ee

Plan lets your

employees go to any doctor within our entire California physician
network. without a referral.
Choice Plan has proven to be successful in markets across the
nation through our affiliate health plans.

If you're seeking choice 1n your health care coverage, there's
only one place to look-United Health Care of California. To find
out more, ask your insurance broker consultant or call us
"

t-800-875-4206.

iTI:d1ealthcare·
of California

http://www.unit~dh~althcar~.com
(form~rly M~traHealth

Care Plan)
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Ergonomics: What Does This Term Mean for You and Your Company?
EMPLOYMENT LAW REQUIREMENTS
BY COMPANY SIZE
FOR CALIFORNIA EMPLOYERS
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E.~puwza

Quiz time! Take a guess at
what is considered the "occupational hazard of the '90s." If you
said cumulative trauma, or repetitiVe motion lllJUnes, you were
nght' According to the U.S.
Bureau of Labor and Stallsttcs, the
number of job-rei<Hed Illnesses due
to repeated trauma leaped from
23,000 in 198 I to more !han
308.000 in 1995 (!he latest data
available). That's an mcrease of
more !han 1,200 percent>
Now take a moment to imagine
the cost behind these InJUries. A
1997 ISsues reporl by the National
Council
on
Compensation
Insurance on carpal tunnel syndrome m workers' compensation
found !he average carpal tunnel
claim was$ 14,039' According to a
Resources
Kathy Espinoza, president,
Fitness Improvement
Techniques Inc.
Providing Ergonomic
Solutions for your organization,
including break-software, seminars and ergonomic training
services. 3243 Arlington Ave.,
Suite 136, Riverside, CA
92506, (909) 784-1704,
www.ergofit.com

Oruf'Ak.oboiRclllbWbUOn(SWc)
l.I~EdueauooforEmplo)oecs:Ad(SakJ

School Vwtauoo ~ P=ulls. Goerd-.

" - . Sneraaoe P'!ms., de.)

~(SWcJ

BARBARA LEE CROUCH is Regional Manager (Riverside & San Bernardino Counties) of The
Employers Group (formerly the MerchaniS & Manufacturers Association and Federated Employers), one
of the largest U.S. employer representatives in human resources management. Headquanered in Los
Angeles, California, it seiVCS 5,000 member firms employing approximately 2.5 million workers.
httpJ/www.hronline.org

--

by Kathy

Internet resources
Consult www.ergoweb.com
for a wealth of ergonomic
information, products and services.
Books/publications
National Institute for
Occupational Safety and
Health, Elements of
Ergonomics Programs. U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services, March 1997.
(800) 35-NIOSH,
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/home
page.html

EI!LAWUQ.DOC

California Department of
Industrial Relations: Ergonomic
Regulation Update, Rick Rice,
(4i5) 972-8835,
http://www.dir.ca.gov

statement made tn 1997 by Linda
Rosenstock, director of the
Nat10nal Institute for Occupational
Safely and Health (NIOSH), a conservative estimate of the cost of
occupational musculoskeletal disorders would he $13 billion annually (as prevmusly published by
N!OSH).

Why so many inJuries? The
explosion m computer use over the
past 10 years is generally seen as
the major culprit Individuals now
have the capability of doing more,
and as a result of corporate downsizing, rightsizing or whatever you
choose to call it, individuals have
been placed in the pressure cooker

and pushed themselves into repetitive motion injuries.
What causes repetitive motion
lnJUnes? Any act1vity, from workmg at a computer to sitting over a
microscope to scanmng groccnes
etght hours a day, can ultimately

continued on Page 42

The Nuts and Bolts of HIPAA
by Ruht:rt LcmL"a \fer
Since Congress enacted the
Consolidated Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act (COBRA 1995),
the federal government has continued to design plans to shift costs
from the government to the private
sector. The Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) is a continuation of government regulations that offer new
protection for American workers.
HIPAA was signed into law by
President Clinton on August 21,
!996 and amended the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA). the Public Health Service
Act and the Internal Revenue Code
to provide Improved portability and
continuity of health msurance coverage.
HIPAA applies to any employer with two or more individuals
enrolled in the group health plan.
Failure to comply with H!PAA can
result in a penalty of $100 per day,
per participant. Therefore, it is
important that every employer
make certain they have theiT compliance guidelines in order.
The new law:
Provides credit for prior health
coverage and a process for providing certificates concerning prior
coverage to a new group health
plan or issuer.
Limits exclusiOns for pre-existing medical conditions.
Provides new rights that allow
individuals to enroll for health coverage when they lose other health
coverage or add a new dependent.
Prohibits discrimination in
enrollment and in premiums
charged to employees and their

dependents based on health-s!i!lus
related factoT>..
Guarantees availahility of
health insurance coverage for small
employers and renewability of
health coverage in both the small
and large group markets.
Preserves the state's roles in
regulating health insurance. including the state's authority to provide
greater protection.
The employer must understand
some of the terminology in order to
manage under the new HIPAA
guidelines.
Pre-existing Conditions Exclusions:
Must relate to a condition for
which medical advice, diagnosiS,
care or treatment was recommended or received during the six-month
period prior to an individual's
enrollment date.
May not last for more than six
months (12 months for late
enrollees) after an md1vidual's
enrollment date.
Must be reduced by the number
of days of the mdiv1dual's prior
creditable coverage that occur!;
without a break in coverage of 63
days or more.
Creditable Coverage:
Includes prior coverage under
another group health plan, an individual health insurance policy,
COBRA, Medical, Medicare or a
public health plan.
Certificates of Creditable Coverage:
Must be provided automatically by the plan when an individual
loses coverage under the plan or
exhausts COBRA Continuation

Coverage.
Must be provided tf requested
before losing coverage or within 2-t
months of losing coverage.
May be provided through the
use of a model certificate, which is
contained in the preamble to the
regulations
There are also special enrollment rights which are prov1ded for
individuals who lose their coverage
in cenain situations and for individuals who become a new dependent
through marriagt!, birth, adoption
or placement for adoption. In addition, there is a prohibition against
discrimination that en:-,ures individuals are not excluded from coverage or charged more for benefits
offered by a plan or issuer based on
health-status related factors.
The Department of Labor has
issued interim rules regarding new
disclosure requirements under
ERISA for group health plans
These new rules would require an
employer to:
Furnish a summary of a material reduction in covered services or
benefits to cover workers within 60
days after the change has been
adopted by the plan.
Provide information to workers
if an insurance company is used by
the plan, including an explanation
of whether their benefits are guaranteed under an insurance contractor policy.
List in their plan brochure
where in the office of the Labor
Department individuals can get
assistance or information about
their rights under federal law.

Robert E. La11caster is a principal
with
the
Averbeck
Compa11y.
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Keys for Success in the Changing World of Human Resources
by Tnsh Jacobs on
The

role of the human
resources (HR) profess1onal has
changed dramatically over the past
several years. While the traditional role of the HR profesSional was
that of an administrative officer,
the corporate playmg field has
shifted to a point where we are
now utilized by our companie.s as
strategic mternal consultants on

I IR-related issues.
The transition has been smooth
for some, hut many IIR pros have
become frazzled by the changing
nature of their positions. There are
new sk1lls and competencies th<H
must be considered if we, the HR
professionals and "internal consultants," are to keep up with the
times.
How to stay on top of this shift
and ahead of the game'> For
starters, there are five basic principles that should be considered:
1. Work to establi;h credibility
In the new world of "HR Pro as
Internal Consultant," HR professional.s must establish themselves
within their companies as credible.
This involves exhibiting skills and
knowledge beyond traditional HR
expertise. An understanding of the
company's business as a whole,

mcluding a working knowledge of
the industry and the competition,
will demonstrate the HR pro's
desire to contribute to the company
10 a manner that ranges much wider
in scope than that of the traditional
''em pi o y e e -services- and-enforce-

ment-of-company-policies'' role.
2. Know the customers and how
to communicate with them
As an internal consultant, it is
imperative that the HR practitioner
understand and communicate with
individual employees regularly and
effectively if he or she is to successfully provide strategically
sound consultation to the company.
This includes holding occaswnal
meetings with employees and
department managers even when
there is not a crisis or direct problem to be d1scussed.
Other regular practices can
help in ''know1ng the customer."
D1scover what troubles the
employees. Explore senior management's goals as they evolve.
Study organizational charts.
ViSJl employee offices. Ask
employees what are the things
they need in order to be effective in their jobs. There is no
better way to Jearn more about
customers than spending time
with and around them.

orgamzational problems and the
HR person will be more effective in
general, moving securely into the
role of internal consultant

3. Exhibit leadership
HR professionals must become
leaders in the eyes of employees
Th1s can be accomplished whether
or not the HR pro has supervisory
or management titles. Exhibiting an

5. Be versatile
HR practitioners who are successfully evolving into internal
consultants must be able to work on
a wide range of projects simultaneously. This means being able to
diplomatically manage projects
concerning individuals up and
down the organizational ladder. It
also means knowing how to carefully prioritize projects and master
time management. Once the other
steps on this list are accomplished,
prioritizing and accomplishing
multiple projects will become second nature.
Of course, meeting the challenges listed above involves dedication, and perhaps the changing of
some old habits. But once these principles are made a part of the everyday
practice of an HR professional, the
transition from "old-school" HR person to strategic internal consultant
will be achieved.

authoritative knowledge of the way
the company works and making
oneself available to the employees
are the princtpal keys to betng
sought out for information by
employees and, thus, being considered a leader.
Th1s mcludes discussing awkward or difficult issues in a confident manner and not being afraid to
challenge assumptions. Keeping
sight of the big picture when dealmg with even the smallest issues is
also a major component to exhibiting leadership.
4. Be a problem solver
The HR professional who is
able to diagnose and provide solutions for employee and/or management problems is elevated in status
from order-taker to analyst. To successfully adapt to this role, HR pros
must concentrate on gathering
information quickly and being able
to gel to the "heart of the matter."
If, as an analyst, an HR person
can swiftly determine which issues
are critical for the business and
whtch aren't, then there will be less

Trish Jacobson is the vice president
of human resources at Inter Valley
Health Plan, a Pomona-based nonprofit HMO servicing Southern
California.

Fastest Growing Companies in the I.E.
fRtmlo.l'd llplwl"'lltllll\")

Company Narot:
Address
City, State, Zip
Keystone Automotin Industries, Inc.
700 E. Bonita Ave.
Pomona, CA 91767
Mitsuba Corporation
1925 Wright Ave.
La Verne, CA 91750
Sllfuilaad Ltd. lac.
3120 E. Mis.>ton Blvd.
Ontano. CA 91761
U.S. FUter
40-004 Cook St.
Palm Dc'<!rt, CA 92211
WaiSoa Pbumaceoticals. lac.
311 Bonnie Circle
Corona, CA91718
Youag Miads, Joe.
1906 Orange Tree l.Jl., #220
Redlands, CA 92374

% Change in Revenue,
Last Corporate Year
Compa~d

to Prior
Corporate Year
23.5

13

15

70

30.3

15

$ Revenue 1995
$Revenue 1996
$Revenue 1/2 1997

157,000,000
194,000,000
I 08,000,000
102,000.000
115,000,000
70,000,000
38.000,000
40,000,000
46,000,000 (Full Year)
812.322,000
1,376,601,000
1,270,000,000
192,474,000
250,801,000
136,683,000
7,051,553
8,093,288
96/97 Fiscal Year

# Employet!S 1995
I Employees 1996
# Employees curTtnt

1,400
1,500
1,500
48
60
70
450
525
580
4,000
8.000
12,000
554
623
834
49
60
37

%Annual Average
Profit Range

Year Founded

Top Local Executive
TiUe

Phone/Fax

4lo 5

1950

WND

1982

WND

1963

7 (Est.)

1990

31

1984

1989

Charles Hogarty
President
(909) 624.Stl4t/624-9136
Dr. Cben
President
(909) 392-2000/392-5043
Neale Perkins
Chairman
(909) 923-7300/923-7400
Richard J, Heckmann
Chairman/CEO
(760) 340-0098/340-4408
Allen Cbao
Chairman/CEO
(909) 270-1400/270-1096
Mallbew Hornbeck
President
(909) 335-5780/335-8751

~:n~=~N«V.:~.,~~~=.:=::.~:::I:.s~=::=~~~£::;~~8~
Vmeyanf Ave.. Surt• 106, R::::::::&amtonga, CA 9/7)0-4.?52. llt:s<mdr.ilbiJerry SIN= Cop}ng/11 /Wllnlard Empue &siNssJwmtl.
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Sewage bill

Painter ...

continued from Page 3

commued from PaKe 17

mals, Foggett tames down the aggres-

and California. But one of her biggest
thrills is to meet the public and discuss
the endangered species she pamt.s.
"There L"i a tremendous need for
the preservation of wildlife," Foggett
said. "And a need to pre.serve them in
thetr habitat. I have a genuine passion
and love for wildlife, and I feel fortunate that I can express that passion
through my work."

sive pt!rsonahty of the beast.

I 998, when SB 105 becomes law.
The bill requues local health agencies to determine if there IS a
threat to the public health m the
event of a sewage spill, and, if so,
to post notices of the spill "or use
other appropriate means to mform
the public of the measures that
should be taken to protect themselves."
In the Jurupa case, local health
officials said by the time they
were notified of the spill the problem had already been corrected
and the sewage had moved downstream, no longer posing a health
risk.
"ll has always been our practice to work with the county health
departments to insure that the public is made aware of any sewage
spills that could have an effect on
public
health,"
said
Kurt
Berchtold, assistant executive
officer with the water quality control board.
But sewage spills can lead to
infectious agents such as typhoid,
hepatitis and salmonella spreading
in the water, said John Fanning,
director of the county health
department.
The threat of such dangerous
bacteria and viruses spreading
without public knowledge was
enough of a threat to convince the
Riverside County Board of
Supervisors to adopt procedures
that require that the board and the
public be notified of hazardous
sewage spills.
Even with the new procedures,
Fanning said SB 105 ts an important bill for public safety.
He satd thai in the event of a
sewage spill SB 105 "will make it
more clear and specific" as to
when and how the public should
be notified.
But if health officials fail to
notify the public the bill does not
impose penalties on them.
Despite the omission of penalties, Sen. Ayala said the bill is
strong and received overwhelming
support in both houses.
"I don't think I got any negative votes," Ayala said.

Do\\ nload The Book of Lists Now from www.toplists.com
-by Mathew Padilla

"I try to proJeCt a softer side of the
animals," she said. "It helps people to
relate to them and makes the animal
more approachable."
Having traveled extens1vely,
Foggell has sketched, photographed
and painted in Alaska, British
Columbia, Connecticut, Washmgton

color; and acrylic She get' the soft-fur
eJh:ct of her paintmgs by doing fine
layers of detail and then washing the
detail before adding another layer
Usmg this time-consuming technique,
it took 400 hours to complete the
painting "Winter Crossing."
Painting mostly predatory am-

Fulfilling the Promise of Managed Care
by Offering Affordable Health Plans
with an Emphasis on Service.
The person;:\{ service a health plan

objective of prov1ding quality

delivers can make a big difference
to your client~. When your clients

health care that anyone can
afford And personal service that

of employers by offering a

or rhe1r employees call Inter

everyone appreCiates.

wtde vanety of health plans

Vtlky, they get -.1 n:·.1\, live
Not

;\0

pcr~m.

aUtlltnatcJ phone tn<Khine.

When they IM\"C

J

rrohlem, a

per~on will rc..-sc.trLh 1t, solve tt .m~.~
}.!l't

hack to them with a solution.

No del.lys. No burc<.ll!cracy. No

mJintenance organization (HM.O).
We meet the health care needs

Since 1979, we've been doing a fine

to choose from.

JOb of both. In a recent survey, over

And by tat loring the plan\

90% of our memben; s.tid they would

covcr.~gc, dcducti~lcs, and

rccommcnJ Inter Valley h' .1 fnend.

copayments, we c.m custorni:c a

Inter Valley Health Pbn tv a nonprofit, FcJcrally Qualtficd health

pbn that your client~ and thc1r

CFOs can ltvc with.

excuses. That's why Inter Valley

For more information, call our

Health Plan w,JS founded wtth the

toll-free number.

InterValley Health Plan
Fulfilling the Promise
300 South Park Avenue • P.O. Box 600Z • Pomona, CA 91 769·600Z

800-843-3520
Inter Valley

ts

a non-profit, Federally Qualified HMO.
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Leaves of Absence in the '90s: Are You in Compliance?
by James Whitmer
Many employers may be impact-

ed by as many "' 17 tyfl<'s of leave' of
absence, some mandated by state or
federal requirements. Art! you 1n compliance·~

Because of recent regulations,

The obltgation to providt: disahil
ity leaves extends to many tmployt:r\
who art: not covered by fMLA or
CFRA. When considering lt::aves of
ahscncc for employct:s with disahiil
tics, employers must he awart: of the
following federal and state statutes
that prohibit employment discrimina-

tion on tht: basis of di..,ability: the fed-

disability lt:aves, an employer must
undt:r'>land the reasonable accommo·
dation requin:mems of each ~tatute
and how it rclalt:s to dio,abJIIty h::aves.

eral Vocational Rehabilitation Act of
1971, the Americans with Di..,abilities
Act of 1990 and tht: California Fcm
Employm~;nt
and Housing Act
(FUIA)

4. California Pregnancy Disability

While none of these su:ttutes articulates a specific obligation to provide

continued on Page 36

employers are diligently trymg to

determine their obligations to comply.
Employers are advised to review all

\ou hear

Would

.t

lot thc"e <L\\:-. aholll hm' he.llth r~u-e ha.., <han~ecl.

But when it·.., .til "aid and done good ht alth care <ollH'" dm\ n
to one thing: the relationship bctwct•n vou and vou1 doctor. \t

you

PrimcC.tn: \ledK.tl (.roup.

\\C

undcrst,md the imp01tancc of

that rebtionship. It\ one of the n·ason.., \dn we h.tH' gnm11

inw the area's leading pJn..,ician llt't\\'OI k and wh\ ...,o

pel"<mal doc.tm.

for

In addiuon LOa th()lct' of mon: than 500 of the area's best
ph~:-.icians

and exn·llent sen icc. Prime(.arc offt.Ts its patient...

se\cral unique ;l(h~mtagcs including: rapid sperialt\ ref(:rral.

more

acre"~

to urgent cue facilities, cxteJHkd hours in mam

offices, and affiliation with tlw bc-;t hospitals includmg the

prcstigi<HI" Loma Linda L'niH'I"it\ \ lerlical Celll<'t

than

If \ou'n·

(hOO'tlllg .t IH:w pJn..,KI<lll

leave policies as well as to post
notices to ensure their own compli-

ance with the law.

Specific employer and employee
obligations involve paid or unpaid
leave, reinstatement privileges, maximum duration of leave, effect to insurance benefits and impact to existing
fringe benefits such as vacation, holi-

day pay and sick pay.
Points to consider include what
kind of effect the leave will have on
seniority staiUs, performance review
dates, anniversary dates and wage
adjustment dates. If a leave is for
medical disabilities, it's wise to
explain the doctor certification
requirements to your employee.
How will the state disability benefit rights be coordinated (if applicable)? Will the employer utilize a
short-term or a long-term disability
plan (if applicable)? What procedures
will the employer establish for the
employee to be able to return under
restricted work status?
A listing of the potential types of
employee leaves follows:

undl'r \our hc.·.dth plan

I.

five

tht" \l'at, look fot

PtimeCa!l' \lecllcal (Jnntp

pt·m·idet direttorr, ot call (HOO) 9.i!t-HOOO f(>r a
referral.

hundred?

Ill

\"Ott!

Federal Fa mily

LeaH Act

(FMLA)
Same as California Family Rights
Act (CFRA).

\t PrimcCcue, our plwsinans are

They most likely don't even
know your name. I'm Dann
Bowman, Manager of the Chino
Office of Foothill Independent
B.mk. We know who you are
when you walk through our
door, we won't charge you m
speak with a teller, and I will
come to your pbce of business
whetheo it's w sign an important
document or create a comprehensive banking potckage that's
right for your company.
With resources sud1 as
affordable on·line banking,
company dirc1..t pa~Toll, SBA
loans through our "Certified
Lender" SBA Department,
construction loans .md asset
based lending, I can create
o;.ohuions to llllTt }Our banking
needs. I will take the ume to
know rour business .md work
wwards the common goal of
growmg vour wmpomy.

So if your h.mk seems
rclucrant ro nslt vou when \OU
need them, c.tll ~e at (909} 51
1"'29 and find our why so manv
businesses .uc making Foothill
Independent Bank their bank.

2. California Family Rights Act
puuing patienLS £iro,;t.

MECARE
PlnHnfln\ P11lltnK Pattnll\ l int

(800) 956-8000
""'·w. pnnw<~u c.net

(CFRA)
Both of these laws (CFRA &
FMLA) require employers with 50
or more employees, as well as government agenc1es, in any 20 weeks
of the current or proceeding calendar
year, to grant a qualified employee
up to 12 weeks of leave time for (a)
the birth of a child; (b) placement of
a child by adoption or foster care; (c)
to provide care for a child, spouse or
parent with a serious health condition and; (d) for an employee's own
serious health condition.
3. O ther med ical disability leaves

Member FDIC

®

............

~

FOOTHILL INDEPENDEN~

'JPP"~

Visit our website ar; hnp:J/w\wl.foothillindbank.com
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Leaves of Absence
comim1c.'d from PagL' 35

th~ ~arne hcnt:fit~ mu~t

Lea>e Act (CPO LA)
Emplo~ ers \\ ith five or more

employees must compl)- An employ-

er must prlWJde up to four months disahilit~ le;;we for pregnant women. It
more than four months is provided for
other types of temporary disabilities,

'-ltleolt}-1. 'lll~l 'ml·nngllungs
. Rt\ ersJde l.l,)mmumtv r lSpltai!S
dut our ba.. .Jc 1de · . , ., \ n t d1<;..11ged smce
l<lOl llertde1 ed oourpaucnts
he-:Jth from, rr. rgen.) :st:"'\llD lOL llcat
wre .md bcvonu
\r'u l >!Ill fmd aspwal degree,,[
excellence m our people our skilled
ph1-1c.ans nd n our dedJCauon to the
~'

he made mail-

trans fa~ becausc of their prcgnJn-

able to \\Omt:n \vho arc pregnant

c1cs

Tht: C'alifom1a Fatr Emplo) ment
and Hous1ng Act has established
six ne\\ posting and notJfJcatiOn
obligations for California employers with respect to the right of
emplo) ees to request prt:gnanc)
disability lean:s and temporary

5. \ Vorkers' com pe nsa tion
Employt:es who an! disabled due
to an InJUT)' or illness that arises out of
and in the course of their employment
are entitled leave under the California
\Vorkers' Compensation Act. Leave

0ne thing'sfor sure.
Riverside is devoted
to making people
feel better. 11

11

c.tre md LOmfon I our pan nts
'x111hc"\OUrech smglhC'llth
plan mal e sure n nc ude . . Rl\ rq
Cnmmuntt) H0~r,tal1nd Its T1h\ 1 tan~
And remember accept most 0f the
maJorpL1ns. For more mformatJtt,Lall
9091788-3530
But enough talk
lie beltm that \('m.Jrd~1)s!lall

''l'

Vcrnard \\'illiams, C ritical Care Nurse. Rive rside Communily Hospital, 15 yea rs.

Riverside Community Hospital
An Af{ll.ate .,f c>Clll.UIIBA

+HI \!a~(l~Oila A"nue Ri><ISld.: (A 92501

Someone close to you cares.

rights largely dqx:nd upon the opimon
of physicians sclectt::d to t::valu<.lle the
employee's medical condition.
6. Alco hol/drug rehabi lita tion leave
The California L1bor code 1025
provides that an employer may refuse
to hire or may discharge an employee
who, because of current use of alcohol
or drugs, is unable to perform th~ir
duties or cannot perform such duties
in a manner which would not endanger the health or safety of the employee or other pc!rSons. However, an
employer is still obligated to reasonably accommodate an employee's
request to voluntarily enter and particIpate in an alcohol or drug reh<.ibilitatlon program.
7. Unifonned Services Employment
and Ree mployment Ri ghts Ac t of
1994 (USERRA)
Imposes affirmative obligations
on public and private employers in
California to provide their employees
with leave for the purpose of military
service. The act also requires employers to rehire returning employees into
their former or similar positions and
provide the employees wuh adjustments (such as certain raises, promotions and the like) that they would
have received had they not hcen on
leave. Finally, this act rctJUires that
employers not discriminate against
their employe<s because they will be
taking, or have taken. such leaves.
The California Military and
Veterans Code (CMVC) creates rights
and obligations s1milar to those under
USERRA An employer must always
be aware of both statt.! and fcdt:rallaw
as employees are entitled to the rights
offered by bot h leaves.
8. Jury/witness duty leave
As a civic duty, all ci tizens must
serve both as a juror or a witness when
called upon. Empl oyees must participate in administrati ve agency proceedings
wh en
summ oned.
Consequently, all employers, including both pri va te and public, are obligated to provide leave for administrative proceedin gs. While se rvin g
inquest jury duty, trial jury duty or
witness duty as required by law, an
employee is entitled to receive unpaid
leave. California Labor Code 230 proconrillued 011

Page 46
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Temps ...

A Solution to More Regulation

conrmued from Page 29
On October I, a new federal
law went into effect that requires

companies to report all new h1res to
the state. This requHement extend~
to rehires and employees reiUrnmg
to work after a lay-off, furlough or

unpaid leave of absence. To alleviate the burden this new regulataon
places upon business, AppleOne
Payroll & Tax Filing Serv1ces has

added new-hire reporting to its
basic service plan.
The law was created to alleviate unemployment compensation
fraud and to track down parents
who owe child support money. The
state is required by federal law to
maintam a database of all child support orders entered in California.
With the new-hire reporting
law, the government w1ll be able to
match new-hire forms against child
s upport o rders filed in the s tale. If

they come across a match. the state
w ill send a wi thho ld ing o rde r that

MANNERINO

~BRIGUGLI

A
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n
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reqUJres the employer to withhold a
portion of thai employee's pay to
sausfy the child support debt.

Since this is a federal law, newhlfe reports get passed along to the

federal government as welL The
federal government cross-references new-hire reports against a
naiJOnal database of people who are
delinquent in child support payments in order to catch so-called
"dead-beat dads" who have moved
out of California.
There have been laws in place
to try 10 catch parents who fail to
pay chJid support for several years,
but the requirements of busmes..c,;
were
slightly
different.
For
mstance, until now. one could file
new hire reports once a month,
groupmg new employees together
regardless of their respective hire
dates.
The new law requires one to
report each new hire no later than

20 calendar (not business) days
after the mdividual's h1re date .
Subtle, but crillcal, differences like
these can make the new requirements confusmg and result m fines
of up to $250 a day per employee
for unsuspecting business owners.
"The fines are large enough to
destroy a business," says AppleOne
Payroll Director of Operations
Ellen Gehring. "For really large
companies like the IBMs and the
Nissans, the new law isn't a big
deal because they are accustomed
to being regulated lo death. But for
the smaller companies where they
stretch every payroll dollar, it is just
another cumbersome deta~l they
have to figure out.''
She added, "We already understand the intricacies of the new regulation and have a good relationship wllh the stale, so it makes
sense to let us handle the filing of
new-hire reports."

Filing new-hire reports is one
of many services AppleOne Payroll
g1ves to clients at no additional
charge. While others make clients
pay by the report and then add on a
lot of extra fees, AppleOne takes a
simplified approach .
CEO Marc Goldman says that
the "bundle pricmg" AppleOne
uses keeps customers happy by
leaving nothing to surprise.
"We provide an all-inclusive
service," Go ldman says. ''We
charge for very few extras as part of
our overall commitment to making
life simpler for our clients. That
shouldn't break down when an
invoice arrives."
AppleOne has been processing
payroll since 1964. This experience
and a growing demand for personal, customized service led to the
creation of AppleOne Payroll &

continued on Page 48

employees remams the same
over the years: to meet its JOb
placement needs as quickly as
possible to gei the job done on
ttmc, no matter what that job
may be.
The demand for temporary
personnel will 1ncrcasc each
year. Temp firms will emerge to
meet the growing demand for
qualified workers in every mduslry. Remember, by utihzmg a
temp firm you can staff up or
down easily because it is so cosl
effective
When searchmg for a temp
firm ask the following quest1ons·
What is the reputat1on of the
temp firm'>
How long have they been m your
area and how long have they
been in business?

What benefits do they offer the
temps?
Are they g1ving safety training
and do they have an IPP program?
Can they staff any posi11on withyour firm?

Ill

There are many agenc1es to
chose from so do your homework before you place that call.
Call and Interview several agenCies before you put your trust in
one. Many compames are using
more than one agency. They feel
that this gives them a beller
selection of candidates

Bonnie Honna is the CEO of
Dil'ersified
Temporary
Servtces Inc. For more informauon on temporary staffwg,
contact Hanna at (909) 6768077.

Q
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COMMUNI1Y

HOSPITAL OF

"Our Job Is To Keep You
On The Job"

SAN BERNARDINO
We put communityjirst!
Siner ll)(JS
[OOtmWlll\ JhliJIUI

Injury Prevention • Early Intervention

ofS:u1Bcmartlmo
tu.,pronded
""' rug/JN qualm

hcalih~r.'icesJX'I'-'•ble

Todn. Communm Jlo!;pltal ofSJn

Bemantmo·~ conunuum of cart' mdude;

Communi!)· Hospiltd.. .. 909/88 7 ·6333
•fuii"Pf(tnlmalJC~Rmtdiai.5WJ;ICillnlmmtdhe2!dl""'xe;loralllll!fS.

;;;. Work related accidents
,;; Breath alcohol testing
injuries & illness
:;;: Executive Physicals
;;;. Pre-placement physicals ;-;:X-ray
~ Drug screening
~F DMV physicals
q EKG testing

:;; Certified audiometric
& pulmonary testing
i'r Work safety assistance
tJI Lab services

· 2~11our&•tfKt11C\Un-

(qmmunily lioTM liettilb ......9()9/88 7 -liJ91

Rllingual Stafl • InJured HOrl.-as TransJY11rlcd
Hour:-.: ~loncl<l.r
Friday, 0:00 A:\1
6:00 Pi\ I

•lnblimtonu~:u-.dr"dtabiiibboo!bmpo,

CommutriiJ ConNlnunl Cnrl~---~909188"'·6481
• lt-dnuNr,~Jildrd J/:fJL.Iboalill'nP.
Wmmunily Mull /JQy C.re ... ,.. 9(}9/861·8110

Conven nl hour~ • local fast. re able .erv1ce

New Occupational Clinic Offers EAP Access
It ts good busmess for compames
to show their employees that tht:y care
about them. One of the ways they can
do that t:o. by uttering 1hem an Employee
As!<tistance Program (EAP) to help them
deal wtth thetr JXTSOnal andlor family
problem\ involving such areas as drug
and alcohol abuse, emotional problems,
marital or family problems and workrelated problems
Inland

Empire

Occupattonal

Mcdtcine 1n Riverside is offering
employers accc:ss to a baste EAP as one
of its new options in employee care.
&yond the basic medical trea1ment of
industrial injuries, these options carry
the message that the employer really
cares about the well-being of the

necessary, referral is made for continued professional or med1cal hdp, with
vanous

cost

reduction

strategies

applied.
Ahhough most large employers
already prov1de an EAP for the1r
employees- either through their group
health insurance plan or through a separate contrac1

most small· to medium-

size companies currently make no
resources available to lheir employees
to help them idenlify, address and
resolve personal problems.
Because those problems may be
negat1vely impacting their job performance, and perhaps even affecting
morale and productiVIty of co-workers
as well, providing at least a basic EAP

employee!.
The EAP program is voluntary for

may V~-ell be one of the best investments

the employee and maintains strict confi-

ees. These are the companies that are

that a company can make tn 1ts employ-

dentiality. The employee or family

welcoming the ass1s1ance of Inland

member calls the EAP resource center

Empire Occupational Medicine in help-

to arrange a counseling appointment,

mg them add this important program.

unless immediate cnsis mtervention is

For more information, call fnland

needed. After assessment and basic res-

Emp1re Occupational Medicine at (909)

olution counselmg are comple1ed, tf

341-9333.

For over 30 years w e've provided a
family doctor that's close to your family ...
Our focus remains on family and community.
With servtces to promote wellness, early detection and
prevention, we manage all your health care needs.

We are a provider for PPOs, HMOs, EPOs
and traditional health plans.

CORONA MEDICAL GROUP
CoRONA MEDICAL GROUP

CoRONA ~iEDICAL GROUP •

830 Mngno/<a A.-. Corona
737-8105

31739 R<~rnu:le Do-., Swce A,i..ake
674-7832

• lhltl!lt~iorb!-..ollll~olfraletdcrlo.mdilihr:imrr\p:em!S

LAKE. E LSINORE
E~•nore

• Sd\1(11"\trlxe<illoti!M'~!.S!.?O

Cmn"'.~~'?ml!:f!:;!.Prl:::J~re Clinics
Sz!Btm:inhnoClwc-~7-7880

"Laws were made 10 be broken "
Christopher North, May, 1830

"I'~Oaruc-76(V249-SBJJ

33 3 BASELINE ROAD, SUITE 1t 0 RANCHO CUCAMONGA CA 91730
(909) 980-1100 • FAX (909) 941 8610

CoRONA MEDICAL GROUP • SIERRA DEL ORO

2791 Green R"<r Rd , Swce 101, Corona
340-9800

f'bebnOnc-7~22

Community &INlcllmJJ Ht tdlb Svt•bs
•i:Dp:aDml"ft'ous-~-1-35
• OurpmtmX1"'1m 909/B83-2403
•lnp:aotn~;n!OIIIp*IW:"IC'tlctSforchildm!ldolesantsaaddllrs

"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we sinn 'dis innocence"
Sir William Davenant
1606-1668

URGEI'IT CARE CENTER

818 Mognol.a A.- , Swr< 104, Corona
737.()9/0

A
U Community Hospital
o f San Be r n ardino
JIIO'illkdlalt--Dn-t

For \lore Informauon
CaU 887-6333

Crmllng and pronding hetJJJb care solutionsfor our commuml)·

MAGNOLIA INDUSTRIAL CARE CENTER
818

MAC,OLJ\A\'E,

Sc1;r. 102, CoRO''' 91719

(909) 371-8282

MAGNOLIA l NDUSTIUAL CARE CENTER

CoRONA MEDICAL GROUP • NORCO

818 Magowl.. A«., Swr< 102, Corona
371-8282

1860 Hamner Al-e., Norco
737-814 1

CORONA M EDICAL GROUP • CMffiRILS

CoRONA MEDICAL GROUP • CoRONA HiLLS

854 Magnoloa A.-. Corona
371-227.1

350 McKmley A" Swre 104. Corona
549-0678

AFFILIATED WITH VISTA MEDICAL FOUNDATION, INC.
A NONPROFIT MEDICAL GROUP
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Attend America's Most Popular Business Seminar!
''How much you earn
is detemzined by how
much you learn."

SPEYER

LOWE'S

ss 1998
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Animals
Learn the latest
strategies for business
and personal success.

Featuring All Speakers In Person-All In One Day!

Concert ...

continued from Page 3

terns and ammals.

"Many of our gutdes are stuits mvestors that their stock is
secure, Ogden Corp., a $2 btllion
New York-based company, is trying its hand at unleashing the first

PRESENTED BY PETER LOWE INTERNATIONAL- A NON-PROFIT EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION

of eight wilderness experiences.
Rose Jones, marketing manager

for

American

Wilderness

Experience, was at the grand opening in the Ontario Mills Mall Aug.
31.
"We're looking to open other
attractions in Arizona and Texas,"
Jones said. "They will feature
some of the highlights shown in
the California attraction."

Featuring up to 70 species of

ZIG ZIGLAR

Best Selling Author
#1 Motivational Speaker

"Gold in Goals:
The Skills of
Motivation"

JOAN
LUNDEN

BOB

BRIAN

DOLE

TRACY

One of America's
Most Admired Women

America's #1
Authority on Selling

Former Senate
Majority Leader

"Creating Balance
in Your Life"

"The New
Psychology of Selling"

"Courage, Integrity
& Duty"

continued from Page 6

live animals, the attraction is

expected to take approximately an
hour and a half to explore, including a simulator ride and interactive

exhibits. The cost is $9.95 for
adults and $7.95 for children.
Visitors are greeted by guides
who explain the various ecosys-

dents who are studying animal

husbandry or bwlogy," Jones said.
"Not only do they lend credibility
to the attraction, but they are wellversed in their explanations."
Better known for catering airplane food and incinerating waste,

Ogden Corp. is lookmg for a ticket out of the slow-moving industries and on the prowl for a more
profitable entertainment extravaganza. The company has committed nearly $100 million to opening
its first eight wilderness attractions.
The mall IS filled with maJor
attractions. But in spite of its location next to Dave & Buster's
restaurant and game arcade, and
GameWorks'
virtual
reality
arcade, Senior Vice President
Jonathan Stern is not concerned.
"We're going to blow them
away," Stern said.

fund.' left over at the end of the year
from "aff vacanctes and that those
funds could be used to cover concert expenses until the city finds
another revenue source.
It is time for an independent
audit
of
the
Economic
Development Agency. The public
has the right to know exactly how
the agency is spending its money. Is
it following appropriate laws dictat-

mg how economic development
agenctes can use funds? Why is
there such a large surplus every
year, when so many city services
are being cut or downsized?
Residents deserve honest
answers to these questions, and city
officials are too personally
involved to provide them. The
soon-to-be-elected mayor should
make an audit of the Economic
Development Agency "top priority"
on the mayor's "to do" list.

START HIRING BEITER EMPLOYEES TODAY!
A book designed to help you effectively prepare for and conduct
successful employment interviews that result in you hiring the best
employee. Also included is important information on employment
law, sample interview questions and helpful forms designed to save
you time. Start hiring the best employees today! Only $19.95 plus
$1.50 shipping/handling. To order, or for more information contact:

(909) 422-0564

Inland Management Services
22797 Barton Rd., Ste. 209
Grand Terrace, CA 92313

PACIFICCBELL

Fed up

MobrltSttVICH

CHRISTOPHER
REEVE

JACK
GROPPEL, Ph. D.

One of America's
Most Popular People

America 's #1 Health
& Nutrition Advisor

"Special Guest
Speaker''

"The AntiDiet"

PETER LOWE
America's #1
Success Authority

"Secrets of the
World's Most
Successful People"

DAVE HOLLINS &
GARY DiSARCINA

with cellular gridlock?
Have we got an
open road for you.

"Sounds good to me.

Now thc:rc:'> a \\J.Y

"SPECIAL
GUEST
SPEAKERS"

P.Kii'K Hdl \tobik

Tickets start as low as $49* for the entire day '

l~

PETER LOWE

IN Tf IN A liON A L

Tickets purchased at the door will be $225 and up.

Seating is reserved, special discounted rates end soon!

Ask about the special VIP packages which include
breakfast or lunch with our guest speakers.

1IHt SUccess Auttlority

*Plus a mimmal processing charge per order.
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Ergonomics ...
next year, things aren't going to

point in the future, have a solid
ergonomic law to deal with, either

contribute to dc\'eloping a repeti·
tive motion injury.
\Vhat 's the common factor?

change for the better. They will

at the state or federal level.

more companies embrace comput-

Ergonomics is the science of

Repetitive movement involving the

erized technology. One thing that

same boJ} part. usually performed
in poor posture for long periods of
time, without allowing that body

has changed in California is the
legislatiOn. The new ergonomic

arranging the workplace to fit the
worker, not the other way around.
It is the science of fitting work-

law

word

place conditiOns and job demands

part a periodic rest. is the most
common factor. Repetitive motion

ergonom1c~

into the forefront of
business language.
Ergonom1cs
has
recently
hecome an issue of concern among

to the capabilitic:-. of the working
population. A good ergonomics
program Will help prevent rept:ll
tin· motion tnjurics from develop-

Symptoms of repetitive

human resources (HR) d!tectors

motion injuries can range from

and risk and safety manngers in

mg. Ergonomic programs help a
company eliminate as many risk.
factors as possible, such as repetition. awkwanl positions. static posture, pressure, force, vibration,
cold. etc. They teach employees to

ditch your computer w1thin the

continued from Page 31

injuries usually develop gradually
O'-'CT

lime, thus the trauma is cumu

latl\'e

has

brought

the

minor discomfort to debilitating

California. thanks

p~un

ergonomic regulation. Title S, sec-

and can mclude such problems as tmgling. numbness, limited
movement and loss of strength.

to

the

new

gers.

tion 5ll 0. adopted by the
Occupational Safety and Health
Standards Board, July 3, !997
Rick Rice, at the Califonua
Department
of
Industnal
Relations. feels that although litis
rule is still being challenged, there

Is the Situation likely to
change? Unless you're plann ing to

is every indication that corporations in Ca li fornia will, at some

The body parts most commonly
affected by job-related cumulative
trauma include the neck, shoulder,
lower hack. elbow, wrist and fin-

What exactly

continue to get worse as more and

1:-.

"ergonomics?"

pract1ce good body mechanics
when performing their JOb duties.
An ergonomics program will offer
employees
mmi
work

shoulder, and lower back. These

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME
YOU GAVE YOUR HOSPITAL:S
HEART CENTER A
THOROUGH EXAMINATION?

mini exerc1ses will provide relief
from sta tic postures.
llow does implementmg an
ergonomics program benefit the
employer'? Ergonom1c programs

make "$ense" for the employer. If
there are fewer injunes, there will
be less money paid in workers'
compensation cla1ms, less paperwork to file, lower yearly insurance premiums, fewa days off
work ami less temporary personnel
replacement costs. So, whether you
decide to implement an ergonomics program because the law man-

dates it or because you pro-active-

Wantlo ensure the best possible cardiac care? ~·irsL lake
a close look al the e\pcrience or the team you have in mind
The Stead lleart Ccnt<>r al Pomona
llecogniud Noti.....ly
Valle) Hospital Medical Center has
accomplished more than 3.600 surgTop/00
Hospital
eries and 21.000 calhelerizallon lab
procedures over the last decade.
Ranked among the
Our state-of-the-art capabililles cover best. Loc<1ted around
virtually every cardiac service and the comer.
procedure. mcluding rehabilitation.
This breadth and depth or e\perience is one reason the
American Heart Association has cerllfied the Stead Heart
Center as a member or the Emergency Hearl Care Program.
And why a recent independent national survey of more
than 3.600 hospitals* ranked Pomona Valley
llospilal among lhe top I00-lhe only facility
tn lhc Inland Empire and San Gabriel Valley
to earn this honor.
F'rom prevention and rehabi lf !<ltion progra ms
to acute care and specia lized regional services, Pomona
Valley Hospita l is top rated beca use the best interests of
pa ti ents are our to p prio rity.
F' ind out why we've bee n a trusted member of
the commun ity for nearly 100 yea rs. Call (909)865-9500.
ext. 9129 for more Jnformatton and free li tera tu re.
And co ndu ct yo ur own exa mina ti on of the loca l
hos pi ta l with a national repu ta tion.

ly realize the value to the company,
the hl)ttom line is that a good

parts that are common sites of
injury: wrist and fingers, neck and

Kathy Espinoza t.> the pres idem of
Fimess Jmprol'ement Techmques
Inc

~

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN BERNARDINO

HUS!iiESS PII/I!IIE/IS
presents an Executive Bnefing

"The Heillth Cilre lndustr~·s lmpilct on Emplo~ee Bene~ts "
Sheila Webster. Princ1pal & Sen1or V1ce Pres1dent
of J&H Marsh & McLennan
CC Cresto, Senior Consultant & Assistant Vice Pres1dent
of J&H Marsh & Mclennan

NOVEMBER 12. 1997
7:30-9:00 il.m.

.·.hello?

lorna Linda UniVerSity Med1cal Center
The Slate Room of The Wong Kerlee International Conference Center
Reg1strat1on fee: $17 (includes breakfast)
S12 for BuSiness Partner members
For reservattons & more mformahon call (909) 880·5771

Sponsored By:
Lorna Linda University Medical Center and
J&H Marsh & Mclennan

Your company may not leave callers 'on-hold' this long.. ,...

But .any~ 'on-hold' can seem like an eterrury, unl ess you
provide them with va lya b! e inform atjoo th ~t can he lp them
make in formed dec isions abo ut doing busmess wi lh your

~------------------------~

company.

Creative Jttufw Mar{(fting

YeS! 0

Please send me more 1nformatJon about th1s event

0

Please send me more 1nlormat1on about Bus.ness
Partners at Cal State, San Bernard1no
Please send me more 1nlorma11on on the (Circle)

0

1-800-747-2562
':Jk{ping ptopu matt a 6etttrfotu.re'

MBA Program

nomen.•; and

Chlldrrn.~· Scn1c~

Central h cnuc l ·rgcnt Cart' Center

\lagm·Uc Resonance Imaging Center

Regional 1\Jdne) Slane Center

Sleep IJisorrlers Genter

• Sufl't')' conducted by IICJA /riC'_ and "11/fam M \fci'Cer, Inc.

MPA Program

PomonaValley Hospital Medical Center

Addi8SS

Fox'

...........................................
1!1Dr1 ~ tsDSI SCIOli~ Husmess iOO 1Vbl( ldmrm~riltOD. SS44 4DJYerg!q PitkUllQ. SiD Bmirdma. Cl 92407

nomens Dla{VIosUc Imaging CenU'r

1798 Nortll Garey Avenue • Pomona • California 91767
(909) 865-9500

State

:

Sle.1dllean Cemrr

SJKJrt.<; Medicine Cenli'r

N•me

Phone '

Canct'r rare Crntn

... ,...

ergonomics program will be a ben-

efit to both the employer and the
employee.

your

breaks/stretch breaks for body

71U' Rotwn <JII(I/Jel.crl) l.e"i-; f'amlf\

:

I

---'
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Visiting the Oldest Town in San Mateo County
by Cam tile Bounds, Tra,·e/ Edaor
An unforgeuable, relaxing getaway to Northern California can be
found in the area that was settled by
Italians and Portuguese and was
known as "Spanish town" at the
tum of the century. Their claim to
fame was their artichokes, Brussels
sprouts and farming. Dull and dreary during the early 1900s, prohibition brought excitement and color
to this qUiet, gentle area. Renamed
Half Moon Bay by the
Canadian rumrunners. the

area became a safe harbor
and a place to bnng in the
banned booze. romance and
adventure.
This charming area has
become known for its rustic
main st reet with unique
small craft shops, art galleries and outdoor cafes some of which are housed in
renovated
19th century
buildings. Fine restaurants
and enchanting inns are an
added bonus with a claim to
fame for flowers and pumpkins. With a population of
about 9,000, most natives

make the visitor welcome At the
and at home.
Relax or participate in the
many activities offered throughout
the year. Kite flying, bicycling,
golfing, hiking, seasonal whale
watching, bird watching and festivals throughout the year can keep
the most active visitor busy and
interested.
A rewarding visit
A visit to the James V.
Fitzgerald Marine Reserve is a

rewarding one. Discover crabs,
starftsh and other shore-based sea
life at low tide. This reserve is one
of the best places in California to
view tide pool life. Three miles of
beach and tidal rock inhabited by
more than 200 species of marine
life are right there for you to inspect
at your leisure. Remember that
marine life are protected and may
not be removed. Tide charts are
available at bait and fish shops in
the nearby area.
A hike to the bluffs that over-

look the reserve will be rewarded
with a stunning v1ew of the ocean
relentlessly rolling onto the
beach, hiumg the rocky coves
with a tempo and sound of a symphony orchestra. The wind swept
cypress trees form cathedrals
with their different sizes and
shapes that can offer an avid photographer an opportunity not to
be missed. If in this area, don't
m1ss the James V. Fitzgerald
Marine Reserve For more infer-

pillows, and the wet bar/kitchenette
with refrigenHor and microwave,
which are situated so they do not
take from the luxury and the lovely
surroundings. There are large private patios and luxury king-sized
beds with queen-sized sleeper sof~s
in the living room areas.
A heated lap pool and fitness
facility can be found on the first
floor, and an ou td oor Jacuzzi overlooking the Pacific Ocean is hard to
pass up after a day of exploring and

doesn't get much better than that."
The menu is varied and everything is excellent. The salmon or
the crab cakes are highly recommended, and the coffee is special. A
Jazz combo is offered on Sunday
afternoons with brunch, and if you
look and listen when there is a quiet
moment, you might see and hear
the beautiful resident ghost running
on the beach. That's a whole ot her
story.

Ride a happy horse
Visit Sea Horse Ranch &
Friendly Acres for a delightful horseback ride on the
beach. AI Sh1pley 1s the colorful president of this company made up of around 200
very well kept horses and
organized riding opportunities. The rates are fair, the
trails are good, riding on the
beach is beautiful, with
young polite wranglers there
to help the tenderfoot.
But beware of one thing,
do not even think of mistreating any of Shipley's
horses or you will suffer the
wrath of God ... or Shipley.
CamiUr Bounds
tidepools when the Iide is out at James V. Fitzgerald Marine Reserve.
I don't know which is worse.
We heard someone prodded one of the horses with a stick
mat ion, call ( 415) 728-3584.
horseback riding on the beach .
on one of the trails. This was
Service is fast and friendly. The
reponed by one of the wranglers by
A grand place to stay
desk folks are gracious and assist in
The Beach House Inn is
every way possible. They know the
a walkie-talkie communication sysabsolutely one of the most pleasant,
area well and can reliably recomtem throughout the trails. They
inviting inns anywhere. A threemend restaurants and attractions.
were ordered to bring him in at
A complimentary continental
once, and he was told in so many
story Nantucket-type building with
the flavor of Cape Cod nestles into
breakfast and an evening wine tastwords to " never darken Sea Horse
ing is available.
the seashore, offering beautifully
Ranch ag~in."
appointed, bright , meticulously
Meeting and conference faciliFor more information about
clean, mini suite, loft-type rooms
ties are available with multiple dedSea Horse Ranch, call ( 415) 726with grand panoramic views of
icated phone and fax lines upon
2362.
sunsets, mountains and the Pacific
request. Their private kitchen offers
Ocean. The comfort factor here is
a wide range of gourmet coastal
Getting there
so high it becomes difficult to leave
cuisine for meetings. For more
Half Moon Bay is just 30 minyour room to explore the wonderful
information, call (800) 315-9366.
utes
from
San
Francisco
area of Half Moon Bay.
International Airport and also 30
The inn was opened in the fall
Dining at its best
minutes south of San Francisco. A
of 1996 with 54 unique "ocean
For ambiance, view, service
weekend at Half Moon Bay will
lofts." It overlooks the Pacific
and, most important, great food, the
send you home relaxed and with a
Ocean at Pillar Point Harbor just
Moss Bay Distillery is a must.
smile on your face, guaranteed!!!!!
three miles from Half Moon Bay.
Make a reservation to coincide with
Everytrung is there: two televithe glorious pink, yellow and
Camille Bounds is the travel edisions, VCRs, high-quality stereos,
orange pastel sunset, sit back and
tor for Sunrise Pub Iications and
wood-burning fireplaces (logs suprelax with your favorite pre-dinner
the Inland Empire Business
plied), deep tubs, terry robes, down
drink and enjoy. As they say, "It
Journal.
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Holiday Pay
continued from Page 23
Holiday work
Many holiday policies do not contain an explanati<'n of situations in
which employees have to work on
scheduled holidays. Do the employees
receive a straight-time rate or a timeand-a-half rate or possibly double t1me
plus the holiday pay for working on a
holiday. Addressing this c<;sue in a holiday policy will be helpful in eliminating dis...~tisfaction among workers.

define under what conditions employees will or will not receive holiday pay.

holiday pay in addition to the vacation
day pay or do they receive an additional day off.

Barbara Lee Crouch is the RiverstdeSan Bernardino coumies regional
manager for The Employers Group,
formerly Merchants & Manufacturers
Association. The 100-year-old nonprofit company is one of the largest

Holidays during sick leaves
Companies need to address
whether or no! !he employee will
receive holiday pay if out due to an illness/inJury. If they do, they need to

Religious holidays
Federal and California state
employment discrimination laws
require employers to reasonably
accommodate an employee's religious
beliefs. This includes allowing
employees to take time off from work
to observe religious holidays if doing
so is rea'iOnable and would not create
an undue hard<>hip for the employer
Floating and personal holidays
The definition of "floating or personal'' holiday can vary from company
to company. Some companies view
them as days that the companies designate or in some companie..o,; they are
employee-designated and muM be
approved hy management.
Days designated "paid days off"
arc, in effect, vacation days and will be
treated as vacation and subject to payment at time of tem1ination.
Holidays on non-work days
Many holiday policies do not
include stmemenl"i as to what happens
if a holiday falls on a non-scheduled
work day. For Saturday and Sunday
holidays, the general rule is if it falls on
Saturday, it is observed on Friday and
a Sunday holidty would be observed
on Monday.
Holidays during leaves and layoffs
What happens if an employee is
on a leave-of-absence at the time a holiday occur.;? Companies generally fail
to cover this. It should be defined as
"an employee must be full-time on the
active payroll and not on a leave-ofabsence, layoff, etc., to be eligible for
holiday pay."
Holidays during vacations
Companies need to include in holiday policies what happens during an
employee's vacation. Do they receive

employer representatives for human
resources management issues in the
nation. The group serves over 4,000
member firms, which employ approximately 2.5 million workers. Crouch
may be contacted by calling (909)
784-9430. Or refer to the group's
website
at
"hup:/lwww.
hronline.org ".

THIS IS YOU.

l

THIS IS LIFE.

-

Our HMO Doctors can
refer you directly to a
specialist, so you won't get
the old back and forth.
M OST OF OLR DOCTORS PARTICIPATE IN
CAREDIRH..""T R EFERRALS- CALL YOl.iR BROKER OR
CAREAMERICA TO FINO OUT MORE.

1.. 800 .. 437 .. 74 78 ~America
-Care That Work>lndtv1dual Health Plans • Group H• alth Plans
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RuuJ.. u l It\ \ulm Pn Ill/lUll\ Untie 11 /IJIJfJ

Company Name

Address
City, State, Zip

$Va lue
Premiums
Written 1996

'llllbot I DSUnlltt<e & Fiaaodal Services 150,000,000

Number

Prrmiums

Coverage Offered

38
136

Business Insurance,

Albuqueque, NM

Personal Insurance, Employee
Benefils, Life, Heallh
Business Property,

Wrillen 1996

2,000

I.

4371 Latham St., Ste. 201

2.

Golden Pacific Insurance Services
110 W. Lincoln Ave., #200
Corona, CA 91720

20,000,000

750

10
10

Hamilton Brewart Insunnce Agency

10,000,000

WND

7,500,000

WND

Riverside, CA 92501

3.

1294 W. 7th St.
Upland, CA9!786
Raintree lnslU"llnce Agency, Inc.

4.

2037 N. D St

Headquarters
Year Established I.E.

II Ucenced Agents I.E.
II Employees I.E.

CaiBond Insurance & Surety Agency
400 S. Ramona Ave., Ste. 205
Corona, CA 91719

2,200,000

1981

a pnvate communication medium:

Pasadena"

CUff Davis
Managing Partner
(909) 273-7555/279-5615

workplace and abus1ve or inappropna le e-mail will subject an
employee to disciplinary action up
IO and tncluding termination, (6)
By usmg lhe e-mail sys tem, the
empl oyee user expressly consents
to the employer's mo ni toring po li cy; (7) T he e- mail sys tem s hould
no t be used to soli cit o utside bus iness ve ntures; a nd (8) All messages
o n th e e-mail system can be traced
to th eir autho r eve n after they are
"deleted." Additionally, all e-mail
messages are subject to discovery
orders in litigation matters.
The policy should be disscmtnated to all employees. The
employer 'hould also provtdc a
written acknowledgment for every
employee using the e~mail system
to s16n. Employers should note,
however, that creating su(h a pol.
cy emU monitoring e·mail messages

Workers Compcnsatton,
GL. Hca!lh, Life, Auto, 401 K

1992

7
15

All Commercial
&. Personal Lines

Upland
t976

6
14

Commercial Bonds,
Homeowners

San Bernardino
1923

Workers Compc:nsalion,
Propeny, GL,

Corona
1991

WND

Kirk Christ

Hamilton Brewart

Owner/Broker
(909) 981 -52101985-3448
Holly A. Fietscb
Prcs id enl

(909) 88 1-26541886-3558
George Burchfiel
Presiden1
(909) 371 -8147/371-2027

Vehicle

Paul J, O'Brien
Rivers1de
Small Commercial
Paul J. O'Brien Insurance Services
1,200,000
WND
Owner
1929
& Personal Lines
6. 6864 Indiana Ave ., Ste. 100
(909) 682-0-B I /784-5098
Riverside, CA 92506
,1-\ = Xa .~ ~~ND. HC.Uld na Dndose na = not maililblc. 7he uifomruion in the abtJ..-e Ji.tt hUS obwirii!CI fran the cwqxuues listed To /he best wr b~ the infoomtion
is ua:uraie ~- ofJ1lf!U time. Wllik
m7)' efftXt is ,TIIJde toei'JSWt' Waccurat:yandrhorou~hna.softht..• li.sl, c»lu.ssU!sandt)fX>grll{iW:al enors .wmetunesek:au: Plruse scufn:m.•aur.scxaddiJIOfiSM CCX1lfXJif>·lazerlk>ndto: The lnlandEmptre &I.WII!S!Jwmo' 8560
Vineyard AYe, Sulle .106, Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730-4352. Rest"J1rkd b)· Jmy SlroussCopyng/11 JWl/nJa11d Empuc &J.Sino:rlcvmol.

'f

.cd

Download The Book of Lists Now from www.toplists.com

Leaves ofAbsence
continued from Page 36
hibits the employer from discriminating in any way against an employee
for laking lime off Jo serve, provided
the employee gives "reasonable"
nolice 10 the employer of the need for
the leave.

other than the state of California, who
employ 25 or more employees at the
same location must allow employees
time off to visit their children 's
school. All California employers are
obligated to provide employees time
off for a school-discipline leave.

12. Volun teer firelighter leave
9. Voting leave
All public and private employers
must provide employet:S with time off
to vote under California Labor Code
14352. Election Code 1655 also protee£:; any pc!rson from being suspended or discharged because of absence
due to service as an election officer on
election day. The breadth of the statute
implies !hat all public and private
employers are required to provide
employees with time off to serve as
election officials on election day.

All employers, :xcept public
safety agency employers of emergency medical serv1ces, must allow
employees who art! registered as volunteer firefighters to take time off to
perform emergency fire-fighting
duties under California Labor Code
230.0. Leave can be taken at any rime
for emergency duty. No leave is
required for non-emergency duty,
such as training.

Any employee who reveals a lit-

13. R elig ious leave
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of !964 and the California Fair
Employment and Housing Act

eracy problem to an employer and
who also requests assistance in
enrolling in an adult literacy education
program is entitled to reasonable
accommodation and assistance by the
employer. The leave obligation
applies to every private employer in
California who regularly employs 25
or more employees. California Labor

(FEHA) require an employer 10 reasonably accommodate an employee's
religious observance or practice,
unless undue hard<ihip would result .
Tille VII applies to all public and pnvate employers with 15 or more
employees. FEHA applies to private
and public employers with five or
more full- or part-time employees.

10. Literacy lea ve

Code !040-1044.
11. Sc hool visit lea ves
All public and private employers,

14. Vaca tion leave
While employers usually have !he
discretion to determine whether they

will offer employees vacation compensation, once such compensation is
offered, the policy is generally subject
to substantial regulations by the state.
However, there are exceptions when
vacation compensation is provided
through a collective bargaining agreement or provided through an
Employment Retirement Income
Security Act (ERISA) regulated trust
fund .
15. Holiday leave
Employers are generally not
obligated to provide holiday leave,
holiday pay or premium pay for work
on holidays. While certain holidays
have been declared "legal" holidays
by the fedt:ral and state governmr.:nts,
a legal holiday results in the closing of
certain offices but d~s not guarantee
employees a day off There is no
requirement that the federal, state and
local legal holidays be the same.

16. Bereavement leave
This has ht!comc a relatively
common cmploy~c benefit. A death in
an employee's family can have a traumatic effect on an employee's personal and professional life. Bereavement
policies allow an employee time off to
deal with funeral and personal matters
and to grteve privately before making
the transition back into work.
Bereavement leave policies follow
~1milar patterns and concerns on the
part of employers. There are no state

Can You E-mail Yourself ...
cominued from Pagt.. 22

Prcsidcnl
(909) 788-8500{788-2994

San Bernardino, CA 92405

5.

Top Local Execulive
Title
Pbone/Fax

or federal Jaws that obligate employers to provide baeavement leave to
their employees. Employers have
complete discretion to determine
whether to provide the leave and
under what conditions the leave will
be taken.

(5) E-matl is an extensiOn of the

may destroy the active commumcation hetwecn employees that th e
system was designed to create. As
always, an employer should see k
counsel to assist in creatin g a spectfted policy sut table lo thetr particular field.
As fo r th e e mpl oyee w ho
defamed
his
"back-stabbi ng"
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!<ave policy.

James Wlwmer 1s a senior staff consulta1lf for The Employers Group,
formerly
Merchants
&
Manufauurers Assocwtion Tire 100year-old nonprofit organization is
one of I he largest employer representatives for human resources manageme!ll issues "' the tul/1011. The group
serves more than 4,000 member
firms, w!tic!t employ approximately
2.5 million workers. Whitmer may be
conracted by cal/111g (909) 784-9430
or at "http://www.hronline.org"

STATE
FUNO
CO M P ENSATIO N
I N SUR AN C E

800·576·FREE
3 7 3 3

I Jon't /Je I twin/ /J\ /nutaton'

Bill Floyd is a partn er wah Best
Best & Krieger LLP, workmg m the
Riverside
Labor
f irm 's
D epartment.

l , E' T MOR E WORRY LES S

'1f

n

:n

STATE FUND,

li E'S SWEATING OVE R S OM ETHIN(,

tal

\n

policies to accommodate employees
who encounter unusual or unexpected
circumstances that necessitate an
absence from work. Personal leave
policies can cover non -medical leaves
of absence, such as military leave,
education leave, sabbaticals, literacy
leave, leave for religious reasons and
leave for personal reasons, if such
leaves are not covered by any other

The employer successfull y had
the wrongful termina tion case
thrown out o f court, large ly
beca use I he company had an e-mail
policy, si milar to th e one descrihed
ahove. The court found, given th e

establis hed poltcy, the e mployee
had no reasonab le ex pec tatio n of
privacy in th e usc of th e e~ mail system.

EVE R SINC E AIPx l'vfa rtinPz

den

17. Persona l leave
There is no statutory requirements that an employer provide personal leave for its employees.
Employers often ust: personal leave

empl oye r, he was fired for " tn appropriate and unprofessional comments."

OT H E R T H AN T H E DETAILS
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Screening

Regulation
cotltlllued from Page 38

God a friend told me about
AppleOne. They do a great job

continued from Page 24

Tax Flhng Services in 1996
"We created AppleOne Payroll

every time for one low price."
Too many companies settle for
less than the best when outsourcing

position held, rate of pay, reason for
leavmg and always ask if they are
ehg1ble for rehire. Be especially

the IT payroll They either accept an

aware of applicants whose last sev-

expensive systems development
and maintenance plan or end up
w1th far less service than they

eral employers have gone out of

as an alternative to payroll manage-

ment challenges," says AppleOne
Payroll Vice President Bill Dunn
··]n the past, hustnesses have had a
choice between putting up with

innexihle, restrictive nat1onal payroll vendors or incurring the high
costs and has.-.;les of doing their
payroll themselves. AppleOne provides a beucr option: an organization that is totally committed to

providtng comprehensive payroll
and tax management with an
emphasis on client care."
It is a mission whose time has
come, apparent! y, as AppleOne has
built a strong client base m a very

brief time. In the past year, clients
of larger payroll services have
flocked to AppleOne.
Small business owner Karen

Rice says that she switched to
AppleOne out of frustration.
"I used to thtnk bigger was better hut no more!" she said. "I tried
the largest payroll company and
almost went broke because they
kept charging me for extra." that I
dido 't even know were considered
·extra.' I would get so angry every

reqUire. With AppleOne Payroll &
Tax Filing Services, there are no
generic, mas..'\-marketed mainframe
systems. Every account is cus-

tomized to fit the needs of each
client.
o matter how large or how

small the company, AppleOne
Payroll will design a system especially made for it.
Vice PreSident Dunn explams
that "payroll and tax filing have
gotten so complicated these days,
even for small companies, that
many other vendors take advantage

of that fact. Most of the other payroll services have a rig1d system

busines..o.;. Do not take their word for
11- call

yourself.
Be sure your employment
application 1s current and does not

applicant. Be sure that language is
mcluded.
It is recommended that an
"applicant screening checklist" be
used. It should include all of the
areas that must be addressed before
an applicant is hired and prevents
the employer from missing anything.
A proper background screening
Results are usually available in 48
to 72 hours, and you 'II have the

ask candidates for thelf date of
birth, but their social security and

peace of mind of knowing you are
not hiring someone else's reject.

license

numbers

The Employers Group has
recent! y completed the 1997
Inland Empire Regional Wage
Rate Survey. This marks the 18th
year of publicatiOn for thiS survey.
Sixty firms (38 manufacturing

include a stand-alone authoriza-

tion to conduct a background
investigation and must be signed
by the applicant. In California, a
copy of the credit report, if
obtained, must be offered to the

Mark A. McClam, CPI, is vice presIdent of SmartHIRE, a pre-employmelll screening service based in
Glendora. SmartHIRE is a divrsion
of Kroll/ & Schneider Inc., a fullservice investigation agency servmg businesses Since 1927. For
more informatioll, call SmartHIRE
at (800) 599-9202.

place for all compames that
1gnores the individuality of each

1 just got fed up with it all. Thank

one."

WE'LL BRING YOUR
INTERIORS TO UFE
s 1ruenor pldrll
spectafi.St.s
for

ex;er ten ye.tr.s..
wee can acl'ueve a /usn

Subscribe now to---

bus1ness 1ournaI
iNLAND EMPIRE

For only $24 a year, you get the most in-depth
news in the Inland Empire

almo5pllere {or you. Wvtg
top quality grrM .snd col·
orfully blooming p/41\IS
We have a fully Sloek;,~
~ facility with a
liu~ ~nventcwy o{ pfani.S.
We are fully trained to
~ arv:J des1gn plani
maunat thac will enhance

your (ocUity. Our hlgh4J
trained t«lvucians

rrg
uJ.1rly serolc< all your pW!r

n..as.

Olllces • Banks • Hotels
Restaurants a Model Homes

SHORT TERM

LONG TERM

• Special £ut"nts

• Desegn

•PIV!les
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• &onqu«s
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•

l

Laughlin Global Corporate Services, Inc.

:\I:P1
.....~

~HappicrSolution"

•

'

"

salaried non-exempt johs were sur-

veyed.
As part of this survey, partici-

pating firms were asked to g1ve
data
concermng
wagc/sal(.lry
actions occurring between June 1,

1996 and May 31, 1997 for Los
Angeles County and July 1, 1996
through June 30, 1997 for the

Office Clerical

Inland Empire and Orange and San
Diego counties. The overall aver-

age percentage for total movement
of wages (general increases and
merit increases confirmed) during

th1s period were as follows:

Production

Maintenance

Th~me Evt"nts

OUR QUAU7Y IS EXCELl.ENT
OUR SERVICE IS SPECTACULAR
OUR PRICES ARE CO/I\PETITIVE

l(;tg,j i''lJ4f;1:s.n il;t#:; (;\lj

Office Clerical

Wage Increases
Educating
Human Resource
Professionals to Become
Organizational Strategic
Partners

4.0%
3.9%
3.7%
4.3%

3.7%
3.9%
3.7%
4.4%

Maintenance

3.8%
3.9%
4.0%
4.4%

Inland Empire
Orange County
Los Angeles County
San Diego County

3.8%
3.9%
3.9%
4.4%

Production
3.8%
3.7%
3.7%
4.3%

Flex1ble Program Options for
Working Professionals

learn to:

Saml!l!: Syrve~ Data of Salari~!! & Hoyrl~ ~Qn-Ex!.lml!1 Pa~ Ri!t~~

•:• Function as a Strategic
Partner in the ManagerEmployee Relationship

Inland
Em11ire

Orange

L.A.

San Diego

Position

Count~

Count~

Count~

•:• Design and Implement
Organizational Change

Receptionist

$8.99

$10.79

$9.28

$9.75

•!• Manage a Diverse

Secretary II

Workforce in a Global
Economy
•) Understand Social,
Regulatory, and
Technical Change

• $41<5

• lnslallaiJon
• /rlafn!en4J'lce
• diuoriiJU«<i Qualiq;

3.8%
3.8%
3.9%
4.4%

The "projected" merit percentage increases for 1998 are as follows:

.,....

Complete California Corporations
Y011 can enjoy lhe fast and easy WliY to obtain your new complete corporation
including legal forms, all initial filing and recording fees plus fi!St years reside~!
agent Y011 can only obtain this qualityexclusivecorporati_on package from Laughlm
Global feablring such exclusives as your name stamped '" gold on front and spme,
gold foil corporate seal affixed with colorful sillc ribbons, custom printed stock
certificates with gold seal and sillc ribbons. Your stock certificates represent you.
Picture the pride in your stockholders eyes, !heir proud smile and satisfaction as they
rub the gold seal and sillc ribbons on their own stock certificates. ~:=;;:s
Call for FREE information 1-8001348-9119.
:. . .

firms) partic1pated and a total of
179 benchmark hourly and

Inland Empire
Orange County
Los Angeles County
San Diego County

business.

time my invoice arrived, eventually

firms and 22 non-manufacturing

Wage Increases

are

acceptable and necessary to conduct a thorough screening.
A proper application must

10

To deviate from the system in
place IS punishable by huge additional charges. We here at
AppleOne believe that just because
payroll and taxes are all about numbers, you shouldn't be treated like

2.H3 N Clnoo St.
CatwlaCily,NV 19706

Employers Group 1997 Regional Wage Rate Surveys (Non-Exempt)

is essential for the savvy employer.

ask any questions that VIOlate federal law. For instance, you cannot

driver's
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For further information:
Director, Human Resources Design
l 23 E. Eighth Screet

$10.62

$13.52

$13.00

$11.37

Accounting Clerk (Junior)

$9.70

$11.01

$11.59

$9.50

Light Truck Driver

$8.76

$9.40

$10.29

$7.37

Warehouse Person (Level II)

$10.53

$11.91

$11.04

$ 9.11

Leader
(Assembly Group 4)

$11.62

$12.51

$11.55

$10.16

General Machinist
(Production)

$8.77

$14.50

$13.77

$11.68

Claremon1, CA 91711
(909) 607-3286

phone

c·ma1l: hrd@cgu.edu

It

Claremont

o( Orange. Lot Angt"-S.
Bell"'&&"dlno. ~ •nd Sen DMgo
PHONE: (714) 1598-2636/(6191 941-.4610 FA)( (714) 894·7938

StrMg tM counltn

wwwcgu edu

Based on the Employers
Group's Southern
California
Hourly Wage Rate Surveys, Inland
Empire Wage rates overall are
approximately 3.4 percent less
than Los Angeles and 3.1 percent
less than Orange County wage

rates.

The Employers Group publishes fourteen major wage and salary
surveys each year, covenng nearly
800 benchmark job positions within industries and geographic areas.

The Employers Group also

conducts wage surveys in Ventura
and Santa Barbara counties combined, Sacramento and the San
Francisco Bay Area.
For more information, visit

their Web site at "http://www.hronhne.org"
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B ANKRUPTCIES
debts
$352,090,
$169,254; Chapter 7

Ibrahim M. \.."af, aka
Abraham Assaf, aka Simon
Assaf, Pa tricia E. Assaf, aka
Patty Al.saf, dba A & A Auto
Sales, R21 W. Fern Ave
Redlands, debt" S 123,750.
assets: $~.~30; Chapter 7.

asseh

Da,·id J. Burrus, aka Oa"·id J,
Beaudion, dba Redlands
Bu.,iness Machines, dba
Red lands 1)'pewriler &
Business Machines, dba
Southern California Hocke)
Arena, I-tO \V. Pioneer, #3,

\ 'an Earl Bea,er, Judy
Frances Bea,er, dba Van
Beaver
Agency,
29342

Redlands, deht!-i, assets schedule not available; Chapter 7

Murrieta Rd., Sun Ctty. deb">·
$107,364. assets:
7!1, 790;
Chapter 7.

Roy Louis Clark, Donna
Marie Clarke, dba Add-A·
Jack, dba Haircuts To Go,
23705 Cadenza Dr., Murrieta,
dcbts:
..t85,932,
assets.
$727.~25. Chapt<r 7

Richard :0.1. B<ckman, Lob
M. Beckman, 7265 Idyllwild
Ln.,
Riverside,
dchts:
$212.199. assets: $145,125;
Chapter 7

James A.
Tourmaline

Couture, 86gs
Crt., Riverside.

Sergio Bejarano, Sandra
Bejarano, aka Sandra L.
Bejarano, selling merchan·

dohts:
$311. 76o,
$144,400; Chapter 7.

dise in Swap Meet, 13090
Navajo Rd #1, Apple Valley,
debts.
S I 29,390,
assets:
223,932; Chaptt:r 7.

\faber Salameh Dugom, aka
Mike Dugom Ind., fdba
Mike's Mtlbil Senice, I()6X

assets:

N_ Rosalind t'\ve., Riaho, debl'i:

$1RR,l56, assets: $153,775;
Chapter 7

Samuel E. Beshara, Sharon
A. Beshara, dba An Island of
Hair, 120 I E Lucerne Or.,
Hemet debts: _92,139, assets:
$97,051; Chapter 13.

Bradley Allen Ense, Terri
Jean
Ense,
fa w Ense
Enterprises
Inc.,
fdba
Au tomated Services, 733

Tracy Brod, Elisabeth An n
Brod, dba Brod Distrib ution,
15348 Villaba Rd., Fontana,

Acacia

Lake

Elsinore,

$258,709,

assets.

St.,

dehts:

For total protection,
rely on the first name
in security.

la [l]~~
lnm.ion
~

Flft
Alum

CCTV

Acc.rw

-..

"""""'

- - -

s,........

;J ~ [I]
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~
w"·"' a~ niltionOll

..=..

• Skilled instiilla t;on .md

• Our own UL-Ilsh..-d central
stahons
Call us toda y for 11 FREE

! trong local com.m.itmft\1 to
protect you dtrough w;e of·
• <..:o&t--Effectivc Sf!'CUrity

lt'ChnoJo&y

p rofc:ssiunal•ppraisal of

your ~rrty l"'l"t."Cb.

ranp of system

a pabil,_•

Phillip Espinoza, Priscilla
Espinoza, fdba E!tpinozo
Family Day Care, ~~71
Mangulan :\ve., Corona, dt:bts
$~3~,562,

assot>

$177,475;

Chapter 7.
Jarrod Tranell Fa,ors, La

S ba un

Sm ith,
13138
BrentW(lOd Ln .. Moreno Valky.

debts:

S27H,tlS6.

$166,1~0;

Chapter 7.

assets

~:=~

•
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Chrbtopher Oa\ id Hayward,
Donna JO)" Hayward, 2I2...'i4
Be<.1ch Blvd., #102, Huntmgton
Beach. dcbh: $255.146, assets·
$~5~.15~;

$18~.075:

Thad Fillman, Gail S.
Fillman, 30420 Novato Way,

Chapter 7.

Daniel D. Henderson, Mary
E. Henderson, fdba D & M
Machining,
dba
Dan's
Carpet Cleaning, 23838
Peach Blossom Crt., Mumeta,
debts:

$168,91-l,

Chapter 7

Fisher, 42-735 Glass Dr.,
Dunes.
Jchts:
Bermuda

$225.407. assots: $195,460;
Chapter 7.

Barbara

debts: $203,680,
assets: $17H.975, Chapter 7
Murrieta,

Carr! Elizabeth Fi!.her, aka
Carr! Fisher, aka Caryl E.

Edwards L Flore~, 1\ilelinda
0. Flore., 33316 Bellamy Ln ..
Men1ft:c, ddlls: S.256,9XO,
assets: $210,585; Chapter 7.

Donald Chambers Freeman,
Judith Belle Freeman, .2307~
Rancho Peak PL. Murneta,
debts:
$394,232.
assets:
$222,891, Chapter 7.
George Michael George, aka
George Chahade, Rose Marie
Geor ge, dba Fresh Look
Janitorial, 637 S. Church Ave.,
Bloommgton. deb">: $252,212,
assets: $102.500; Chapter 7.
Ala n G l aser, Nily G l aser,
7619 Frazer Dr., Riverside,

debts:
$251 ,620,
$148,695; Chapter 7.

assets;

G regory Allan G rover, 19520
Chinotto Ul., Riverside, debts:
$231,978, assets: S 172,905;
Chapter 7.

Enterpri~es, 3932 Overland
St.. R1vCrs1dc, dcbL-;: $54,()42,
asset..,: $87 ,065; Chapter 13

Anthony J, Lcogrande, aka
Anthony Jo~ph Leogrande,
aka
Tony
Leogrande,
Deborah Lu Leogrande, aka
Debbie Leogrande, faw Golf
Shoppe, a Partnership, 16455
Fontlce Ln., Fontana, debts:
$190,362, assets: $13H,495;
Chapter 7

assets:

Patrick Edwin Howard Jr.,
Sheri Lynn Howard, aka
Sheri Lynn Morosco, ak.a
Sheri Lynn Riddle, dba D & S
Enterprise~.
12309 Loma
Verd~ Crt., Victorville, debts
S~R7,35S, assets: $~34,916;
Chapter 7.
Michelle- Vincent
aka
Barbara
Hughes,
Vincent,
aka
Barbara
Michelle
Vincent,
aka
Barbara Michelle Hughes,
2045 Adohc Ave., Corona,
debts.
2lS,780,
assets
$167.~1. Chapter 7

David

E. Harries, 43187
Caruna,

Temecula,

debts:
$212,199,
S 159,800; Chapter 7.

assets:

Stephen R. Hayd en Ill,
Donna J ean Hayd en , dba
Temecula Outlet, dba Ratta
& Wicker, 30391 Deer
Meadow Rd., Temecula, debts:
$174,325, assets; $191,100;

Does the World Wide Web have
you in a tanglt! m your search for useful sites? Are the "rip tides" of advatising frustrating your skillful surfing
of the Net? Do bad links leave you
feeling unconnected?

Resources Design program brought

Robert Scott Lindow, Unda
Lynn Lindow, dba 0' For
Heaven's
Sake,
41600
Zinfandcl Ave., Temecula,
debts:
$177,456,
assets
$27.~63;

Chapter 7

Robert J. Luzzi, aka Robert
jO><ph Luzzi, Stacy A. Luzzi,
ak.1 Stacy Ann Luzzi, ~50 10
Desert Fo.x Dr, La Oumta.
debts
$216,516.
assets:

$1 Hl>.3~3; C'haptor 7.
jihad jay Maroun, ak.1 Ja)
Maroun, fdba 1') ler Auto

Service, 9787 Kclkr Ave.,
Riverside, debts: $30~.151,
assets $129,985; C'hapt<r 7.

es and tested the mettle of the links to
spare you the kinks of searchmg for
good Human Resources sites on the
Internet.

Well over 500 sites were sifted
through and rated usmg the following

•Availability of general and
specific information
•Frequency of site updates
• Clarity of information
• User-friendliness
• Site organization
• Use of advertising

• Quality of links
• Accessibility
• Quantity of site down-time
• Subscription or password
requirement

1848 Kingsford Dr., Corona,
$246,H27,
asset~;

Camino Alamosa, Temecula,

Hans Anthony Kraker, Alice

Michael G. Meza, Barbara
Meza,
aka
Barbara
Rodrigues, 638 1.: 5th St., San
Jacmto,
debts:
$225,026,
assets: $154,390; Chapter 7
Da le C. Miller, 3837 1Oth St.,
RiverSide, debts: $74,765,
assets: $400,500; Chapter 13.
Rowe n Negrin, Barbara
Benha m, 61579 Sun Terrace

Ln., #210, Mountain Center,
assets:

debts:
$563.2R5,
$172,841; Chapter 7.

Security & Skreo Sysk ms,
53-700 Avenida Villa, La
Quinta, debts: $121,912, assets;
S 133,433; Chapter 7.

Da rla Denise Du gal, a ka
Darla Denise Pelissero, aka
Darla Denise Lundy, 11247
Berry St., Riverside, debts:
$247,380, assets: $234,100;
Chapter 7.
Ca lvin E. Lemke, aka Ca l
Lemke, J eannette R . Eaga n-

Le mke, aka J eannette R .
Eaga n,
dba
C
& J

Sexual harassment, alternative
dispute resolution and diversity are

jus! a sampling of the breadth of subjects covered to help you slay
informed on loday's hoi HR topics.
Only the best of lhe best are presenled for your review. May the "source"

be wilh you!
Special

!hanks

to

Christine

Bazar, program administrator of the
Human Resources Design Program at
the Claremont Graduate University,

and the following s!udents who contributed lo !he content of this article:

C harles R . Nelson, Ruth D.
Nelso n, fdb a C. Nelson
Construction, 4407-A Joseph

Anme Avaness1an, Jennifer Birtcher

Diane DeVusser, Jay Helmer,
Beyong Ho and Kerstin Lallo.

Canyon Trl., Corona, debts:

$88,990, assets:
Chapter 7.
Yola nda
Family

$28,318;

Pac bacos,
Daycare,

dba
5820

Arlington Ave.. Riverside,
debt<.;, assets schedule not avail-

able; Chapter 13.

Pacific Leisure Communities
Inc., 38500 Calle Del Lobo.
Murrieta, debts, asset<.; sched-

ule not available; Chapter 7.

John Vitali is manager of revenue
protection at Southern California
Edison. He has his MBA from the
University of Phoenix and is currently p11rs11ing his MSHRD at CGU. Joe
Underwood is a regwnal human
resources .\pecialist at Ameriques!
Mortgage Company. He has hts MA
tn cognitive psychology and is also
currently purswng his MSHRD at
CGU.

CONTEXT INTERFACE ACCESS

wrth electronic bulletin board
presidential committee that
gives accommodation advice

www.pcepd.gov
Alternate Olap ute Reaolutlon
www.adr.org

American Arbitration Assoc. of
Dispute Resolution Services
relevant programs for all types

www.lgc.apc.org/spldr

oiADR

B enefits

....
.....
....

.....

comprehensive link source for
benefit research

....

Compensation
www.mercer.com

current newsletter and pubs
on hot compensation issues

....

Diversity

laws, legislatlon and regs at
the federal and state levels
comprehensive resource Index

....
....
.....

benefitslink.com

www fga.com/aaaa
www.inform. umd .edu
Employee Soloctlon

ensures that hiring practices
are within legal compliance
devoted entirely to personnel
testing services

External Recruiting
careermosaic.com/cm

one of the most recognized and
complete recruitment sites

General HR Sites

best link site available
SHAM's own site- need we
say more?
especially useful for !hose new to HR

www.worklndex.com
www.shrm.org
www.hr2000.com

• Navtgability

$180,701, Chapter 7

Michael Jose ph Jackso n,
23686 Bouquet Canyon Pl.,
Moreno
Valley,
debts:
$227,473, assets: S 179.025;
Chapter 7

toll free ADA Information

www.usdoj.gov

• Context

debts:

James E. H ughes, Norma F.
H ughes, 281 W. Mayberry
Ave., Hemet, debts: $468,830,
a-.se">; $34,896; Chapter 7.

Americana with Dlaabllltloa Act

world.std.com/-bunt
tc.frontiercomm.neV
-stanlock/intro.htm

Billie C. Pion, dba Hunter
A utomotive Rep air, 44785
assets:

DESCRIPTION

criteria:

Christine Ellen McManigal,

debts:
$204,085,
$149,900; Chapter 7.

ADDRESS

Savvy students m Claremont
Graduate
University's
Human

Thomas M. Hunter, Billie C.
Hunter, aka Billie C. Ali, aka

D arla Denise Ladika, aka
Camino

HR Source-eery on the Internet
by Jo/111 Vitali and Joe Undern•ood

on the bug spray, combed the beach-

Andrews Krak er, dba Sun

Skpben Douglas Gundrum,
Uoda Alke Gundrum, 39229
Salinas Dr., M urrieta, debts:
$434,266, assets: S 182,280;
Chapter 7.

~

security company wilh il

• A fun

Chapter 13

$63530; Chapter 7
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International Issues
www_watsonwyatt.com
www.paclficbridge.com

Intern'! consutting company subscription required
great link page for international
HR issues

...
......

....
....

......
....

Performance Management
WWN.brint.com
www.cpmnet.com

very current, specific PM info
emphasis on reward systems

....
...

........

.....

.....

....
.....

-··
.....
.....

.....

.....

Sexua l Harassment
provides tools to combat
www.end-harassment.com
harassment
provides solutions for prevent
www.lgu.com/em49.htm
claims in the workplace

Training
www.astd.org
Note·

trainingsupersite.com
.. poor
•ve<ypoor

leading resource on workplace
learning issues · ASTD site
extremely comprehensive site
for global training resources
... average
.... above avereoe

....
.....
.....
.....
....

- .. exepbOoal

New name... ne'v location ...
New solutions for workers' comp problenzs!

INLAND EMPIRE

_,.. ,,,r,
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OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE
JOIN US FOR OUR OPEN HOUSE - THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 3 TO ? P.M.
Martin Falappino, D.O. • Craig Clark, P.A. C. • Marge Murphy, Ph.D. • Helen Brewer, M.A.
3579 Arlington Ave., Ste. 300 Riverside, CA 92506 (JU>t off the 91 F.cewav)

(909) 341-9333
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PEOPLE, PLACES AND EVENTS

Fantasy Springs Casino Promotes Two Managers
0

Proud to be one
of the top
Cancer Centers
in the nation.
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LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITl'
MEDICAL CENTER

Fantasy Springs Casino near
Indio has promoted Duff Wenz and
AI Vasquez to high-ranking managerial positions.
As director of operations, Wenz
will be responsible for the production
area as well as selling the vast services of the
cas mo.
A
nat1ve
Californian,
Wcnz worked
nearly five years
for
Fantasy
Springs supervising bmgo, off-track betting, video
pull-tab machines and cashiers. His
vast managerial experience includes
positions with General Telephone &
Ekctronics, Western Bancorp (First
Interstate) and Levi Strauss.
Vasquez has been appointed to
the position of executive director of
Casino Productions and Outn:ach
where he will be responsible for pub~
lie outreach in the areas of marketing,
special evenlS, entertainment, sales
and transportation
operations.
r-----==---=c,
A southern
Texas nattvc,
Vasquez
worked nearly
four years for
Fantasy
Springs in casi·
no operat1ons as
a bingo and casino supervisor, manager on duty and in Latino sales. He
is the former national executive
director of the League of United
Latin America Citizens.
Fantasy Springs is an economic
development owned and operated by
the Cabazon Band of Mission
Indians.

Wiest Named to Board of
ATHENA Foundation
Candace Wiest has been appointed to the national ATHENA
Foundation board of directors and
named southwestern regional vice
prcs1dent
The ATHENA foundation is an
tnternational network of bus1ness
professionals dedicated to openmg
doors to leadership for women m the
workplace and beyond.
The Mich.-based nonprofit orga-

nization is most known for the
ATHENA award, which recognizes women, men and companies
that have advanced the position of
women. To date, more than 2,300
Individuals and companies have
received the award 1n more than
350 cities in the United States,

Russia and Canada.
Wiest, of Riverside, will monitor
participation and program development m California, Utah, Nevada,
Arizona and l-lawau.
Wiest is the president and chief
operating officer for Inland Emp1re
National Bank. She received the

ATHENA award rrom the California
Area Chamber of Commerce in 1995.
Hospital Gets a Good Check Up
Scoring high among its peers,
Pomona Valley Hospital Medical

continued 011 Page 54

AN OPEN LmER FROM
BUSINESS OWNER TO BUSINESS OW ER!
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People, places and events
cominued from Page 53
Center (PVHMC) received a score of
94 out of 100 and gamed accreditation from the Joint Commission on
Accreditation
of
Healthcare
Orgamzallons (lCAHO).
"We are very proud of our

score," said Richard E. Yochum,
PVl IMC president and CEO. "The
proce~ requires a tremendous
amount of preparation by our staff
survey

and employees and is very rigorous."
Formed in 1951, the JCAHO is
an mdependent, nonprofit organization that develops standards of quality in collaboration with health professionals and others. The commission evaluates and accredits more
than 11,000 hospitals and homehealth agencies, and more than 5,000
other health-care organizations.
An organization voluntarily
undergoes a survey by a full team of
joint commission experts every three
years.
Yochum said the high score
shows the community that the hospital is maintaining its commitment to
providing the highest quality health

care to its patients.
Charles Blair, executive vice
president with the joint commission,
said the survey is a check and balance for the hospita ls involved.
"Above all, the national standards are intended to stimulate continuous, systematic and organizationwide improvement in a health care
facility's performance and the outcomes of care."
PVHMC is a 436-bed, nonprofit
facility that has been serving the
community since 1903. It is the only
hospital in the Inland Empire and San
Gabriel Valley to be recognized
nationally as a 1996 Top 100
Hospital in an mdependent national
survey of more than 3,600 hospitals,
conducted by HCIA Inc. and William
M. Mercer Inc., said Yochum.
Columbia/HCA Affiliate Brings
New CEO on Board
Jeffrey P. Winter will take over
the reigns of CEO for Riverside
Community Hospital, an affiliate of
Columbia/HCA Southern California
Division.
Winter brings 15 years of experience as a hospital chief executive
officer with emphasis on operations

management, design of managed
care systems and business development m California. He received a
master 's degree
m
business
administration
and
hospital
administration
from
Golden
Gate University
in
San
Francisco. Most
recently, Winter served as the assistant vice president of mergers and
acquisllions for Columbia Western
Group. In this capacity, he expanded
the California Division of Columbia
to 17 hospitals.
Founded In 1901, Riverside
Community Hospital (RCH) encompasses 25 acres and includes four
medical office buildings. RCH
employs 1,180 people and has 421
physicians on staff, 85 percent of
which are board certified. It has 369
licensed beds and 321 auxiliary
members who, during 1996, contributed 63,094 volunteer hours.
Kaiser Expands to the High Desert
Kaiser Permanente Medical
Center will soon plant itself among
the creosote and the yucca trees in
Victorville.
Located at the Park Tower
Building, the Fontana-based medical
facility will offer family medicine,
pediatrics, pharmacy, lab and x-ray
services.
Noted for the being the nation's
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"W'Ho' S "W'HO IN COMME R CIAL
Redlands Federal Names Three to
New Division
The needs of small- and midsized businesses w11l be served by
three experts spearheading a new
business banking division .
Heading the division is Lydia
Orrantia, as vice president and director of commercial lending. Prior to
joining Redlands, Orrantia was president of LMA
Real corp.,
management
consultant firm
specializing in
the disposition
and acquisition
of major real
estate assets for
its clients. She also served as senior
vice president of First Interstate
Bank, where she managed the
Nevada Real Estate Division's $750
million commercial real estate loan
portfolio.
Her 25 years of professional
experience also includes executive
positions in the
lending
divisions of Coast
Savings
and
Security Pac1fic
Bank.
Janis
M.
and
Games
)tJmsM GtJmt'.1
Ronald
J.
Cameron have joined the bank as
business development officers.
Gaines brings nearly 30 years of
banking experience to Redlands,
including positions as assistant vice
president,
financial services manager
of
First
Interstate Bank

largest HMO, Kaiser Permanente
has been providing comprehensive
health care to the Inland Empire for
more than 50 years. The nonprofit
group-practice prepayment plan
evolved from health care programs
at industrial locations such as the
Kaiser Steel miiJ m Fontana and was
opened to public enrollment tn

Montclair,
in
operations officer for InterfirM

1945.
Today, Kaiser Permanente
Medical Center Program provides
comprehensive health care to more
than 2.1 million members in

Bank of Dallas
(now NationsBank) and consumer
loan officer for Dallas Internallonal
Bank.
Cameron has more than 17 years

Southern California and more than
7.4 million nationwide, including
more than 300,000 people in the
Inland Area at the Fontana Medical
Center and at outpatient offices in
Claremont, Colton, Lorna Linda,
Montclair,
Ontario,
Rancho
Cucamonga and San Bernardino.

of business lending experience, primarily with community banks. He
was vice president, commercial loan
officer at First Pacific Bank in
Escondido prior to joining Redlands.
He has also managed and supervised
commercial loan portfolios at
Riverside
National
Bank
in

Riverside, Gateway Western Bank in
Beaumont and Guardian Bank in Los
Angeles.
Redlands Federal Bank has 14
branch offices throughout the Inland
Empire and nearly S I billion m
assets. The bank was foundtd in
1891.
Mansker
Barratt

Builds

Base

with

Mary Mansker has bee.n promoted to sales and marketing admmistrator for Barratt
American.
Jommg the
Barratt
ranks
five years ago
as an administrative assistant,
Mansker,
of
Temecula, has a
total of 20 years experience in the
real estate development and marketing arena.
"Mary has been a significant
contributor to Barratt's marketing
efforts," said Rick Fletcher, director
of sales and marketmg. "She will be
playing an expanding role as Barratt
steps up its activity to respond to the
strongly reviving new-home marketplace."
Barratt American is a subsidiary
of The Barratt Group, which has built
and sold more than 200,000 homes in
the United States and Europe.
Search Is Over for President/CEO
of Redlands Bank
Red lands Centennial Bank officials found their new president and
CEO in West Covina.
Following a statewide search,
Douglas C. Spencer was selected to
preside over the 70-year-old, loca ll yowned bank. In West Covina,

AI Fabiano
Lee & Associates
Commercial Real Estate
Services

as
alternative
investments and

/Jollgku

banking industry with Landmark
Bank and Texas-based Interfirst
Bank.

Ronald Kuch

In 1989, amid the worst real estate downturn
in California history, Fabiano launched the firm's
R. L. Kuch &
Riverside office on the second noor of a small
Associates Inc.
downtown two-story office building.
Within a year after starting out with four
on Kuch, president
salespeople and an administrative assistant,
of R.L. Kuch &
Fabiano designed and was instrumental in buildAssociates, has been protng a new and larger office at 1650 Spruce Street.
viding exceptional comHis Lee & Associates Riverside office has grown
mercial real estate se rA 25-year veteran of the commercial real
to 21 principal and associate brokers with a supvices to the community
estate industry, Fabiano began his career with
port staff of eight and has produced more than
for nearly 20 years.
Grubb & Ellis. After five years in the firm's
$100 million in annual transactiOns.
Under Kuch's leadership, R.L. Kuch &
Newport Beach office, Fabiano left Grubb &
Managing
an
Associates has become the largest commercial
office and training perreal estate firm m the Hi gh Desert. Firm s taff
sons new to the business
manage more than 1.5 million squa re feet of
are what Fabiano enjoys
commercial space plus a half million square feet
most. lie says witnessing
of lease space.
the growth and success
Kuch has applied his knowledge and skill in
of young profes.,ionals m
the field of commercial real estate si nce 1977.
his office and helping to
For 10 years, his creativity and hard work
solve complex real estate
enabled him to consistently remain in the top I 0
PERMITS $500,000 OR LARGER
issues give him the greatNEW
17 SFRS FROM $97,805 TO $115,506
est satisfaction.
continued on Page 57
$1,866,000
OWNER: VanDaele Development, 2900 Adams Ave., C
9/26/97
25, Riverside, CA 92504 909-354-2121
Ref. #66
PROJECT: 32863-32951 Levi Crt., 32917 Cinon Dr.
DO YOU WANT TO TURN YOUR RECEIVABLES INTO CASH?
Temecula
THEN YOU SHOULD BE BANKING WITH US!

I Fabiano is the man~ging principal of the
Riverside office of Lee &
Associates Commercial
Real Estate Services, the
largest regional brokerage firm in the Western
United States.

R

CONSTRUCTION

NO T I CES

NEW
$2,126,012
9/25/97
Ref. #67
Temecula

23 SFRS FROM $75,095 TO $107,119
DES/ARCH: Ted Schidlosky (applicant), 24472 Via
Carissa, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677 714-362-0509
OWNER: Colrich Communtties Inc., 4141 Jutland, San
Diego, CA 92117 619-490-9505
PROJECT: 32177-32228 Corte Sabrinas.

NEW
$2,646,635
9/25/97
Ref. #20
Fontana

24 SFRS FROM $80,728 TO $115,491
OWNER: Young Homes, 10370 Commercenter Dr.,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 909-477-6715
PROJECT: 14015-14098 Clover Crt., 8272-8322 Mmt
Ln.

NEW
$533 ,1 11
9/23/97
Ref. #52
Palm Desert

7 SFRS FROM $64,104 TO $97,831
OWNER : Del Web Calif Corp., 39755 Berkey Dr., Palm
Desert, CA 92211 760· 772-5300
CONTRACTOR: Donald Mickus, P.O. Box 29040,
Phoenix AZ 85038
PROJECT: (Tr 27404 Lots 9, 16, 40 & Tr 27365-2 Lots
62, 66, 1 06, 138)

COMM 'L
$6,746,271
9/23/97
Ref #65
Temecula

MANUFACTURING AND OFFICE BLDG.
CONTACT: Scott Buckles, 909-694-5780
OWNER: Hydro-Flow Filtration Systems, 38655 Sky
Canyon Dr., Temecula, CA
CONTRACTOR : Dekkon Development Inc., 42346 Rio
Nedo, Temecula, CA 92590 909-694-5780
PROJECT: 38655 Sky Canyon Dr.

c. Spt-ltCrr

technology. Spencer brings with him
a total of 12 years experience in the

R . E.

Fabiano ha' been married for 29 years. He and
his wife have two daughters and a son.

A

Spencer served as senior vice presi·
dent/branch
administration
for California
State
Bank.
Whil e there , he
managed eight
branches as well

Ellis in 1979 to join long-time fnend and colleague Bill Lee to form Lee & Associates, which
has grown to 17 offices in California, Arizona
and Nevada.

Southern California Construction Reports
Phone: (800) 383-1723 or (310) 451-7660

Riverside's Bank
WHERE BANKING MEANS BUSINESS!
MEMBER FDIC

(909) 788-2265
3737 Matn Street, Ste. 104
RiveJ>ide, CA 9250 I
3727 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92506
6401 Lincoln Avenue, Rm . 604
Riverside, CA 92506
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Commet·cial Real Estate Brokers Serving the Inland Empire
R<~n~.,/ h1 IJ,,If,ll \.,fum•

I.E. Commtrdal Proptrty I of Commercial Projects
Rrprrstattd Ia the
l..ttstdJSokl (Iota!$ volume
Ialaad Emplrt
Ju. 1996 • Oct. 1997

Compaay Same

Addlb>
City, State, Zip

LH & Asloc:. Com.m. Real Estate Strvicts
I. 3535 East Inland Empire Bl,d, Stc. 400
Ontario, CA 91764

439,900,000

468

\'tar Founded lo IE
Yt>ar Founded Nat.

~~~tLocal Encult'Vt

40
12

1987
1979

Jolla VogVAI Fablaao

I of Actin Lkrn.std

Commercial Agents Ia I.E.

, or EmpiO)ftS OEJ

1oromcrs
Ioi.E.

Pboat/Fax

~~35.irnJ~.a25o
M.villnr>t w~"

385,539,700

474

35
53

1979
1906

Marcus 8t Mlllidoap R.. I Est lovst 81<&- Co.
3. 3401 Centrclake Or., Ste. ISO
Oooario, CA 91761

287,112,284

N/A

27
9

1989
1971

Gn1bb & Ellis Commrrtial RE StniCtS
4. 3401 Centrclake Dr-. Sutte 500

243,207,338

285

45
28

1985
1958

207,000,000

97

9
15

1978
1917

II
2

1983
1904

T. Rytr Pkkreo
Vice President
(909) 980-1234f')80-Jn5
Carline Alldersou
Sr. Vice President
(909) 676-1500/676-1757

CB Commtrdal Rtal Estate Group

2.

i1~~rs~g;~o:~~~~~-· Ste_ 250

Onwoo, CA 91761

s.

Ctuil ...a 8t Wakdltld oiCaOf., lac.
701 N. Haven., Ste. 300
Ontario, CA 91764
DAUM Commercial Real Estate Strvicc:s

6.

~~~r~o~~::j~te

Joho Bonham 8t CoJONCOR lal'l
7. 4 I593 Winchester Rd , Ste. Ill
TcmcctJJa, CA 92590
Strpbra

Daatc~

76.000,000

106

125

Comm. Broktngt, Inc.

63,800,000

20

IO
7

I986
1891

45,000.000

60

9
13

1983
1983

8. 8311 Haven Ave., Stt. 200
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

C.D.M. Wtstmar Commtrdal R.E. Se"ia, Joe. 30,000,000

Dick Baxley
Broker/Owner
(760) nJ-33101773-3013

70

1996
1979

R. I.. Kucb & Assodltes lac.
12. 15490 Ovic Dr., Ste. 205
Victorville, CA 92392

15,000,000

50

1991
1991

Raacoa Real Eltatr Corp.
13. W40 Jefferson Ave
Temecula. CA 92590

14,8t6,m

26

BRE Com~~~tn:laVNAI
14. 41790 Winch..,er Rd, Stc. G

10,000,000

San llerruudrno, CA 9241l!

10
4

1971
1971

1996
1986

35

Temecula. CA 92590

15

3
16

1969
1969

;'r23cw tr!'.!.ve, mo

WND

10

~~=~ ~:T-M"doa'

WIND

25

~IT Y~~~~P"' Blvd,l955

WND

165

n. ~-~r·

WND

27

1

WND

, Stc. 300
91765

Roh<rt H. S. Klrkpalrkk
CEO/President
(909) 676-5736/699.0387

~~~~~~~si~~·nt

(909) 693-4200/693-2633

DoaJJacobs
President

Spencer Browa
Sr. Vice President
(909) 335-2291/.l35-3693

1983
1983

RlcbrriJoh
Senior V.P.
(909) 390-14001390-1409

18
10

1989
1987

David E. Jones

4
10

1983
1908

noaw E. Taylor

Onwio, CA 91764

19. 21660 E.
Diamood Bar,

Roo Kuch
President
(760) 241-5211/241-1208

1990

Ontario, CA 91761

18.

DavldW. Mooro
Executive Vice President
(909) 890-0445/890-0425

(909) 788-9887/788-4314

Redlands. CA 92374

17.

DaaJel W. Rkbards
Owner/Broker
(909) 980-6868/987-8183

1968

16,800,000

16.

RJcurrl Davb

~:~~H\i~~> 989-4440

16

(Does 001 include leasing)

WIND

Mark A. Plscllelli

~~/60~-?:~~~er

CbriesNkhols
President
(909) 676-7177/699-0048

u. fslrs~~:.SCc~~ ~~·s~~~f

Jacobo Denlopor<al Coolpuy
IS. 6820 Indiana Ave, Ste. 210
Rivmode, CA 92506

~~~k'\~~:832

1988

Tcmcalla. CA 92590

21.415.605

Kevia A.A.!otl

71

9. 27311 Jefferson Ave., Sic. I03

Baxley Properties
10. 41865 Boardwalk, Ste 206
Palm Oestn, CA 92211

Sr. MaSI~fficer
(909)7
{788-8101

r~~~WU";!~~er
Vi« Pmidenl

~ 595-5705/860-9669

N/A • !ft11Appliui:* W'/ID • !K.tJN01Dudo« ""•1101~. 'Dtt/ftlllrdfJO"'I41u-TrMSffYCJ/J, d.:urqt-.Jfr-!1996. 1M~~t/Of~111kllh~Mlw~W&J~Jfn-IMWMfJOUUWIU. TodtebrslofowbtowlnlttiMIII~~Ju•ttwtMIJf
ofpn:u t-. W1ult" ~ qpt u .-.fr 10~ tJ,e «n1f«7 Mil~~ uf 1M lui. o.wnu Md l'f!ll>rTIIf'luclfl nrun ~ onw Pfnr1le 1lttiJ unntPII ot MditltMIIM ~ kt~rltcotJ 10: 1M /nllwi &tpur J1wwn Jt11UM1, 8j6(} ¥1nryuni A1•t., Sutlt 306.
RlutcltDC-p~. CA.917JO..f352 ~bflerrySkauLC.,.,...t,Jtll997/IIIMIIE..lpvr&u111USJDWWIIL

Do'' nload The Book of Lists Now from n W\Ltoplists.com
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- - - - - - - W H o ' s WHO IN COMMERCIAL
continued from Page 55
percent as an agent in Spokane with more than
2,000 competilrve reai1ors.
His reputdtion in the commumty as a successful, dedicated businessman has given him
the opportunity to be a court-appointed receiver
and referee for numerous properties.
While a resident of lhe stale of Washington,
Kuch held various government-related positions
as an officer and counselor. He
moved to Cahfornia in 1989, where
he concentrates his efforts 111 commercial real estate

Alex Garcia Jr.
Marcus &
Millichap
I
e x
Garcia
Jr., an eighlyear veteran of
Marcus
&
Millichap in
Ontario, has recently been appoinled
senior investment as..liociate by the
managing directors of the firm.
The promotion recognizes those
agents who have been with the firm
for six years, have maintained senior
status for three years and consislenlly
produce in the top I 0 percent of Ihe
firm.
Garcia, 32, specializes in the
Inland Empire apartment complexes
and has exclusively represented
clients in the acquisition and disposition of $100 million in investment
real estate.
He received a bachelor's degree
in communications arts from
California
State
Polytechnic
University, Pomona.
Garcia has served his community
by menloring and training students
and agents interested in commercial
real eslale.
Marcus & Millichap Real Estate
Investment Brokerage Company is
the largest inveslment real eslate brokerage firm in the nation and one of
America's faslest expanding professional real estate organizations. Its
network includes more than 450 brokers in 26 regional offices.
The Marcus & Millichap Ontario
office has brokerage specialists for
apartment, retail, office, industrial
and hotel investment properties.
During the first six months of 1997,
the Ontario office transacted 57 per-

R.E
ago and currently is CEO.
Stephen Daniels has
grown 10 be the largest
independent commercial
brokerage firm based in
the Inland Empire. Annual
sales and leasing volume
generally exceed $50 mil-

cent of all apartment and 34 percent of all retail
brokered sales valued at more than $500,000.

Dan Richards
Stephen Daniels Commercial Brokerage Inc.

S

tephen Daniels Commercial Brokerage was
eslabltshed 15 years ago. Dan Richards
bought out his original partner's interest 10 years

continued on Page 60

Deals Close
Tbe MoneJ' Store®is pleased to announce fundings for:

A

Money docs more 1han talk. It makes deals happen. The Money Store• has remained America's #I
SBA lender by 1caming up witl1 people like you. Give us a call today. We'd like to close a deal for you.

Mark Hogan (909) 983-8100 or (800)722-3066

I'HE MoNIEY SroflE•
Americas partner lor growing busmesses
hnp: tWww.themoneystore.com

Ask about TMS.Dii-ec• our new convenltonalloan program'
.._~

...,N""-'..,._Tiw,.,_,.s-_c.,.,.,._fTM.'.IC)•Tiw""'-t~~,...,...""'

..,..__1 ~..,-- ........ - .

\1"MSCloll~.........,..,._"'Tiw""-l-Siooo""'-

,,__"""'

..-....y-..tllil'flloeaM ..... ~ a_-_..,.n.KK"..:I"fli4Snr,II...Jibr.-llt.,._ll>o~111c:o.,o.-~F-1-.._
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Commet·cial Building Developet·s

Evolution of Real Estate Management Industry Broadens Skill Sets of Today 's Managers
ot only h;.tn: these managers had

very challenging fl\e years. These cllJI·

!!!<>late managers are now being redc>

to act as adjunct as....et managers and

Jenges have demanded greater know!·

played.

gu1de the1r clienL.., through the very tur-

edge in facilities as well as sophisticat-

Today's market is still one of Sig-

bulent years of the Southern California

ed financial. computer, negotiat1on.

nificant transition, with substantial

rt"Cession, but they have had to deal
effectively with the institutionalization

communication, leasing and legal skills,

amounts of real estate.: being bought and

a sense of urgency to "get

sold. Investors are pushing the limits to

and securitization of real estate.
Through ongoing training, educa·

the job compkted."
A':. market conditions have dramat·

California markt:t, which may include

tion and a strong commitment to Jearn,

ically improved over the last 18 months,

rehabilitation of projecL"i, new dcvclorr

these managers are clear survivors of a

the expanded skill sets of these real

ment,

by Curlicne Anderson
The evolution of the real estate
management mdustry over the last five
years has allowed only the fittest managers to survive in a very difficult and
competitive environment; a process that
John Burnham & Company says has
built a hardy stock of real estate managers with very broad skill sets.

along with

IR(/ul..ctlh\ total HfWIIt /ttldctclupttltluu \tpltmbtr /'JIJ7J

Company
Address
City, State, Zip

The Magoon Companies•

1-

find opportunities in the Southern

counter~cyclical

ne:gotiated

sales

and

2-

Investment,
build~to·suit

3.

opportunities.

As a result, the role of the real
estate manager in th1s process contmues
to evolve. The required skill sets

Bigger Isn't Better.

4.

learned in the early to mid~'90s are now
being used to help in the due diligence
and underwriting effort of today's
There's a trend towards

investors.

Opportunities

must

5.

be

processed quickly in order for buyers to
b1gness m the real estate
1ndustry Rather than

be competitive. lnvt:Stors must rely on

6.

local expertise to effectively interpret
market information and trend\ and to

grow by mern of hard

process the unde['W'riting effort.

vvork. f1rms are gobbling

Today, these highly skilled real
estate managers are a critical compo-

each other up at fantastiC

nent of the undc['W'ritmg process. Their

speed Fact ,. though,

7.

8.

involvement includes financial analy~
sis, market research and trend<.;, facility

1t') eas1er 11... structure a
merger

a(.:qUI~Jtlon

review, environmental review and leao;e

9.

audits.
The real estate manager is also crit·

than It IS tli 11'\dke I( work
for the us tamer~ of
the 1nvolved f1rms

ical to the disposition process, provid·

10.

ing continuity of knowledge for the pro~
ject and carrying much of the burden for
the actual disposition proces.."i.

11-

As markets start to settle, the real
estate manager will adapt once again.
The focus will be on providing asset
tdea of deahng w1th

It's Just Bigger.
tr

rade ffs

T

a large ..onglomerate

lent atter t

e ew 91 ·

management·lcvel services to projecL'i

whose holding penods are likely to
lengthen. Tbe real estate manager will

later •hey d1s .. wer
n 0

deta

r ow

be intimately involved m executing
long·term business plans for many of
the projects he or she helped undc:rwrite

01..1 d :hey

T

tev re tcx. busy downs1Z1iQ, getting nd of the people whose

serv1ces you rely

Th1nk about 1t. A company headquartered thousands of m1les away IS not
able to handle your Southern Cahforma real estate needs as effiCiently as

one headquartered here. You end up paytng for long-dtstance management
by lostng the beneftts of local expenence and knowledge

We hate to burst anyone·s balloon, but 1f you want qual1ty t1me. ded1cat1on
and expert1se del1vered by people w1th a local reputation tf' protect. call

John Burnham & Company We're not betng acqUtred

but we are betng

1ned dauy by chents and professtonals who have been

lrvtne 714 833.2462
San Dtego 619236.1557

John Burnhan1
li Con1pany
(

,&fiU ·M

Res/ &thle Sen4cE!*

U.

14.

during the extremely active markets of

1996 and 1997.
Skill sets acquired through the first

.:m

12.

five years of the

'90s will make today's

surviving managers uniquely qualified

to successfully carry out the longerterm goals and objectives of investors.

CarlieneAnderson is a senior vice pres·
ident with Jolm Burnham & Company •
ONCOR International's Inland Empire
Operations. Mth a commercial real
estate portfolio in excess of 11 mtllion
square feet, Burnham is one ofSouthern
California's largest real estate and
asset management providers. The com·
pany also provides commercial real
estate brokerage and leasing, capital
markets, advisory, corpornte services
and construction and project management services.

15.

1650 Spruce Street, Ste. 400
Riverside, CA 92507
Insignia Commercial Group
5tOW.S;xthSt.,#IOOO
Los Angeles, CA 90014
Safari Business Ctnter
2020 Lynx TraH
Ontar;o, CA 91761
Koll Rul Estate Group
4343 Von Karman Ave.
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Master Development Corporation•
3991 MacArthur Blvd., Ste. 215
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Glenborougb Corporation•
650 E. Hospitality Ln.
San Bernardino, CA 92408
CateUus Development Corporation•
1065 N. Pacific Center Dr., #200
Anaheim, CA 92806
Reservis, Inc.
74·225Highway III,Ste.C
Palm Desert, CA 92660
lndustrlaJ Df:vtlopmtnt lnttraatJonal
18101 Von Karman Ave., Ste. 1040
Irvine, CA 92612
Investment Building Group•
500 N. Slate College Blvd., Ste. 525
Orange, CA 92868
Jacobs Development Comp.my
6820 lmfiana Ave., Ste. 210
Riverside, CA 92506
FJM Devdopment Company
9061 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90069
TUrner Dnelopmtol Corporation
1200 Qua;! St., Ste. 160
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Ontario Mills
One Mills Cir., Ste. I
Ontario, CA 91764-5200
American 1\-ldlng Real Estate Proporti<s, Inc.
1055 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 1504
Los Angeles, CA 90017

I.E. Dnelopment
Current Projects:
Complettd Thru Sept. 1997 I Companywide
[rota! Square Footage)
I o( I.E. Projects
Market Value I.E.
3,136,000
1

2,400,000

Locallons or Projects

300,000

Riverside

2,300,000

$70,000,000
13

2,100,000

100,000

10
29

Meridian
Rancho Cucamonga
Riverside, Ontario
San Bernardino

$110,000,000
2,202,000

N/A

1,312,000

2

WND

Ontario
Rancho Cucamonga

2,000,000

San Bernardino
Ontario{fcmecula
Rancho Cucamonga

7,000,000
5

Ontario

437.000

Denver
San Bernardino

2,500,000

Mira Lorna
Ontario

$200,000,000
1,643,000

Title

Co. Wide

Pbont/Fax

15

RloyMapoa
President
(909) 684-0060(784-2545
JGm Snyder
Director of Development
(2 t 3) 553-7980/680-8725
Carl Ross
Owner/Developer
(909) 947-79331947-5896
Charles Kanne
Vice Presidenl
(714) 833-3030/474-1084
Broce McDould
President
(7 t 4) 724-8886/124-8887
David Peacock
Vice President
(909) 381-5301/885-7127
Gle:nAJiea
Vice President lnd'l. Dev.
(714) 237-7304/237-7425
Russ E. Halle
President
(760) 776-8838(776-8842
J.R. Wetzd
Vice President, De:v.
(714) 883-9998/476-4495
Jack Langson
President
(714) 263-1 ttl/2h3-t 120
DousJambs
President
(909) 788-9887(788-4314
Brtt Mackay
Director of Industrial Dev.
(310) 278-18301278-2965
Rusty Tumor
President
(714) 757-540Qfi55-t328
James G. Mance
G~n~ral Manager
(909) 484-83011484-8306
IWplo 1- M"'l'lty
V..P.-Westem Rcgioo
(213) 481-2600/482-5417
Dave Dufour
Genera) Partner
(619) 792-8800(792-1332

9,025

12
12

135

1
$25,000,000

1,667,500

Top l..ocal Executive

u;_

Fullenon
Rancho Cucamonga

1
$7,000,000

2,200,000

Employees:

25

4

Rancho Cucamonga

12
15
150

275

$18,000,000.
1,450,000
$8,500,000
1,434,000

6
4

2

95

$50,239,000
1,200,000

1,658,000

Corona
Mna Lorna

400,000

Riverside

WND
1,000,000

514,298

1
$5,400,000
20

2

2

2

2,200,000

WND
330,000

198,850

1,030,000

177,515

Ontario, Oxnard
Valencia, Phoenix
Las Vegas
Ontario
Olino

4

1.5

$50,000,000
18

na

Calif., Ariz., Texas,
llt,Fla,Pa,DC.

$2,000,000
25

400,000+

Nationwide

t

2

14
14

45

Mira Lorna

I

6

350

WND

Four·Sber Development Company

95,000

16. 990 Htghland Dr., Ste. 202
Solana Beach, CA 92075
Cabaz.oa Band of Mission JndJans

80,000

17. 84-245 Indio Springs Dr.
lnd;o, CA 92203
Affiliated Construction Co., Inc.•
18. 77·900 Avenue of the States
Palm Desert, CA922lt
A.H. Reiter llevelopmeat Company
19. 9650 Business Center Dr.
Rancho Cocamooga. CA 91730

1
$4,000,000
35

Proposed Projects:
Square Footage
Years to Complde

15

225,000
0.5

Temecula

500,000

Eastern

5

Coachella
Valley
Coachella
Valley

$16,000,000

3
$50,000,000

150,000

80,000

2

$9,000,000
N/A

52,000
3

WND

Rancbo Cocamoop
Ontario

20
20
15
15

'fid.Newaaa

Planning Director

(760) 342-2593!347-7880
Wesley OUpbont
Vice President
(760) 345-2626{345-5501

A-11- Rdter

0......
(909) 980-1643,<189-0446

N/A • N01Applrctlhlc- WND • M-o.d.t N01 Duclose' M • /IOittn'lltiDhk. • O.d 1101 rcfpottd IO~U<MCnMIJ"'"fWnT. """ rqteakdfrrJ#II 199b 1M urfi.K,.atwt~ ur lilt llft wa.rdtUJ~dfn-IM c~1 IWC'il. To dtc- bdtof(JtU bfot,.'kfi~W ~~~~ Ji4pp/IC'IJ uan:w·
nut /U of punt-. Mtilc- C'WJ)'C'ff«<u .UClO ms~~rr: Wamu-acy IUUI~horoclflmt.uo{W lut, a-JWIOOU Mill typotrapluca/ mvn ~ onwr Pk~ .wnJ <'orrr'CfiiJfL.f r1' addttiOIIJ 01>1 IOffll¥")' fdJC'-d w. 1M' l11/aiul ~ BIU~t~nJJowrW, 8560 UM)Vnl
Ave., Sullr: 306, Rancho CucomtNtp, CA 91730-4351. RC'SC'arclte'd by Jr:rry Smnw. Copyrlpu/997 f11/.and £1111prt"C' Bu.r~J~aJ JOflniiJ/
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contmued from Page 57
han.
In addition to a full-service commercial '"dustrial brokerage, Richards owns Health
Facilities Management Inc., Stephen Daniels
Property
Management
Inc.,
Kendrew
Development Company and Urban Assessments.
Richards is the general partner in numerous
office, industrial and commercial properties in
the Inland Empire. Most recently he orchestrated
the purchase of the 440-acre San Antonio Lakes
Project in Upland and serves as its co-managing
general partner.
A!>ide from his brokerage duties, Rtchards
places a very high value on community servi ce.
He has served on the board of directors of both
the Upland and Rancho Cucamonga Chambers
of Commerce and is the president elect of the lat-

WHo IN CoMM E RC IA L
which was created to honor the memory of
Richard 's son, who was killed in an automobtle
acctdent 1n February 1997.
The foundation will award $1 ,000 grants
annually to area students and teachers who
exhibited well-rounded excellence in academics,
leadership and citizenship. T hey anticipa te
awarding about 25 grants in 1998.

Tom Taylor
T he Seeley Compa ny
rr'Om Tay lor jo ined The
J. Seeley Company in
of
1976.
Dece mber
During cal endar 1995 and
1996, Taylor successfull y
negotiated and closed 11 3
transactio ns
totaling

ter.

Recently, he completed eight years of service on the San Antonio Community Hospital
Foundation board of directors, the last two as
chairman . Foundation assets grew in excess of
$16 million during his tenure.
Richards, his wife and daughter are chairman, vice chairman and secretary, respectively,
of the Andrew Winfield Richards Foundation,

$122.4 million.
Taylor was The Seeley Company's top producing salesman and manager in 1996 with 61
closed transactions totaling $72.6 million.
Since 1979, Taylor has been an industrial
specialist in the San Gabriel Valley and Inland
Empire West market areas. In 1983, Taylor was
charged by The Seeley Company to open a new

R.E

office to increase Seeley 's market share in those
geographic regio ns and was concurrently
appointed sales manager. Since 1985, that office
has cons istent! y been Seeley 's top profit center.
Recent Inland Empire transacti ons concluded by Taylor include the long-term lea e of
100,661 square feet to Cutler-Hammer Inc., a
division of Eaton Corporation.
Taylor represents Staples in its search for a
new 500,000-square-foot distribution center.
Taylor said he enjoys the commercial real
estate business because it offers an entrepreneurial free market environment where o ne can earn
an income co mmens urate with his or her e ffort.

And the industry rewards an indi vidual who can
tum a creative idea regarding a parcel or building into a productive asset which benefits society.

Boyd Ro Plowman
Lee & Associates
Commercial Real Estate
Services

B

oyd Plowman is the
executive vice presi-
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- - - - - - - - WHo's WHO IN COMMERCIAL
finance for Lee & A"isociatcs Commercial Real
E."itate 'iervices in Ontario.
Plowman says he finds working in commercial real estate rewarding because the profession
"allows me to associate with positive, enthusias-

tic people that I enJoy."
li e added that the mo't fulfilling part of his
job is "to ass ist clien ts w ith crea tive but practical
solutions to their real c.\late a nd business problems."

Plowman is a Magna Cum Laude graduate of

to 90% financing

o No jrAilooa payments

Bank of C ommerce
s pecializes in helping
s uccessful small ~om p a ni es
to grow and prospe r.
We provide owner·users wi th
long-term, SBA guaranteed
fi nancing fo r a variety or uses:
commercial real esta te acquisiti on,
refinance and const ruction.

• SBA .. Pr

We are th e SBA loan experts.

Lender

• Approval in 5
business days•
• Competitive rates

Call us today for a no
obligation consultation ...

Ran con Real Estate

R

obert Ktrkpatnck is a busy man. A!> president and CEO of Temecula-based Rancon

Specializing in the Inland Empire!
Call Judy Banacky 800/870-4034

3,000
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Subscribe for two years to the
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Credit Card Number
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Real I:.state, he oversees brokerage, develop-

She's had
7 different names,
16 identities
and 21 homes.
And she's only
five years old.

dent and senior director of
investment properties and

1996/1 997 Book of Lists only $27.50 + $2.50 shipp. & handling
Please send information about advertising in the 1996/1997 Book
ofUsts

Southern Califorma
He also served as the
prestdent, CEO and chief
officer
fo r
financial
Financial
Ran con

Robert H.S. Kirkpatrick

Before joining I .ce & A~"iOciates,
Plowman was the semor vice prestdent ami chief fmancial officer for
fleetwood Enterprises Inc.
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Inland Empire Restaurant Revie w
Frisella's: A Night at the Roastery
by Joe Lyons

dard Chicken Caesar ($6.49).

opened his door about four years

Monday night and were amazed

We visited Frisella's on a

They say that white men

ago to share his food with the

can't jump. They say that they
can't barbecue either. Larry Bird
proved the first point was

world.
Don't be looking for cute

wich menu, but it must be great
for lunch or take-out. We went

at the crowd squeezing in. John
says he plans to either expand to

geographic associations here.
Nothing says or implies Texas or

straight to the dinners, all of
which come with two side dish-

opening other locations. You

Deep South or Memphis or any

es, like cole slaw, baked beans

will want to get in on the ground

location other than where you

or potato salad, and fresh-baked

floor here, before this becomes

are. But what you find, you will

rolls.
The dinner entrees are sliced

one of those local eateries that

the

pork or beef ($7.49), half-rack

around the corner to get in.

that a guy dreams of opening up

"Appeteasers." And yes, that's

pork ribs ($8.99), full-rack pork

I violated my own rules and

after many corporate years. And

how they spell it. They include

ribs ($12.99) or full-rack beef

took a box of ribs home with me

that's exactly what John Frisella

everything from Rib Snack 'n

did.

Roll

the

ribs ($10.99)
There is also the chicken

are planning a trip back to

Homemade Potato Chips with

strip or shrimp basket dinner

Frisella's for more.

Salsa ($2.99). Very few restaurants do their own potato chips,

($6.99).
On top of all that , you will

but after you try these you will

find a selection of pasta and a Ia

never want to go back to bags

carte rib and chicken orders. For

again.
Salads include the now stan-

dessert, there are giant cookies
($1 each) or home-made apple

ond.
Located in the very un-ethnic city of La Verne, Frisella's is
the sort of store-front location

Working from recipes he

Lt!ibravn,l!' 15 Y(ars /921-1997

got
wines!
•••••••••••••••

White Zinfandel4. 90
Chardonnay 8.00
Zinfandel Rouge 9.20
Merlot Resen:e 14.00
Fondante Ciello 18.00
Gold M<"dal.

Choc1la~~esN:nc<.'d

Pan

]OSEPH, F!UPPI WINERY
- Award-w1

'"~ Cucam9n~a Wmes

r.T•SJJ"i', Spec1al ct~nts. Gifts
-Open 7 Days
RANCHO CUtAMONGA

find in abundance.
You

begin

($5.99)

with

down

to

means is: "We want you to coverup our mistakes."
In the final analysis, however,
it is the person in the job that
makes the difference. A bad attorney is bad for the city and the public whether he or she is elected or

"The Winegrowers of the
Cucamonga Valley"

CGr .alll. e <at Jnt o

V\V ~ Jntelt"}V
Win e Ta.eting Daily
Tours Every Sat & Sun
Private Labeling,

11WIIo!olftloodll5 ... W01alflll9098991111

Custom Ba•kets &

ONIUIO GUAIIt

Mail Orden Available

1803Em!-R.I HOOI--.-0....-1
9093906998
wwwo>wt.,/W<"""'!'' deyfilpp

the store next to him or just start

gets a line of people waiting

to share with some friends. They

Frisella's Roastery is at 1351 E.
Foothill Blvd., La Verne. For
more information, call (909)
593-1137 or for catering call
(909) 392-3969.

Pro ...
continued from Page 7

_.2l1 Wineville R oad
Mira lom•, C A 91752
(909) 68s-53J6

appointed, and a good attorney is
usually effective however chosen.
But, if you do get a good city
attorney, his or her effectiveness is
enhanced in an elected position
rather than in catering to the whims
of politicians and appointed
bureaucrats. My sad experience, as
a city attorney forthe past 10 years,
is that the folks in city hall usually

INLAND EMPIRE

!Y

look out for their own interests, not
the public's.
Why shouldn't the people have
an attorney who is their advocate,
fighting for their interests and
doing it from the inside?

James F. Penman is the elected City
attorney for the city of San
Bernardino.

The Inland Empire's
only
Local TV Newscast

* NEWS & WEATHER
*BUSINESS
*HEALTH BREAK
* ENTERTAINMENT

by Jerry Mead

pie ($8.95 a slice).

developed in his ow~kitchen, he

I've never had a bad one.
We passed over the sand-

wrong, and Frisella's Roastery
proves the falsehood of the sec-

A Nevada County Winery Puts the County on the Map

* COMMENTARY
*FEATURES
*SPORTS
* RESTAURANT REVIEWS

6:30 a.m. Weekdays
on KZKI Channel 30
or ask your cable company
where to find us!

It's just not possible to know
everything about every California
winery. And just when you think
you have a pretty good handle on
the important ones, another one
sneaks in to keep you humble.
Indian Springs is one of those
properties that discovered me,
rather than the other way around.
From what seemed like out of
nowhere, this winery I~d never
heard of from an unrecognized
appellation (Nevada County) was
winning every medal in sight:
Best of Class Awards, Best of
Variety Awards and international
trophies.
While
Merlo!,
Cabernet
Sauvignon and Semillon have the
longest track record of medal
wins, Indian Springs released its
first ever Syrah from the very first
crop off new vines and immediately won not only a gold medal
and Best of Price Class honors at
the New World International Wine
Competition (NWIWC) in 1996
but also the Australian Wine
Importe rs Trophy and went on to
become the number one Syrah in
the nation with more medals than
any other.
If you're lucky enough to find
a bottle of that 1994 vintage lurking on some retail shelf, grab it!
Indian Springs is a family
affair. This is not some giant corporation into agriculture as an
investment. It is Dennis Ball with

The vmeyard takes its name
from its address on Indian Springs
Road, and, if you're not exactly
sure of the location of Nevada
County, it is the northernmost of
the Sierra Foothills growing
regions, with a cooler climate than
its southern neighbors - Amador,
El Dorado and Calaveras.
Nevada County runs mostly
north of Interstate 80 between
Sacramento and Reno , from
Nevada City (its most ptcturesque
town) all the way to the Nevada
border. It is beautiful and heavily
forested country and apparently
has very special microclimates for
grape growing.
Indian Springs wines are just
being established in national distribution but have established
wholesale networks in California,
Nevada and several other states.
Contact the winery for the nearest
retail outlet: Indian Springs
Vineyards, 16110 Indian Springs
Rd., Penn Valley, CA 95946 (916)
273-2550 or e-mail "isv@gv.net" .
I n dia n S p r in gs 1996 Nevad a
Coun ty Semillo n $1 0.50
Soft, rich and appealing
melon and fig flavors. Barrel-fermented in French oak cooperage,
but wood notes are not overpowering. If you are not familiar with
Semillon,
imagine a cross
between Sauvignon Blanc and
Chardonnay, and at least for this
version you'll be very close.
Rating: 88/88

his son, daughter and son-in-law,
a long with famo us consulting
winemaker Jed Steele.
In the beginning, Indian
Springs was primarily a grape,
g rowing operation, with the winem aking bug coming later. The
Ball family sold grapes to some of
th e mos t famous winemaking
names in the state and still do sell
a sizable portion of their crop.
India n Spri ngs is not the only
g rower in Nevada County; there
are a few ot hers a nd at least three
othe r s m a ll producers, but it is this
fruit a nd these wines that have
g a ined the region the m ost na ti o nal recognitio n.

India n S prings 199 6 Nevada
County C h a rdonnay $13.50
In the style of ChardonPay
grown in cool climates, that is
crisp of acidity, very refreshi ng
and with citrus and lemon notes
rather than tropical flavors. A lso
barrel-fermented. I think the barrels must have been newer
because there's more noticeable
oak vanillin in the aftertaste.
Rating: 88/88

this year, winning a Best of Pnce
Class from the NWlWC and a
string of others. It is also my least
favorite, but that's strictly a matter of personal style preference. It
is the lighter style, what I jokingly refer to as "Italy's answer to
Pinot Nair," as opposed to the

darker, more intense "SuperTuscan style." It is almost totally
berry-like in aroma and flavor,
with color somewhere between
rose and real red wine. It is blended to some Cabernet Franc, but it
could have used something beefi-

er, like Cabernet Sauvignon or
Syrah, in my opinion. Rating:
85/84

Indian Springs 1995 Nevada
County Merlot ($15)
This is the wine they are best
known for. They win medals for it
every year, and it is conveniently
the variety of which they produce
the largest quantity. Earthy, dusty,
very complex black cherry flavors; pleasant cherrystone bitter
finish; toasty wood notes in the
after-flavors. This is no wimpy
Merlo!. Rating: 92/90

Wines are scored using a unique
100 point system. First number
rates quality; second number
rates value.

Wine Selection
& Best Values
California Wines

Bea ul ieu Vineyard
Cabernel Sauvignon t993

$40.00

Napa Valley, California,
"Georges De Latour," Private
Reserve

Chardonnay 1995

$19.99

Sangiovese 1994

Cabernet Sauvignon

Pi not Noir 1994
$30.00
Stanly Ranch, Napa Valley,
California

$8.00

California

$ t 3.95
Davis Bynum Winery
Fume Blanc 1996

Napa Valley, California,
Signet Collection

Varietal Rose 1995

by Bill Anthony

Port 1993
St7.00
Napa Valley, California, Port of

Gamay Beaujolais 1995

Cameros, California,
Reserve

$10.00

Napa Valley, California,
Signet Collection

$20.00

Cabernet Sauvignon 1994

$14.99

$10.50

Shone Farm, Russian River
VaHey, California

Pi not Nair 1995

Meritage Style Red 1993
Napa Valley, California,
Red Table Wine

$16.00

Russian River Valley, Sonoma

County, California

Napa Valley, California,
Pin01 Noir 1995
California, Beautour

$10.99

Chardonnay 1995

$11.99

Indian Springs Vineyards
Sangiovese 1995
S t6.00
Nevada County, California

Cabernel Franc 1995

S15.00

Nevada County, California

Merlot 1995

Cameros, California

$14.00

Nevada County, Ca liforn ia

Beringer Vineyards
Gewurztraminer 1996

California
Chardonnay 1995
Napa Valley, California
Chardonnay 1995

$8.00
$25.00
$15.00

Napa Valley, California

Cabernet Sauvignon 1993
Knights Valley, Sonoma
County, California
Riesling 1996

$15.00

Rodney Strong Vineyards
Merlot 1994
$16.00
Sonoma County, California
$10.00
Sauvignon Blanc 1995
Charloue's Home, Northern
Sonoma, Ca lifornia

Pinal Noir 1994

$17.00

River East, Russian River Valley,
California

$8.00

California

Merlot 1993
Indian Springs 1995 N evada
County Sangioves e ($16)
This new variety from Indian
Springs is its m ost honored so fa r

Best Buy

$40.00

Cabernet Sauvignon 1993
$22.00
Alexander's Valley, Northern
Sonoma, California

Howell Mountain, Bancroft

Ranch, California
Cheni n Blanc 1995
Napa Valley, California

$7.50

Swanson Vineyards
Sangiovese 1994
Napa Valley, Californ ia

$22.00
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A B C Tutoring , 10027
Hemlock St Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730-2928,
Cheryl Dye
Homes 4 Less, 10181 Hole
Ave., Riversrde, CA 92503·
3441, Ruben Mendez
J & J Plastering, 10254
Ashford St., Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730-3003,
Julian Robledo
Executive Athletics Club,
104 EState St, Ste. Q,
Redlands, CA 92373-4709,
Allan Steward
Brite Cleaning Svc., 10400
Arrow Rte., Apt. V7, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730-4782,
Tracy Ford
Christian Family Favorttes,
10783 Poplar St., Lorna
Linda, CA 92354-2203,
Derrick Proctor
Fortin Engineering, 10882
Norwood Ave., Riverside, CA
92505-2659, Edward Fortin
Enchanted Memories, 11100
Riverpoollane, Riverside, CA
92503, Deborah Maxwell
Bonanza Realty, 11146 Silver
Run, Moreno Valley, CA
92557-4926, Stephen limar
Artistic Expression, 11183
Northstar Ave., Mira Lama,
CA 91752-2042, Laura Rossi
Allnet Lending, 11195
Saddle Ridge Rd., Moreno
Valley, CA 92557-4811, Mike
lawson
J & H Service, 1121 Apple
Blossom Ln., Corona, CA
91719-8394, Hilal Arabi
A B C Appliance Svc., 1124
W. Chapman Ave., Orange,
CA g2968-2829, James Webb
Fresh Donuts, 1150 N .
Riverside Ave., Rialto, CA •
92376-4342, Try Sang
Bounce 4 Fun, 11543 Spring
St., Adelanto. CA 923014070, Thomas Gallegos
Island Breeze Networl<
Solutions, 1173 Topaz St.,
Corona, CA 91720-3926,
Randall Hunt
Bomb Squad Consulting
Svc., 11811 Sutter Ave.,
Yuca1pa, CA 92399-3971,
Jason Underwood
J M Gonzalez & Assoc.,
1182 Monte Vista Ave ., Ste.
19, Upland, CA 91786-8205,
Jose Gonzalez
Inter City Svc., 1200 Arizona
St., Ste. B10, Redlands, CA
92374-4539, Ray Verches
Auto Center Electrtc, 1201
E . Foothill Blvd., Upland, CA
91786-4050 , Robert Strawser
Info Works Research SVc.,
1205 E D St., Ontario, CA
91784-4329, Terry Moore
Collage Hair O..lgn, 12061
Jacaranda Ave., #1, Hesperia,
CA 92345-4956, Derrick
Sandwick
D C Furniture, 12125 Day
St., Ste. B20B, Moreno Valley,
CA 92557-6703, Dao Vu

American Dream Realty
Grp., t 2t 25 Day St., Ste
F305, Moreno Valley, CA
92557-6704, Steven Coleman
Sr
14th St. Bar & Grill, 12131
14th St., Yucarpa, CA 923991870, Kathe Powell
C M Motors, 12146 Severn
Way, Riverside, CA 925034808, Carissa Mancha
Action Bookkeeping & Tax
Svc., 1215 S. Bon View Ave.,
Ontano, CA 9176 t -4402, Bob
Lopez
J R T Insurance Agency,
12188 Central Ave., #365,
Chino, CA91710·2420, Doris
Hard ridge
Duffy Appraisals , 1220 E
Washington St., Ste. 24,
Colton, CA 92324·6436, Peter
Duffy
Dust Bunnies, 12212
Industrial Blvd., Ste. I,
Victorville, CA 92392·4788,
Janean Moore
Harris' Kenpo Karate, 12220
Pigeon Pass Rd. , Ste. P,
Moreno Valley, CA 925576903, Michael Schutz
Cal Auto Specialist, 1228 E.
Holt Blvd., NB, Ontario, CA
91761-2027 , Edward Berki
Chino Postal Place, 12345
Mountain Ave., Ste. N, Chino,
CA 9171 0-2783, Steve
Feinman
High Desert Food Svc.,
12402 lndustnal Blvd.,
Victorville, CA92392-5871,
Thomas Carpino
A Rated Trucking, 12460
Telephone Ave., Chino, CA
9171 0-2583, James Escobar
Century 21 Olde Tyme, 1261
6th St., NA, Norco, CA 917601400, Dottie Horn
Inspiring Images, 12625
Frederick St., #15-157,
Moreno Valley, CA 925535216, Julianne Tregilhs
Cripple Creek I Ltd. , 12691
Apple Valley Rd .. Apple
Valley, CA 92308-6705, John
Schaffer
Desert VIew Ranch, 12693
Apple Valley Rd., Apple
Valley, CA 92308-6705,
Patricia Schwartz
Abundance Of Giggles,
12742 17th St., Redlands, CA
92373· 7536, Kim Hollis
Collman Produce, 1275 1st
Ave ., Barstow, CA 92311,
Maria Negrete
Impressions lnt'l., 12813
VJVienda Ave., Grand Terrace,
CA 92313-6041 , John Jenkins
Central Funding, 12838
Central Ave., Chino, CA
91710-4119, Thomas, Gruden
Isabella's Corona, 1296
Border Ave., Corona, CA
91720-3801, Martin Felix
Financial Freedom Network,
1318 Morrison Dr., Redlands,
CA 92374-5444, Michael
Puric

Alliance Trans. & Auto
Repair, 133 Washburn Cir..
NB, Corona, CA 91720-2024,
James McGrath
Fradella Appraisal Works ,
13319 Branding Iron PI,
Chino, CA 9171 0·4706, Gary
Fiadella
Carnicera Y Taqueria La
Perla, 13373 Perris Blvd.,
Ste. D301, Moreno Valley, CA
92553-4208, Juan Fernandez
D & R Cleaning, 13489
Havasu Rd., Apple Valley, CA
92308-6060, Raul Herrera
lnkco Printing & Bus. Svc.,
13505 Yorba Ave., Ste A,
Chino, CA 91710-5076, Jenny
Zheng
G & J Enterprise, 13552 San
Juan Ave., Yucaipa, CA
92399-5429, Jennifer Knierim
Gracefull Cleaning Svc.,
13657 Vellanto Way, Moreno
Valley, CA 92553-530 t , Rene
Grace
G & R Drywall, 13670 Norton
Ave., Chino, CA 91710-4909,
Santos Campos
Etna Heat Transfer
Products, 13750 Stockton
Ave., Chino, CA 91710·7042,
Irene Pernosky
I P Enterprise, 13750
Stockton Ave., Chino, CA
91710-7042, Irene Pernosky
Cougar Investigations, 1377
E. Citrus Ave., #187,
Redlands, CA 92374-4012,
Jim Cox
It's A Joy Home Hea~h ,
13800 Heacock St., Moreno
Valley, CA 92553·3339, Aviar
Duckett
El Rey Taco, 13819 Foothill
Blvd., Fontana, CA 923350502, Amalia Meza
Astech, 13824 Cherry Ave .,
Chino, CA 91710-7404,
Adrian Sanders
A 0 Mega, 13961 Rose Ave.,
Fontana, CA 92337-7044,
Toni Di Rienzo
J C Pharmaceuticals, 1410
3rd St., Ste. 13, Riverside, CA
92507-3400, Martin Copen I I
Greenvlne, 14101 Yorba St.,
Ste. 203, Tustin, CA 927802042, Elizabeth Merhab
Desktop & Processing Svc.,
14116 Remington Ct.,
Fontana, CA 92336·3543,
Yvette Guevreyan
Affordable Elegance, 142 S.
Palm Canyon Dr., Palm
Springs, CA 92262-6330,
Randy Hall
Idyllwild Sheet Metal, 1444
Michigan Ave ., Spc. 21,
Beaumont, CA 92223-1731,
Ty Wordham
Hanl 's Chevron, 14507
Palmdale Rd., Victorville, CA
92392-2744, Hani Baskaran
Angel Wings, 1456 E.
Philadelphia St., Spc. 225,
Ontario, CA 91761-5727,
Joseph Esquivel
Golden Promise, 1465

Norwood Ct., Upland, CA
91786-4344, Vincent Dudziak
Creative Solutions, 14713
Amigos Rd., Chino Hills, CA
9t709·4739, Angela Wright
Game Day Sports, 14720
Wilson PL, Hesperia, CA
92345·4832, Mark Piraino
Cam Auto Sales, 14784
Foothrll Blvd., Fontana, CA
92335-8016, Jose Camarena
Gift Basket Boutique, 14789
Rolling Rrdge Dr., Chino Hills,
CA 91709·1945, Crndr Specht
Jessie's Lawn Svc., 1487
Call Way, Corona, CA 917203804, Ana Vazquez
All Write Mall Cntr. Plus,
1489 S. San Jacinto Ave.,
San Jacrnto, CA 92583-5105,
Simon Contreras
Cleaning Svc. Unltd., 14920
Brighton Ct., Fontana, CA
92336·1688, Darrin Mohacsi
Accountability Concepts,
14944 Culley Ct., #4,
Victorville, CA 92392-3947,
Matthew Reichmann
Grease Monkey, 14949 Bear
Valley Rd., Hesperia, CA
92345-1684, Barbara
Montgomery
G C L Construction, 14962
Bear Valley Rd ., NG227,
Victorville, CA 92392-9224,
Gary Lamay
Adamson Automotive, 150
Campbell St., Lake Elsinore,
CA 92530-4404, Ellie
Adamson
High Desert Cap~ol , 15063
Clovis St., Victorville, CA
92394-1105, William Barrett
A Better Auto Pawn &
Sales, 15120 Palmdale Rd.,
Victorville, CA 92392-2501,
James Peach
A Better Ball Bonds, 15120
Palmdale Rd ., Victorville, CA
92392-2501, Michael Bench
All Gold Properties, 15437
Anacapa Rd., #24, Victorville,
CA 92392-2458, Phyllis Wyatt
Accessories For Less, 155
C St., Upland, CA 917866028, Landre Clark
B BE, 1550 E. Victoria Ave.,
San Bernardino, CA 924082926, Donald Bowker
Global Business Solutions,
15587 Carrera Dr., Fontana,
CA 92337-0954, Jimmy
Williams
A B S Company, 15720
Ventura Blvd., Ste. 301,
Encino, CA 91436·2922, Paul
Allen
Cal Sm~h Co. , 1579 De Anza
Dr., San Jacinto, CA 925822267, Calvin Smith
Door Unllm~ed, 1600 Cortina
Dr., San Jacinto, CA 925833054, Jerry Houchens
Desert Haven Family Home,
16045 Mission St., Hesperia,
CA 92345-4236, Bernardo
Songco
Comp. Intra Operative S~c.,
16210 Hidden Cove Dr.,

Riverside, CA 92503-0503,
Mic McGrath
Bad Boyz Towing, 1624 W.
Belleview St., San
Bernardrno, CA 92410-2257,
Willie Rivers
Dreamsoft Online Svc., 1625
N. 0 St., San Bernardino, CA
92405·4403, Jason Williams
Golden Umbrella
Publishing, 1627 Chernus
Ln , Chrno Hills, CA 91709·
2314, Lorraine lves
C M A Enterprise, 16407
Abedul St., Moreno Valley, CA
92551-2040, Cheryl
Armstrong
Corona Ceiling Care, 1654
Shirley Dr., Corona, CA
91720-4236, Larry Casias
A A Driving School, 16545
Bear Valley Rd., Hesperia, CA
92345-1 806, Kristina Barfoot
Auto Outlet, 16810 Ceres
Ave ., #D, Fontana, CA 923358600, Malachi Banales
Enchanted Treasures
Antiques & Collectab., 169
N. Main St., lake Elsinore,
CA 92530-4005, Joy
Maniscalco
Fontana Cleaners, 16960
Foothill Bivd., Fontana, CA
92335-3502, Paresh Patel
Footworks, 17049 Valley
Blvd., Ste. E, Fontana, CA
92335-6823, Jesus Stoelo
Adamson Tool & Eqpmnt.
Co., 17283 Regency Cir.,
Riverside, CA 92503·0221,
Todd Adamson
Denis Dell Mkt. & Liquor,
17664 Adelanto Rd .,
Adelanto, CA92301-1744,
Sami Alawneh
Denny's Restaurant 17080,
1770 W. Florida Ave., Hemet,
CA 92545-3718, Hamid
Navran
A+ Auto Repair, 1775 W.
Foothill Blvd., Upland, CA
91786-3535, Nasser
Abujudeh
Diversified Medical Grp.,
17868 Hwy. 18, #1 04, Apple
Valley, CA 92307, Richard
Litak
Apple Valley Liquor Store,
17993 Hwy. t 8, #9, Apple
Valley, CA 92307, Soni
Pratapji
Canon Coating Co., 1 830
5th St., Norco, CA 917601910, William Marquet
J R Custom Painting, 18375
El Nido Ave., Perris, CA
92570-7429, James Rea
Hesperia Alarm & Security,
18404 Main St., Hesperia, CA
92345-6385, Dana Dutcher
Beeline Janitorial Svc., 1846
E. Hawthorne St., Ontario, CA
91764-2220, Ronald Marin
Gallimore Auto Transport,
186 N . Nebraska St., Lake
Elsinore, CA92530-1861,
Bobby Gallimore
Administrative Regal
Support Grp., 1 864 Baywood

Dr., Apt 201, Corona, CA
917t 9-3352, Clarence Seen
8 & G Performance Muffler,
18737 Hwy 18, #5, Apple
Valley, CA 92307, Gregory
Willis
Alanas Aromatherapy,
18889 Valley Blvd.,
Bloomington, CA 92316·221 0,
Ginger Fisher
Cup 0' Joe, t 9059 Valley
Blvd., Ste. 319, Bloomrngton,
CA 92316·2247, Cliff Young
Data Health Pool Svc.,
19250 Foxtail Ln., Riverside,
CA 92508-6012, Davis Chung
Gabrleleno Transport, 19380
Envoy Ave., Corona, CA
917t 9·3803, Yolanda Mesa
Hard Times Liquor, 1946
Southeast St., San
Bernardino, CA 92408, Suhetl
Hawara
Abbey Rd. Studios, 195 N
Del Rosa Dr, NF, San
Bernardrno, CA 92408-0136,
Chau Beck
Hangar Inn, 195 N. Del Rosa
Or., #G, San Bernardino, CA
92408-0136, Chau Beck
Family Ranch Mkt., 19579
Temescal Canyon Rd.,
Corona, CA 91719-5658,
Patricia Hernandez
3 Buck Bouquet, 1980 W.
Foothill Blvd , Upland, CA
91786·3538, Mercedes Shaw
Creative Designs, 200 E.
30th St., Apt 337, San
Bernardino, CA 92404·2364,
John Taylor
Franklin Terrace Apts., 200
N. Yale St, Hemet, CA
92544·4778, Robert Reeves
MD.
Gran View, 2050 Executive
Dr., Palm Springs, CA 922624002, Mark Ciesikowski
Belief Therapy, 2055 Kellogg
Ave., D, Corona, CA 91719311 t, Danrel Degoede Ph. D
Eggsellent Eggs, 206 W
Colton Ave., Redlands, CA
92374-3236, Mrchael Wolfe
E & D Truck & Auto, 2060 E.
Locust Ct., Ste. E, Ontario,
CA 91761-7644, Dawn
Martinez
C & D Transporting, 20840
Oleander Ave., Perris, CA
92570-9414, Deborah
Eschrich
J M Enterprise, 211 E. Palm
Canyon Dr.. Palm Springs, CA
92264-6823, Kirk Pittman
F & L Enterprise, 21600
Corwin Rd., Apple Valley, CA
92307-1004, Rose Crotwell
C G W Computer Sales &
Svc., 21650 Temescal
Canyon Rd., Trlr. 19, Corona,
CA 91719-7302, Chris
Wentworth
Jacks Electric, 2175 N
Euclid Ave., Upland, CA
91784-1477, Jack Oschman
Buckln T Rodeo Specla~les,
21927 Viento Rd., Apple
Valley, CA 92308, Martin Terry

J & S Designs, 2225 S
Greenwood Pl., Apt A,
Ontano, CA 91761-5665, Saul
De Santiago
A V U Photography, 2226
Alyssum Ave , Upland, CA
91784· 7384, Due Nguyen
Custom Humidors, 2248 N
Euclid Ave., Upland, CA
91784·1390, John Scanlon
In So Ca Psychotherapy,
22797 Barton Rd , #200,
Grand Terrace, CA 923135207, Stephen Lawrence Ph.
D M Pa
Field Claims Svc., 22912
Pavia Ct., Wildomar. CA
92595·9519, Gilbert
Rasmussen
Better Tlmes Enterprise,
2295 lndrgo Hrlls Dr., Apt. 6,
Corona, CA 91719·7972,
Dolcelyn Zackrison
Dr. Deza's Dental Office,
23080 Alessandro Blvd., Ste.
201, Moreno Valley, CA
92553-9674, Recio Deza
Integrity Liquidators, 23145
Ironwood Ave., Apt. 5, Moreno
Valley, CA 92557-8032, Linda
Beckton
Handyman Svc., 23292 Bay
Ave., Moreno Valley, CA
92553-9676, Raymond
Gutierrez
J R & Associates, 23719
Sonata Dr, Murrieta, CA
92562·4662, Joe Romine
Afghans Net, 23729 Sonata
Dr, Murrieta, CA 92562-4662,
Ahmad Rahim
H & P Nails, 23871
Sunnymead Blvd., Ste. C,
Moreno Valley, CA 925537759, Quynh Nguyen
Her Cuts, 23940 Ironwood
Ave., Moreno Valley, CA
92557-?t 54, David Rocha
Hlp Hop 2000, 2400 Inland
Empire Blvd., Ontario, CA
91764, Mark Mosley
lamco Creative Resources,
2415 Mercedes Ave.,
Highland, CA92346-1816,
Robert Dunn
Burgess Group, 245
Alvarado St., Redlands, CA
92373-5120, Ronald Burgess
Adventist Pioneer Library,
24585 Valley Vista Dr., Lorna
Linda, CA 92354-3339 ,
Teresa Schell
Bert's Lawn Svc., 24654
Sinaloa St., Moreno Valley,
CA 92557-7818, Jane
Lambert
A & A Rehab Svc., 2469
Pleasant St., Riverside, CA
92507-5730, Leticia Tafalla
Ace Enterprise, 248 S . Sierra
Way, Ste. C, San Bernardino,
CA 92408-1411 , Anthony
Erickson
I Was Framed! , 24625
Tranquil Way, Moreno Valley,
CA 92557·6402, Kaily
Rachwitz
C P R, 24850 Hancock Ave.,
Murrieta, CA 92562-4129,

Ron Sisneros
East Vlly. Fence Co., 24999
Shadowwood Dr., Yucatpa,
CA 92399, Jeffrey Kay

Financiers lnt'l. Svc. Inc.,
250 S. Lyon Ave., #11,
Hemet, CA 92543·3850,
Gerald Kelley
Genesis Investment
Properties, 25252 Via Las
Lomas, Murrieta, CA 925625916, Michael Bock
Cal Design & Dvlpment.,
2540 Wilson Ave., Perris, CA
92571-4008, William
Thomason
Billy Bud's, 255 s_ Indian
Canyon Or., Palm Springs, CA
92262·6617, Adamo's Billy B
Inc
Alotta Lotto, 25508 Kim Ct.,
Murneta, CA 92563-5346,
Timothy Levin
Cornerstone Restorations,
25658 Dorval Ct., Menifee,
CA 92584-8689, James Lewis
Alpine A C & Heat, 25732
San Lupe Ave., Moreno
Valley, CA 92551· 7043, Larry
Vernieri
Denny's Restaurant #7081,
2675 W Florida Ave., Hemet,
CA 92545·3607, Hamid
Navran
J B Marketing &
Promotions, 268 W 55th St.,
San Bernardino, CA 924072702, Jeffrey Bees
Hana Cleaners , 2680
Highland Ave., Apt. 112,
Highland, CA 92346·2123, H
Shin
Accredited Publications,
27500 Keller Rd., Sun City,
CA 92584-9643, Michael
Petrin
Ink Distribution, 27513
School Rd., Crest Park, CA
92326, Ira Leader
Highland Mgmnt. Group,
27855 Stratlord St., Highland,
CA 92346-3373, Dean
Wagner
Breitfeller Enterprise, 28110
Avenida Primavera, Cathedral
City, CA 92234-3781, Tom
Breitfeller
Heritage Antiques, 28475
Front St., Ste. A, Temecula,
CA 92590-1 824, Bridget
Fitzwater
Blythe Nursing Cr. Cntr.,
285 W. Chanslor Way, Blythe,
CA g2225-1246, William
Steele
Fallbrook Trophy, 28700 Las
Haciendas St., B101,
Temecula, CA 92590·2651,
Beverly Christensen
Black & White Sweeping
Svc., 28747 Pushawalla St.,
Desert Hot Springs, CA
92241-5125, Kelvin Tucker
Caldera Coffee , 28878
Cypress Point Dr., Menifee,
CA 92584·8833, Jill Carlson
Advanced Systems Design,
29107 Harbor Sail Cir., Lake
Elsinore, CA 92530·1229,

Christopher Petnlla
Christy's Donut, 2961 S
Archibald Ave., Ontario, CA
91761-7359, Sandy Tang
Cal Body Care, 29735 Calle
Palmas, Temecula, CA 925915315, Dennis Markowitz
Buslnessmart, 29790
Watson Rd., Romoland, CA
92585·9363, Robert King
Future Products, 3035
Gunsmoke Rd., Corona, CA
91720·6t74, Samir Riad
Checkerboard Friends, 3045
S. Archibald Ave., H295,
Ontario, CA 91761-9001,
Unda Desmond
AT S Precision Machining,
310 N Cota St., Ste. H,
Corona, CA 91720·2015, Paul
Murray
European Restoration,
31562 Railroad Canyon Rd.,
Canyon Lake, CA 925879448, Rita Crocker
Interactive lnt'l., 31838
Monique Cir., Temecula, CA
92591-6949, Milton Bledsoe
Humberto's Hair Design,
3191 0 Avenida Alvera,
Cathedral Crty, CA 922343109, Humberto Coronado
Alliance Protection Svc.,
31910 Avenida Alvera, #A,
Cathedral City, CA 92234-

3109, The Alliance Co. Inc.
Biologic Resources, 3200
Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 250,
Ontario, CA 91764·5513,
Barbara Marion
Blessing From The Lord,
321 N. Indian Canyon Dr.,
Palm Springs, CA 922626015, Ora Toole
Imagination Unltted. Grp.,
32100 Avalon Ln., Menifee,
CA 92584·9247, Shahla
Razav1
Absolute Cooling &
Heating, 32187 Camino
Nunez, Temecula, CA 92592·
6357, Samuel Ruiz Jr
A A A Medical Billing, 32295
Mission Trl., Ste. 8, Lake
Elsinore, CA 92530-4543,
Steve Slack
Alarm Pros, 32370 Via
Eduardo, Thousand Palms,
CA 92276, Gordon
Schwartz
Athenian Palace, 32971
Yucaipa Blvd., Yucaipa, CA
92399-1948, Fred Dallas
Oejay's Document Couriers,
3319 Ume St., Lake Elsinore,
CA 92530, Donna Helm
C L S Custom Sign, 33695
Sellers Rd., Wildomar, CA
92595-8319, Cheryl
Schaefer

Coming Soon
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BUSINESS INFORMATION RESOURCES
Agricultural Export Program (AEP), Calif. Dept. of Food and Agriculture
............. http://www.atinet.org/aep

Bank@Home, Union Bank's Internet Banking Center
.............................................................. http://www.tdmi.com/ usa
Boy Scouts of America, Old Baldy Council
.............................................. h!tp://www.cybergSt.com/oldbaldy
.......................................................... h!tp://www.ca.gov
CCCS Inland Empire (Credit Counseling, Bankruptcy, Credit Repair)

............................................................... hnp://www.credit.org

THE SOFTWARE

City Business Guide CITIVU Rancho Cucamonga

................................

. .......... http://www.citivu.com

Columbia Chino Valley Medical Center

......................................................... http://www.cvmc.com

The 1996/1997 Book ofLists on Disk

First Federal Savings of San Gabriel Valley

................................................................ http://www.firstfederalsgv.com
Giant I.E. RV .... .

San Manuel Indian Bingo & Casino .... hup://www.sanmanuel.com

U.S. President ....................................... htlp://www.whilehouse.gov

E-MAIL ADDRESSES
Bill Leonard .........................................senator.leonard@sen.ca.gov

takes a popular

~uct

. ............... ieibatrade@aol.com

U.S. Government Printing Office, GPO Access

Whd~mort,ifyou

................................................................ gpoaccess@gpo.gov

lik.td tarlitr vmilHuofTopl.i.Jt,JOtl'U lcJTt tht
~mprovtd vrr.siotl J.O for W"tndows or MocWoslr.

U.S. President ...................................... president@whitehouse.gov

Plug into cu"ent company data

BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES (BBS)
Jnformalion is subJect to cbange withour notice and some operators may charge fees.
Alice's Woadertaad: Amateur radio, Psion and Renegade suppon, CD-ROM, No Ratios, On-tine
games, active message bases; (909) 597-4469.
Apple Elite II: Networked messagmg, on-line games, transfers for Apple II and Mac, 14.4 baud;
(909) 359-5338.
11w:
PW:r BBS: CAD·plouing service; drop "DWG" Auto--CAD files, zipped and texl file
in CAD hbrary, 14.4 baud; (310) 595-5088
Mlae . .d Yollf'll BBS: WWlV Networks, Large File, MSG Base, Games, Internet t·mail and Local
Echos, Fees free; (760) 244-0826
Ebb:- BIISiaess: Business management, labor laws, CPA issues., human resources, emplo)'tt ben·
efits, 14.4 baud, 24 bours; (714) 239--6864
l•vestorLiak.: Stock, commodity prices., real esrate, daily news, personal finance, muruaJ ruods,
28.8 baud; (818) 331-4611.
Mom.DddiUo's DBS & Bruldast: WwivNet, E-mail, TradeWards, Lord Scrabble On-line, 14.4
baud; (310) 432-2423.
PC-Wiadowmaker DDS -A.U.G.l.E.: Computer user g.toup club BBS, supporting IBM, Atari and
Mac downloads. on-line games., RIP menus, 28.8 baud. (909) 637-1274

B.,.....,_

r.--------------------------------~

LIST YOUR BULLETIN BOARD

After your easy installauon, whJt nut? With
TopList version 3.0 ror Windows 01 Mactntosh, you
can click into the datJstetton, where you'll find the
hst of bustnes.sd; that appear tn the Book of Us15.

Now, you am ~1t"W and .sort by compo.ny, lis1/ranl or
zip codt/compat~y onitr

To order:

909-484-9765

• Craie and .save mulhpit letters.

• M"JC pnnl d.ltiiO ~ll pupu~

Avery label fa-nuts.

• Tarr;ct k:nmandlabcbtosckct

"'"""'

Bask TopU!il fut•ru;

.....

• Sortda~abyoompany.hstlranli:OI'npcodci«Jmpany

• Mage dlou. wtth ywr !;USIOIIl ktte:B .00 pnnl
lnll.1111gtabels.

• Pnnl cu:s10m reports UN:OI all c. select data f~ekk

Need more infonnation?
• fofaeompkttiiSlulgoftheiLStcalcgoncsLI'ICI!.Ided
and the number olreconls per li:Sl. call the Topl.m
F.u-Bx:k.Serviaatt-800-493--4757. RcqUCSI
documnuOZI.

• hnpJf'w\vw 10phst..oom, e-mail ITIOfctnfo@lloplast.com
• F«prc-purctweteduucalandcornpahbility

qudlla\S,Cilll-800-)47-9267
or http://www.toplist.com
OR FAX Fonn to 909-391-3160

r-------------~-~----,
VLX1 f /love what I'm reading about TopLrst Versron 3.0.
.J~. Please rush me my order.

Jusea: QPC 0Macintosh
Toplis!@ $99.00 Q

0 Paymtnl tndosed
Charge lo:
OVisa

Add 8.5ft sales tax

0 MasterCard
OAMEX

Add sh1ppinglhandling
Next businw day (S8.50)

Alld~artslu~donJ.5w

Thtal

duU

Credit card li ________________________ Exp ---------S1gnature

"""""'="1""''"""'"'''-"'""'*'""''-----------------------------

Namemoowd ____________________________________________

Namc

Ph~num~r---------------------------------------------

Address ________________________________________

~m~ny

0

GenerallntOfest

0

0

Specialty:-----------------------------------

Product support

Dty - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

E-mail services - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

F~-------------

Hoo~---------------------------

Voice phone _____________________________________________
The lni,Hrd Ernp>r<' 0<1·''" .. ,
would l>k(

to

h ov<

Juurrr.>l '" c.on1ptlong

your bo,ud or>clud<.•ll

But.urest. Jourro 1! Attn

CA 91730 1 l'>7

_________________________________________

Modem speed-------------

Features - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

>lot.! ullht; lo(. ol hull<.•torr boardt.

loll out thos coupon Ollld m.-.ot ot

Bulh ton Bo Hdt. B560 Vrney,lrU 1\vc-

to

Inland

II you

Emptr<l

SIP 306 A.-.nctro Cuc,1monga

Sute ----------------------------- Zop ----------Pho"'

8

REGULARLY SCHEDULED EVENTS

• Sclyourkntr"sKJpandkftnw

pnandsclcdfro-nmullapk:fooiS

from

to work f01 you 111 muwJa.
Usc: Toplis! 01. "'_n:kly .
utractthcdatJforusc:lfl
your bvontcsorrware

Thc Small Busmcs.s Development
Center is offcnng a two-hour work·
shop at 6 p.m. that covers the van·
ous financing options available to small
business. The array of SBA loans are
covered, mcluding the general qualifying
criteria, the application process and the
documentation needed tn applying for an
SBA loan. Upon completion of thts on·
entation, attendees will be able to meet
with a professional business consultant,
by appointment, at no-charge, for assis·
tance on preparing the necessary documentation for an SBA loan . For informa·

~tlbuc)

fOI'usel!10lhcrsoftwarc . (ACT!,
M10010fl Wcrd. WQrdPcrfcc:t
il!ldmlfl)'rl10ft)

and lets you K'C'CSi-, mampu·
late. and pu11~ powerful rontenb

................................................................ cchimatl@,aol.com
Inland Empire International Business Association

The Center for lntcrna..I tonal Trade
Development ts offenng a threehour workshop. Thts workshop
will describe the tmportant elements of
an import/export transaction, .such as
requtred documentation, production
capacity, shipping, msurance, evaluation
of business potential and the methods of
gettmg paid. A transaction flow chart will
guide you through the sequence. The
workshop starts at I p.m. and costs $25.
For information, call the Citrus College
Center
for
International
Trade
Development (909) 629-2247.

- ~lyuportdata(w>lhoul

IMtalhfiJ the TopUsl

a premiete publtcanon

California Center for Health Improvement

I
I

Features:

of Lis~ IS a.n aMiW
rdert'fii%SOW1%hke ooothet
Valuable corporate slaliShC$,
keycxeculiVtCOflucts. address
mfonnatJon, a•ul mo~. A
vtrtual goldmme of tbta for
research, dtrcct ma~ketmg, and
sales prospccung purpnsc:s
Topl..lsl, lhc ~flwarc \·erston of the Book of U.l!.,

1bc Book

............... h!tp://www.giantrv.com

San Antonio Community Hospital ...... hup://www.sach.org

....................................

5

YOU~LLLOVE

Calirornia state government home page
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WEB SITES
Aviastar Communicatjons, Inc............. http:/"www.aviastar.net
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Monday
Rancho
Business
Builders
or
Cucamonga, weekly, 7 a.m. at Socorro's
Mexican Restaurant, 10276 Foothill Blvd.,
Rancho Cucamonga Membership: S25.
Contact: Dawn Grey, (909) 484-5244; Shirley
Patrick, (909) 625-2386
Personal Break Through/Networking,
weekly 7 a m_ at 7385 Carnelian St., Rancho
Cucamonga. The club meets to discuss maximizing-business and personal leverage,
Contact: Warren Hawkins, (909) 626-2681 or
(909) 517-ll220 (pager)
Thesday
Business Network Internati onal, La
Verne Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m. at Cine's, 309
E. Foothill Blvd., Pomona. Contact: Donald
Clague, (909) 593-351 I
Business Network International, Inland
Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 to 8:30 a.m. at
Mimi's Cafe, 10909 Foothill Blvd., Rancho
Cucamonga. Contact: Michael Bailey, (909)
948-7650.
Ali L..a.ssen's Leads Club, Claremont
Chapter, weekly, 7:15 a.m. at the Claremont
Inn, 555 W. Foothill Blvd., Claremont.
Contact: Philip Board, (909) 981-1720.
Regional office: (800) 767-7337.
Wednesday

Busines.'! Network International, Chino
Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m. at Mimi 's
Cafe, Spectrum Marketplace, 3890 Grand
Ave., Chino. Contact: Mike Agee, (909) 591-

Nancy Couch, (909) 621-4147
The Institute of Management Accountants Inland Empire Chapter, the fourth
Wednesday of the month , 6:30 a.m at the
Mission Inn, 3649 Seventh St., Riverside
Contact: Ester Jamora (818) 305-7200 Ext.
106.

The Rancho Cucamonga Women 's
Chapter of Ali lassen's Leads Club, weekly,
7:15a.m at Mimi's Cafe, 370 N Mountain
Avenue. Info: Patricia Brookings, (909) 98t4159 or (909) 594-5t59
Thursday
Consumer Business Network, weekly, 7
a.m . at Michael Js, 201 N. Vineyard Ave.,
Ontario. Meeting Charge: S\5 including
breakfast. Contact: (818) 446-1986. Host:
Sandy Patterson.
Business Network International, Upland
Olapter, weekly, 7 a.m at Denny's, 385 S.
Mountain Ave., Upland. Contact: Jim
Mangiapane, (909) 946-66t6.
The Chino Hills Chapter of Leads Club,
weekly, 7:15a.m. at Mimi's Cafe, 3890 Grand
Ave., Chino. Contact Nicole Smith, (909)
393-4304, or Shirley Ash, (800) 767-7337.
Friday

Sales Success Institute • "Prospecting
Without Cold-Calling!," with D. Forbes Ley,
author of "S uccess Today!," weekly, I :30
p.m. to 5:00 p.m. at the Ontario Airport
Marriott. Free, but reservations a must. Call
(800) 772-1172. Preview: www.scll-fast.com

0992.

Business Network International, Rancho
Cucamonga Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m. at Plum
Tree Restaurant, 1170 W. Foothill Blvd.,
Rancho Cucamonga. Contact: Michael
Cuneny, (909) 467-9612.
West End Executives' Association,
weekly, 7 to 8 a.m. at Ontario Airport Marriott
Hotel, 2200 E. Holt Blvd., Ontario. Contact:
(909) 949-3525, or (818) 96(}.5834.
Toastmasters Club 6836, the Inland
Valley Earlybirds of Upland, weekly 6:45
a.m. at Denny's, northwest comer of Seventh
Street and Mountain Avenue in Upland . Info:

Saturday

People Helping People to Keep Dreams
AJive!, weekly, 1:30 p.m. at The Peoples
Place, 135 W. First Street, Claremont. Info:
Dr. D.M. Yee, (909) 6244i63.
Sunday

Claremont
Master
Motivators
Toastmasters Club, weekly, 6 to 7:30 p.m.
in the Jagels Building at Claremont
Graduate School, 165 E. lOth St.,
Claremont. Contact: Chuck or Dolores
Week, (909) 982-3430.

tion and regiMration, call the Mt. San
Antonio College Small Busmess
Development Center at (909) 629-2247
Classical muStc tS altve and
well m the Inland Emp1re.
Bringmg hi s talent to the
stage will be Scottish conductor Stewart
Robinson, who will conduct Tile Mikado
with Opera Pactfic at the Orange County
Performing Arts Center m Costa Mesa
Robmson is also the music director for
the
San
Bernardino
Symphony
Orchestra . Performances of The Mikado
will be Tuesday, Nov. 11, Thursday, Nov.
13, and Saturday, Nov. 15, at7:30 p.m. A
Sunday Nov. 16 matinee will begin at 2
p.m. Tickets can be purchased by calling
(800) 34-0PERA.

11

Ever wonder what the
boundaries are when it pertains to testmg your employees? Find out at the monthly
Professionals In Human Resources
Association (PIHRA) meetmg. Paul
Hastings of Hastings, Jenofsky & Walker
LLP will discuss the legal boundaries of
employee's privacy, including drug test·
ing, monitoring e-mail and voice mail,
polygraph testing and interrogation of
employees. Networking opportunities
will begin at II :30 a.m. with the lunch
and presentation beginning at 11:45 a.m.
Located at the University of California,
Riverside, 1200 University Avenue,
Riverside, the cost will be S 14 for members and $16 for non-members. For
reservations, call Twillea Carthen at
(909) 608-2420 or fax (909) 880-7019.

13

A one-day strategic semi-

14

n_ar will. high.light alternative f1nancmg sources
available for the affordable-housing
developer and current issues related to
Housing Tax Credits and the
Allocation Process. Learn from the
experts when legal and accounting
consullants, a representative from the
California Tax Credit Allocation
Committee, a bond underwriter and
housing credit syndicators will explatn
tax credit programs and alternative
financing sources. Located at the
Sheraton Gateway Hotel in Los
Angeles, the seminar starts at 8 a.m.
and e nds at 6 p.m. The cost is $225 per
attendee. For more information, call
Angela Johnston, AM&G, at (310)
282-8588 extension 239.

Do you have a small business that needs a financial
boost? Then you should
attend the Small Business Development
Center's two-hour workshop that covers
the various financing options available.
Beginning at 6 p.m., the workshop will
cover the array of SBA loans, the general qualifying criteria, the application
process, and the documentatton needed
in applying for an SBA loan . Upon com·
pletton of this orientation, attendees will
be able to meet with a professional business consultant, by appointment, at no
charge, for assistance on preparing the
necessary documentation for an SBA
loan. For more information and registration, call the Mt. San Antonio College
Small Business Development Center at
(909) 629-2247. (Also avatlable on Nov.
25.)

17

Those people who have

2O

been. bitten by the entrepre·

neunal bug can get a kickstart at the two-hour workshop presented
by the Small Business Development
Center. Beginning at 2 p.m., this workshop is designed to develop an aware·
ness of the life-work style of owning a
business, what is needed and how to get
started. Upon completion, entrepreneurs
are then able to work one-on-one, by
appointment, with a professional business consultant specifically on their
business. For information and registration, call the Mt. San Antonio College
Small Business Development Center at
(909) 629-2247.
Two-time defending cham·
pion Fred Couples will be
trying for his third consecutive victory in the SKlNS GAME against
one of the strongest fields ever assembled in the IS-year history of the
$540,000 event. Played at Rancho La
Quinta Country Club, Couples' chal-

29

lengers, selected by a blue ribbon panel
of golf expens, will feature Tiger Woods,
the 21-year-old sensation who won the
1997 Masters by 12 strokes, Tom
Lehman, the 1996 Player of the Year, and
Mark O'Meara, 17-year PGA TOUR
veteran who has 14 career victories,
seven of them in California. For information about the nearest ETM Ticket
Machine location or to purchase SKINS
GAME
tickets,
call
the
ETM
Entenainment Network at (714) 4370103 or (BOO) 946-3860.
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Call 909 875 5364
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Come and take advantage of the
many benefits of
Chamber membership
I East Redlands Blvd., Redlands, CA 92373
(909) 793-2546

estate structure, making the region
economically independent of
other counties.
An estimated 31,000 payroll
jobs will be added to the region,
forming a 3.8 percent increase
from last year. The Inland Empire
job growth will slow to 2.4 percent in 1999 and 3.3 percent in
2000.
Industries targeted for growth
include furniture, fabricated
metal, industrial machinery and
rubber products, Puri said. The
Inland Empire should see an additional increase over the next two
years in wholesale trade and transportation, business services,
health services, amusement and
movies.
Banks Buck Stock Market
As the stock market plummeted to an all-time low October 22,
some stocks donned parachutes

and hung on.
Stock in CVB Financial
Corp., parent of Citizens Business
Bank in Ontario, gained 12.5
cents to close at $27 on the
American Stock Exchange. Hemet
Federal Savings & Loan's parent
company, HF Bancorp, also
gained 12.5 cents to $16.50 in
over-the-counter trading.
D. Linn Wiley, president and
CEO of Citizens Business Bank,
said financially sound regional
bank stocks may be seen by
investors as a safe choice.
Compared to the same time last
year, CVB Financial improved
31 percent in third quarter earnings.
However, not all financial
institutions faired well. RedFed
Bancorp, parent of Redlands
Federal Bank; City National,
Hills
acquirer
of
Beverly
Riverside National Bank; and
Provident Financial all lost
ground on Wall Street.
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Bill Gates Learned from IBM
"Overdrive: Bill Gates and tbe
Race to Control Cyberspace,"
by James Wallace, John Wiley &
Sons, New York, New York,
1997, 307 pages, $24.95.
by Henry Holtzman

Many ages ago (as time is
counted in nanoseconds) IBM
ruled the business world with
fang, claw and just plain size. The
corporate giant took little notice
of the small creatures, called PCs
(personal computers), scurrying
through the underbrush.
IBM considered the PCs as
toys, unworthy of either devouring
or stepping on, until the cute little
things began eating its nest eggs
big time. So IBM came to a symbiotic relationship with another
small creature, a tiny software
company called Microsoft that
had developed a neat disc operating system, to keep the PC vermin
out of its nest.
Through the ingenuity of
Microsoft's owner, a scruffy looking nerd named Bill Gates, big
IBM acquired a license to use
MS :DOS- almost all of it except
the part that counted most: the
internal operating code.
The
result ?
By
1989,
Microsoft had not only devoured
IBM's remaining PC nest eggs but
its legs, spine and lunch. The
nerdy looking guy had become the
wealthiest individual in the world
and Microsoft ranked among the
top 15 of Fortune's 500.
Enter the Internet. Originally
designed as a project sponsored by
the Department of Defense to link
the military, universities and
assorted
research
facilities,
Microsoft (that is, Bill Gates) took
little notice of the little creature
until he saw it moving toward the
edge of his nest in 1993.
Clearly remembering what little creatures had done to IBM,
Gates sharpened his fangs and
claws on a few smaller companies
and charged after the much-hyped
interactive TV. In the process, he
also missed the first access ramp
to the equally over-hyped information highway.

One of the little companies
scampering through the underbrush {then known as Mosaic and
later as Netscape) did see the
potential of the World Wide Web.
Gates - preoccupied with developing Windows 95, mergers
among competitors and personally
locking up China as a market paid little attention to Netscape.
That is, he didn't pay much attention until he noticed that it had one
of Microsoft's nest eggs in its
mouth: the prospect of controlling
the browser programs on the Web.
Gates had no intention of taking the same path as IBM, and so
Microsoft Network was born.
Gates also signed contracts with
Netscape's competitor, Spyglass,
effectively buying a year's catchup time. Satisfied that he had outflanked Netscape, he mostly forgot about the Web.
In 1995, Wall Street forcefully
reminded Gates that Microsoft
still had no effective plan for
exploiting the Internet. Goldman
Sachs, the same firm that had
taken Microsoft public, also took
it off its "priority recommend buy
list." While the doomsayers
clucked meaningfully to themselves, none of them noticed
Microsoft extending its claws.
On December 7, 1995 (not an
accidental selection of the date,
according to the author), Bill
Gates addressed an Internet
Strategy Workshop and paraphrased Admiral Yamamoto,
Imperial Japan 's naval leader.
Gates served noticed on all the
Internet software firms that they
had "awakened a sleeping giant."
Two days earlier Gates had
signed a licensing agreement with
Sun Microsystems for its Java
Web browser. While this captured
some attention, the real bombshell
was his December 7 announcement that Microsoft would give
away the browser to Internet
users. The author notes that a
Spyglass executive who was present at the workshop, "picked up
his cell phone, called his broker
and placed a sizable order for
Microsoft stock."
By the end of 1996, the three

largest Internet providers had all
selected Microsoft's Internet
Explorer as the browser of choice
for their 15 million combined customer base.
Superbly
well
written,
~·overdrive" has all the elements
of an action adventure novel.
Whether you've been keeping up
with the fierce battles within the
software industry or merely main-

tained a moderate interest, this
book will be hard to put down.
More than a factual recitation
and analysis of events, the book
offers many personal insights into
the high stakes poker game that's
taking place among the most competitive players in the business
world. No matter who takes the
pot, the effects will be felt by us
all.

Best-Selling Business Books
Here are the current top I 0 best-selling books for business. The
list is compiled based on information received from retail bookstores
throughout the United States.
1. "Success Is a Choice," by Rick Pitino with Bill Reynolds
(Broadway . .. $25.00) (3)* Ten-step system for getting ahead in
business.

2. ''The Dilbert Future: Thriving on Stupiclity in the 21st Centu~," b}
Scott Adams {Harper Business ... $25.00) (1) A Dilbert look past the
year 2000.
3. "The Millionaire Next Door," by Thomas J. Stanley and William
D. Danko (Longstreet Press ... $22.00) (2) Millionaires are made of
cliscipline, work and frugality.
4. "Dogbert's Top Secret Management Handbook," by Scott Adams
(Harper-Collins ... $16.00) {5) Adams strikes again, now at newly
appointed managers.
5. "The Motley Fool Investment Guide," by David and Tom Gardner
(Simon & Schuster ... $24.00) (4) A not-so-foolish look at investing
strategy.
6. "Forbes Greatest Business Stories," by Daniel Gross (Wiley .•.
$24. 95) (7) Achievements in business from colonial times until now.
7. "Wall Street Money Machine," by David and Torn Gardner (Simon
& Schuster . . $24.00) (6) Using formulas to determine your
approach to investing.

8. "Overdrive: Bill Gates and the Race to Control Cyberspace," by
James Wallace (Wiley ... $24.95) .. How Bill Gates nearly missed
the Internet access ramp.
9. "The Dilbert Principle," by Scott Adams (Harper-Collins .
$20.00) (8) A devastating, though witty, view of modern business.
10. "The Road Ahead," by Bill Gates (Viking/Penguin ... $29.95) (9)
America's best known chairman peers into the future.
*(3)- Indicates a book's previous position on the list.
•• - Inclicates a book's first appearance on the list.
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vice president for Grubb & Ellis Company in
c harge of San Bernardino and Riverside coun-

Corporation from 1992 to 1995. He was responsible fo r the operations and marketing of all
Ra ncon Corporate enti ties and be oversaw all
activ ities relating to Rancon 's real estate acquisiti ons, development, asset management and property d ispositions. And he oversaw financial
reporting, S.E.C. compliance, accounting and
data processing services for Rancon Financial
Corporation and its affi liated entities.
Before joining Ra ncon, he served as senior

ties.
Kirkpatrick received a bachelor's degree in
commu n ications from San Diego State
Unive rsity.

Mark Latimer
Insignia C ommercial G roup Inc.

M

ark Latimer recently joined Insignia's west
division after more than 13 years with The

Seeley Company. Dunng
that time, he carved out a
large and successful niche
serving the needs of
industrial companies and
property owners in the
San Gabriel Valley/Inland
Empire, consummating
more than 245 transactions valued in excess of $500 million.
Latimer was consistently among the firm's
leadmg revenue producers and in 1996 was
ranked number one out of a
sales force of 150 throughout
the company.
Now
working
for
Insignia, L1timer is poised to
assist the company, already
the largest property management company in the state, 111
levcragtng its posttion hy
offenng a one-~top real e~tate
services solution to clients.
Latimer is a mcmhcr ot
the American Industrial Real
Estate
Association,
tht:!
Industrial Listing Director
and the Los Angeles Board ol
Realtors. lie is a gratlu;lle of
The Colorado College.

Introducing the Xerox Document Ce tre.

The most advanced digital copier today.

S elect Pape~

Commentary ...
contimu:d from Page 6

trau11ng efforts across the
board will improve the
skillS or all workers.
includmg former welfare
TCClplCiliS.

The welfare plan enact

cc.l th1s year 1s a good start
It mcludes $45X million for
job tra111111g, roughly dou·
blc the amount allocated
la~t year. But we must

rene\\.' anc.l cxpam.l th1s
commitment so that bus1·
ne~scs and employees have
the opportunity to put JOb

traimng programs to usc.
If the historic welfare
reforms of l <J97 arc to live
up to thclf potential. we
must make 19'!K the year or

job creation hy ushcnng in
swccpang
reform~
to
improve California's buSIness chmate and expanding
the role of JOb traimng prog rams. We possess the
too ls necessary to ove r co m e this c ha lle nge; we
mus t o nly put them to use.

The most advanced networked document system tomorrow.

X

The new Xerox Document Centre is the
first digital copier designed as a digital
copier from the ground up. You get unprecedented reliability, stunning laser print
quality, plus the ability to manipulate images
like never before.
What's more, its modular design lets
you customize the Document Centre with
powerful fax, duplex and finishing capabilities t hat let you go digital one step at
a time.

Never has one machine been so flexible .
Down the road, you can plug the Document
Centre into your network so workgroups can
copy, print, fax, collate and staple, right from
their PCs.
To learn more about the affordable Document
Centre digital copiers call 1-800-ASK-XEROX,
ext .121 . Or try our interactive demo at

www.documentcentre.xerox.com.

XEROX of Greater Los Angeles
Call Us @ 1-800-ASK-XEROX ext. 121
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